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Introducing
Ford MustangII.

Therightcar
atthe right time.



f
Shown here is the elegant

Mustang n Ghia.

For details and other models,

please turn page.



Mustang II.
Every once in a long while, the

right new car comes along at the

right time. The original Mustang
was that kind of car, back in 1964.

We think Mustang n is that

kind of car today. It gives you all

the economies of a new small size, all the luxury

you could want, plus a level of jewel-like

quality you never expected in a small car.

An impressive list of standard equipment.
An incredible interior (below) with indi-

vidual seats, full-width headrests, deep padded

Anewclass
doors, thick cut-pile carpeting front and rear,

and even on the lower door.

Beautifully functional instrument panel
with tachometer.

n A glassy-smooth four-speed trans-

mission; short throw, fully synchronized
A lively but thrifty four-cylinder

overhead cam engine.

Front disc brakes.

Rack-and-pinion steering.

A unique suspension designed to ride

more like a luxury car than a small car.

Jewel-like decor and finish everywhere
—one example: extra-bright moldings
around windows and wheel openings...

The closer you look, the better it looks.



THREE-DOOR 2+ 2 MODEL

ofsmall car:First Class.
A remarkable choice of options and models.

Most small cars offer you relatively little

choice of models or options.

Mustang n is different. You can almost
design your own way of “going first class”—
with some of these choices:

Special luxury interiors like the one
shown here, featuring elegant seat

fabrics and patterns, 25-ounce cut-pile

carpeting, special door panels with

courtesy lights, and more.
An exciting 2.8 liter V-6 engine.

Power-assisted rack-and-pinion

steering.

A handsome digital clock (above).

Competition suspension.

A breezy little sun roof (below).

Mustang n comes in four models: 2-door

hardtop and Ghia; 3-door2+2 model;
and the sporty

Machl.
See them at

your Ford Dealers.

Mustang H. More
than a new Mustang.

A whole new
class of small car:

First Class.

Yet with all this luxury and quality,

Mustang n still carries an economical
small-car price.

From the many exciting options available, the cars shown above
are equipped with white sidewall tires, pin striping, rocker panel
molding. Two-door hardtop also sports a vinyl roof. Standard
interior on opposite page includes deluxe seat belts.

FORD MUSTANG H
FORD DIVISION flWj



Some life insurance

companies charge up to twice

as much as others

for the same coverage.

Here's how to

be a smart buyer.
It’s a fact— different life

insurance companies offering

the same straight life policy

will each quote you a different

cost for your protection. And
if you pick the wrong one you

could pay up to twice as much
as you should. That could mean
thousands of dollars over your

lifetime.

One thing you should

know is that the premiums you

pay may not be the true cost

of your insurance. Premiums
should be adjusted for

dividends, anticipated cash

values and other considerations

before you can really compare

costs. And we’ll make it

possible for you to do this.

Of course, it’s usually not

wise to drop any of your present

life insurance. But it is very

wise to compare costs before

you buy more protection.

Equally important is the kind of

company you’ll do business

with and the advice and service

the agent can give you.

So, be smart. Read the

impartially written booklet,

“How to Select the Right Life

Insurance Company.” It

doesn’t quote you prices— ours

or any other company’s—but

it will make you a smarter buyer

by showing you how to

compare companies and their

costs. We’ll even send it to

you free, without sending a

salesman.

You see, we’re confident

enough in ourselves to give

you information about the

entire life insurance industry.

We want you to choose

the right life insurance company.

Even if you don't choose us.

r C93
The Bankers Life. Consumer Services

Des Moines, Iowa 50307

Please send me, without obligation, a free copy of
"How to Select the Right Life Insurance Company.”

Name

Address

City State Zip

THE BANKERS LIFE
BANKERS LIFE COMPANY. DES MOINES. IOWA 50307

Individual and group life, heaitn and disability programs.
Pension and profit sharing investment plans.
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Next week
THE TROJANS WAR on Geor-

gia Tech, which should let

USC’s Anthony Davis show
why he is college football's

hottest runner. John Under-

wood observes every zigzag.

LIVING IS EASY for a touring

golf pro in Europe, where the

wine is vintage, the scenery

magnificent and the purses al-

ways rising. Dan Jenkins likes

it, too, and may never return.

THE COST of their calling is

reflected in their faces, and

Neil Leifer’s portraits ofGrand

Prix drivers captures it: a

unique study of high tension

in rare moments of repose.

© 1973 TIME INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. REPRODUCTION IN WHOLE WITHOUT PERMISSION IS PROHIBITED.
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Do you know
your car could have built-in reflexes?

electronic fuel control
automatic
speed control

automatic braking

automatic
anti skid control

collision

avoidance radar

Some drivers will always be

better than others. But thanks to

advances in electronic technology,

all drivers will be better some
day because their autos will have

built-in reflexes.

Drivers will have electronic

devices to control skidding,

sense highway hazards, provide

radar-accuracy speedometers,

or even adjust windshield wipers

and defrosters to the actual

weather conditions. All auto-

matically.

Electronic improvement of the

automobile is almost limitless.

It is estimated that by 1980 auto

manufacturers may be spending

as much on solid state electronic

systems as on the engine in every

car they make. Even so, in the long

run, electronic solutions to

automotive problems are expected

to lower the cost of running a car.

Today, RCA provides the auto

industry with components for

the new electronic ignition sys-

tems. Tomorrow, we will provide

a variety of other advances—
such as electronic devices to re-

place inefficient mechanical

methods of fuel mixture, which

will cut energy consumption

and aid in emission control.

Electronics is creating inge-

nious new ways to enhance life.

And RCA, which helped create

the technology itself, is still

pioneering the electronic way.

The electronic way



Sports Illustrated LETTER FROM THE PUBLISHER
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kina with the U.S.

last June, they

do the story they really hoped to do and

had thought about for

broad report on sport in the People's

Republic that begins on page 82.

at the idea. "We had a meeting at the

hotel— 10 of them and two of us,” says

Johnson. "Then we met with a differ-

ent bunch of people. We drank a lot of

jasmine tea. They kept saying that we

and that was all. We spoke a lot about

The big problem after that was keep-

ing up.
" ‘We're going to that com-

mune you asked about.' they would f
tell us," Johnson relates. "Or we’d hear V
that 500 kids were waiting for us at

ten

the end they were

arranging full-

day excursions

for us.”

tors never felt

that the Chinese

were trying to

conceal any-
ig, and wherever they went they

ild ask all the questions they want-

The hosts were ever gracious. But

—

ly—certain things never

Nobody ever said no.

but we never managed to catch up with

any of the famous Chinese acrobats,"

We never got into

or bicycling. And we never saw

nass outdoor events, though we
I to." In all, Johnson and Cooke
20 days in China and felt they got

ich as could be expected in a reg-

:ty.

looking back, is still faintly

by a sense of remorse. It dc-

the ultra-scrupulous Chinese

of honesty—and lotus root pow-

ingredient in a delicious

ate one day in Hangchow.
Thinking he might whip up a batch

got back to the U.S., he bought

promptly leaked. So he left

it in his hotel room wastebasket. It was

to him at the railroad station,

left it on the train. It turned up in his

lei room. He left it there. It

antly restored to him on

to the airport as he was about

the country. At that point

faced up to the situation. He
his enormous regret that he

take the battered box home.

His apology was accepted, and that was
the last he saw of the powder. But he

still thinks kindly of the pudding.
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No other steel-belted radial

gives you all these

V^aeiyre
features:

3 Polyester

2 SuperSteel
Belts 1 Nylon

Segmented
Mold

Construction
Tyres cured in more costly

Segmented Molds deliver

a smoother, more uniform
ride. The problem of out-

of-round tires is removed.
In addition, every Vogue
Tyre is 'Force Variation
Checked", eliminating
vibration-causing con-
struction irregularities.

Model LR78-15

Plies
Most radial tire failures

occur m the sidewalls, so
Vogue gives 50% more
sidewall protection than
most other radials — three
polyester plies, not just

two. And polyester is

stronger than rayon, deliv-

ers the strength of nylon.

Steel gives maximum pro-
tection against punctures
and road hazards. And
Vogue uses the finest high
carbon steel wire belting

available (brass plated).

Belt
Vogue molds the steel
belts into the tyre by using
a tough nylon overlapping
belt. This extra belt aids
adhesion protects the
steel belt edges, and gives
Vogue Tyres sustained dur-
ability at high speeds.

Steel
Stabilizer

Vogue SuperSteel stabiliz-

ers stiffen the sidewall for

more responsive handling.
And they help eliminate the
sidesway that occurs at

low speeds with some
radial tires.

Vogue’s Sculptured
Whitewall Design
Prismatic white sidewall
design carries on Vogue's
tradition of having the most
distinguished tyres on the

road.

Your tyre isn’t Rjufllfr unless it’s made by Vogue!

Vogue Tyre and Rubber Company. Skokie, Illinois 60076

Vogue Tyres are available exclusively through line automobile dealers Vogue Service Centers.



Whentheyaskyou
about Basic, tellthem

itwas no sweat.
Let's face it. Army Basic Training is no picnic. That's because

its job is to make you a soldier. Sure, it will probably be more work
than you're used to, but we
don't expect miracles over-

night. So we start with the

basics of physical training

and conditioning and build.

While you build yourself.

But there's more to

Basic than pull-ups and
wind sprints. You'll learn all

the specific skills that will

make you a soldier.

You'll also learn about
yourself, and what you can
do if you try. So that by the

time Basic is over, a lot of jobs
you thought were tough be-
fore will be "no sweat" now.

If you'd like to develop
that kind of confidence in

just eight weeks, send the

postcard. Or call 800-243-

6000, toll free, anytime. In

Conn., 1-800-882-6500.

Today’s Army
It's work, but it's worth it.



Name your Game...
. . . and we’ll send you a btx>k that can help you improve it!

Over two million players, coaches and fans have already

bought and used The Sports Illustrated Home Library to im-

prove their sports skills. They’ve made it the Number One

sports instruction series in America. And now. with its all-

new format, new titles and colorful new editions, The Sports

Illustrated Library is bigger, better— and more effective—

than ever. Isn't it time you let our staff of top experts, coaches

and star performers share with you their winning

techniques?

Choose from these exciting new
titles. ..Colorful new editions:

Badminton. By I Frank Devlin. An international champion shows

how to master the game. Whether you play it in the backyard—or in

competition— this book is for you.

Baseball. By Brooks Robinson, Harmon Killibrcw, Dave McNally

and other stars. A must for the developing player.

Basketball. How the game is played in the Pros and college., and

how it is coached at UCLA. By the Editors of SI.

Dog Training. Housebreaking a puppy? Teaching the family dog to

do tricks? Field-training a spaniel, hound, pointet or retriever? Here's

the help you need.

Fly Fishing. By Vernon S. Hidy. A lucid, handsomely illustrated in-

troduction to the art of this growing sport.

Football : Offense. By Bud Wilkinson. Required reading for the

player, coach and fan of the '70’s.

Golf. By Charles Price. A great teaching pro shows the beginner every-

thing he needs to know about golf and how to play it.

Horseback Riding. Covers equipment for both horse and rider, rid-

ing styles, all the fundamentals. Even offers tips on buying a horse.

Ice Hockey. By Mark Mulvoy. The basics of the fastest team sport

known to man. For player, coach and fan.

Powerboating. By Tony Gibbs. A leading authority shows how it's

done safely! Must reading for anyone who owns— or would like to

own— a powerboat.

Skiing. By lohn leromc and the Editors of SI. Demonstrates the basic

techniques of today's top skiers. For beginner and intermediate alike.

Skin Diving and Snorkeling. By Barry Allen. An expert instructor

takes you through the fundamentals of these intriguing sports.

Small Boat Sailing. By the Editors of SI. Everything you need to

know to become a competent small boat sailor.

Soccer. By Phil Woosnam with Paul Gardner. Famous soccer men
explain the fundamentals of the world's Number One sport — now the

fastest-growing team sport in America.

The SPORTS ILLUSTRATED Library
P.O. Box RkK), Philadelphia. Pa. 19101

Please send me the Books I've indicated below. I understand that

the price of each is $3.95 iplus tax, if any). I also understand that

if I am not fully satisfied, I may return any or all books within 10

days for full refund.

Titles:

My check money order for S is enclosed.

Name

Address

City

State Zip

Squash. A clear concise introduction to a fast, exciting—and very

competitive—game. By the Editors of SI.

Tennis. By Bill Talbert. The all-time great starts with the basics-

grip, volley, backhand, forehand, serve —and goes on to reveal strategies

for winning at singles, doubles and mixed-doubles.

Track & Field: Running Events. By lim Dunaway. Designed for

the millions of men and women who call themselves "runners''

— whether they run in competition or jog to keep fit.

Volleyball. By Bonnie Robinson and the Editors of SI. Dig, fake. kill,

spike, ace are just a few of the terms and techniques explained in this

new and comprehensive guide to an exciting Olympic sport.

Each new Sports Illustrated Home Library Edition—expertly

and explicitly illustrated by SI artists and photographers—

is available in hardcover for only $3.95. To order simply

"name your game" on the coupon at left and mail it—along

with your check or money order— to: The Sports Illustrated

Library, P.O. Box 8340, Philadelphia, Pa. 19101.

Sports Illustrated Library paperback editions are now available at fine book and
departmenl stores



Cadillac invites you to consider a few

basic and revealing facts about luxury car ownership.

Fact: Cadillac is the most popular luxury car

in America today. By a wide margin. Figures

show clearly that in the model year just ending

purchases of Cadillacs will be more than

double those of the nearest competitor.

Fact: In a year that was highly competitive for

luxury car makers, more people chose to own
Cadillacs than ever before in history.

Fact: In two of the other meaningful measurements

of automotive excellence—resale value and

owner loyalty— Cadillac traditionally leads

all U.S. car makes. Not just luxury cars...

all cars built in the land.

It is a record without equal. Yet, in many ways

the cars you are about to see on the next

two pages are superior to the Cadillacs that

established this record.

This is why we announce them as...



Cadillac 74 83 More than ever

America s number one luxury ca
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1 Of CICtUENCt

It’s what you expect of Cadillac ... and something more.
More choice. And what a choice it is— the greatest

in the luxury field. There are the three you see here. The
classic Fleetwood Brougham. The magnificent new ver-

sion of America's only luxury convertible— Eldorado.

The newly styled Coupe deVille. Plus six other basic

models. Plus . .

.

New Special Edition Cars. Luxury versions of

DeVille. A new Brougham d’Elegance. And the new
ultra-elegant Fleetwood Talisman.

More elegance. An exclusive new design in instru-

ment panels— interiors more luxurious than ever.

More driving pleasure. Finer engine performance
...from start to stop. Due in part to a "fast burn” com-
bustion chamber, a new camshaft, a choke reindexer to

assure quick starting, a snorkle to supply the engine

with cooler air. The rolling smoothness of the ride is

Cadillac at its best.

And something less. Even less engine noise with
high-damping engine mounts, a fan clutch and a muffler

for air intake. Inside the car, a virtual network of

acoustical materials— including double seals on doors
—silently does its job. After all, it’s a Cadillac. Now on
display by your authorized Cadillac dealer.



NAME.

ADDRESS.

December 31. 1973

c MowNt wiuiamsonto»accoco«p. King Size. 17 mg. "iar. 1 .2 mg. nicotine; Long Size. 18 mg. "tar, 1 .3 mg, nicotine av. per cigarette, FTl Report no. Id.

USEDCAR FOR SALE
*75,000

You can get last year’s Viceroy racing car

that was part of the Indianapolis 500 effort

(original cost $100,000) for $75,000, and

one Viceroy carton end panel.

And get a taste of what smoking is all about in every

pack of Viceroy. For complete details, mail this coupon
with one Viceroy carton end panel. Hurry! Only a few

cars are available.

Race Car oiler Mail this coupon with one Viceroy carton end
panel for complete details to

Viceroy Used-Car Offer. P.O. Box 903 VUC. Louisville, Ky 40201

The carton end panel will be applied toward the purchase of

the car.

Get a taste of what it’s all about.
VICEROY

It’s all there in Viceroy.

1 A Groid j-r- : 1

KING SIZE AND LONG SIZE



Ii a bank with imagination
could help your business...

thesepictures

may giveyou

an idea

ofwhere

to find one.

Two good LaSalle customers
get together as the Miami Dol-

phins meet the St. Louis Cardi-
nals. (The Dolphins are the only

LaSalle customers to win the

Super Bowl ... so far.)

Nuclear power for peace.
Uranium fuel assemblies are

inspected in a storage pool at

the Dresden nuclear power
station of long time LaSalle

customer, Commonwealth
Edison Company.

LaSalle has worked with leading

typographers for years. Frederic

Ryder Company, known for the
high quality of their work, is but

one of the many typographers with

whom LaSalle has worked and is

working.

LaSalle money helps make movies.
Goldberg -Werrenrath Productions,

producer of educational and docu-
mentary films, isa LaSalle customer.

During the 19 years that LaSalle has worked with

Thrall Car Manufacturing Company, the company has
grown to become one of the nation’s major manufac-
turers of freight cars.

You say you don’t run a football team, make
freight cars, produce movies, or dabble in nu-

clear power? Call Tom Sullivan, Vice President,

(312) 443-2657 and tell him what you do. See

if you can’t do it better with some help from
LaSalle National Bank.

© LaSalle
...the bank on the move

LaSalle National Bank. LaSalle Bank Building. 135 S. LaSalle

St., Chicago, III. 60690 • Phone 443-2500 - Jackson -Wacker
Walk-in, Drive-in Facility at 335 West Jackson Boulevard,

Phone 443-2880 • Member F.D. I.C.



TAKE A WALLBANGER
WHERE YOU NEVER

TOOKA WALLBANGER
BEFORE.

Until now, if you wanted a good wallbanger, you had to go

where the wallbangers were. A bar. A restaurant. Or maybe
you could invest $15 in the ingredients and try to make them

at home.

Now Club introduces

the wallbanger in the can.

It's Vz pint of the best

wallbanger you ever tasted,

and your total investment is

only about 99C.

But best of all, you don't

have to hang around indoors

to enjoy it. Because a Club

Wallbanger can go where all

others fear to tread.

The Club Wallbanger.

The only wallbanger that can

go wherever you go.

CLUBS. ANYTIME, ANY PLACE, ANY REASON.
The Club'CocktOili, 25-48 Proof ©1973 The Club Distilling Co., Hartford, C*., Menlo Pk„ Col.



NOT ONLY BECAUSE OUR AGENTS OFFER CUSTOM-MADE LIFE INSURANCE
PROGRAMS. AND VARIABLE ANNUITIES AS WELL AS GROUP INSURANCE AND PENSION

PLANS FOR YOUR BUSINESS. BUT BECAUSE WE GO THROUGH EACH
DAY AND EACH DECISION AS IF OUR NAMESAKE, WITH ALL HIS STUBBORN

INTEGRITY, WERE PEERING INTENTLY OVER OUR SHOULDER.

A subsidiary of John Hancock Life offers

mutual funds through its registered representatives

The John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company
Two Hundred Berkeley Street Boston Massachusetts 021 17



MAKEYOURNEXTNEWCAR
A NEW STEREO SENSATION.
Available with Chevrolet, Buick,

Oldsmobile, Pontiac or Cadillac.

Name your car and you can order it with a

wide variety of really super sound systems
by Delco—the sound of General Motors.

You get a broad selection of Delco
radios and tape players. And they're all

made in the G.S. to tough GM standards
by the people who've specialized in GM car
radios for 36 years.

and rear stereo speakers—or an AM/FM
stereo radio. Either way, the tape player
essentially disappears when you’re not using it.

You simply insert the tape cartridge

right through the radio dial. Then, when
you remove the cartridge, poof, it's a radio
dial again.

This makes the tape player easy for you
to reach, unclutters your instrument panel
area, and makes it tough to tell you've even
got a tape player.

Choose from a Wide Variety

of Sound Systems.
The range of sound availability reaches all

the way from pushbutton AM monaural to

a signal-seeking AM/FM
stereo unit

for Cadillac,

Delco Stereo Is a Sensational

Experience in Sound.
Everyone in a GM car can have the best seat

in the house when it is equipped with our
patented “Crossfire"

speaker system.

In between, there's

everything in between. Including
AM/FM pushbutton stereo with
an integral 8-track tape player.

Button Down Ten
(That’s 10) Stations.
With most Delco AM/FM models you can
pre-set 5 AM stations and 5 FM stations for

a total of 10 locked-in stations for quick but-
ton-down selection. Chances are you didn’t

know that was possible with any car radio.

A Hidden Secret of Our System.
Our 8-track tape players come combined with
either an AM monaural radio— including front

Chevrolet AM/FM/Stereo with 8-track tape.

What we do is take four speakers,
strategically place them front and rear,

and diagonally align them.
What you do is enjoy the listening

sensation of balanced stereo sound in one
of the best acoustic chambers around.

Maybe you’d like to take this ad with
you when you buy a GM car.

Whether it’s a Chevrolet, Buick,
Oldsmobile, Pontiac or Cadillac, get it

equipped with one of our remarkable Delco
sound systems. We think you deserve it.

Ask your dealer for Delco.

DELCO ELECTRONICS.THE SOI GENERAL MOTORS.

Delco Electronics, Division ol General Motors.



YOU GANT COMPUTE
WHAT AN AIR FORCE SKILL

MAY BE WORTH TO YOU.
But if you came into the

Air Force, and let us turn you
into a pro in one of our high-

skill technical areas, comput-

ers could tell you the odds

for a successful career in ci-

vilian life arc excellent.

Look at it this way. A
man who learns the ins and
outs of computers in the Air

Force has a long head start

when a company is looking

for someone to help them sell,

service or program them. An
equally big head start if he
wants to go into accounting,

statistics, math, business ad-

ministration or any other area

that uses electronic data pro-

cessing equipment.

If you don’t relate much
to computers, the Air Force
has over 130 jobs to choose
from. They all have one thing in com-
mon, however. Whether you want to

learn engineering or accounting, re-

frigeration, carpentry', mechanics or

communications, the Air Force is the

best place to learn about it. And no-

body appreciates it more than the ci-

vilian employer who hires you fully

trained later.

Think of what you’d like to do in

this world. Then ask us if we can train

you in that field. If we have it—and
we should—the Air Force will guar-

antee you your pick. In writing. Be-

fore you sign up.

Just give us a call at 800-447-

4700, toll free. (In Illinois, call 800-

322-4400.) Or mail in the coupon.

Either way, you could be program-

ming yourself a pretty smooth future.

FINDYOURSELF INTHE AIR FORCE.



Dial Light Switch. For

tuning in the dark.

Ifwe added anymore,
we’d have to give lessons on

how to use it.

Public Service Band.

For continuous weather,

fire and police calls.

FM Band. For your

favorite rock or

classical music.

AM Band. If you get

tired of FM and Public

Service Band.

Continuous Tone
Control. Adjusts the

treble-bass balance.

Separate Volume Control. / Unusual Tuning Dial.

No resetting the volume each / The numbers move

\ time you turn the radio on. / instead of the pointer.



SCORECARD
Edited by ROBERT \V. CREAMER

PETE UNDER PRESSURE

Football coaches and other chauvinists

like to say that there is no such thing as

a good loser, which is foolish. A good

loser is someone who knows how to cope

with defeat—in a sense, how not to be

defeated by it. A smart poker player does

not tilt at windmills; he folds a bad hand.

Pete Rozelle showed quality and intel-

ligence in moving quickly to implement

the antiblackout bill passed by an impet-

uous Congress—even before it was made
law by the President’s signature. FI is

grace in the face of this major defeat re-

flects credit on him and on professional

football.

DRYDEN'S CHOICE

Ken Dryden's decision to quit hockey at

age 26 to become a law clerk may seem

astonishing, but his reasons for doing so

arc logical—if you can get over the idea

of giving up S 1 20.000 a year for a job pay-

ing $134 a week. Dryden is the super-

goalie from Cornell who joined the Mon-
treal Canadiens a few games before the

Stanley Cup playoffs in 1971 and then

was named most valuable player in the

playoffs. He was outstanding again dur-

ing the 1971-72 season and was signed

to a lucrative two-year contract. He was

paid $75,000 in 1972-73. earned another

$30,000 in bonuses and was to get $90.-

000 before bonuses this season.

But the contract was signed before the

National Hockey League's war with the

World Hockey Association sent salaries

skyrocketing. When Dryden heard of the

money some of the other goalies in the

league were now getting, he wanted Mon-
treal to revise his contract upward. Way
upward. The Canadiens offered about

$125,000 a year, but Dryden was think-

ing in terms of $175,000 or so. Montreal

said no, and Dryden quit.

“Money cun be a principle as well as

something to buy objects with." Dryden

said. “1 didn’t expect to get what the Bob-

by Orrs do, but I know I belong on the

next level."

Dryden will spend the year articling

with the Toronto law firm of Osier. Hos-

kins and Harcourt. Articling is a form

of interning and is required in Canada
of prospective lawyers, which Dryden is.

”1 thought I might as well retire from

hockey and start articling now," he said.

"I didn’t like the idea of doing it at 35.

or whenever I finally finish with hock-

ey." As to questions about a prospective

lawyer not honoring a contract, Dryden
said, "The sanctity of the contract is pre-

served by my retiring from hockey. 1 am
not playing, and I am not being paid. I

presume I am going to play again a year

from now."

But. presumably, not for Montreal.

The line forms on the right. Bring your

checkbooks.

COST ACCOUNTING
Something else for the International

Olympic Committee to worry about : sev-

eral Montreal suburbs are moaning
about the cost of police during the 1976

Games. Mayor Pierre Des Marais of the

town ofOutrcmont said that even though

Canadian management consultants esti-

mated police costs would run about $15

million, the organizing committee for the

Games claims they won't go over $500,-

000. "This estimate is ridiculously opti-

mistic," said Mayor Des Marais. "Secu-

rity at Munich cost S9.5 million, with the

help of the West German army. 1 esti-

mate our costs will run from $20 million

to $40 million." Des Marais and officials

of other suburban towns are concerned

because they say their "inevitable" share

of such costs would bankrupt them.

FALSE FRONT

Australians who have been deploring the

decline in tennis in that country over the

last decade (Australia has not won the

Davis Cup since 1967) were heartened by

the twin victories ofJohn Newcombeand
Margaret Court in the U.S. singles cham-

pionships and cheered further by Rod
Laver's announcement that he would be

available to play for Australia in the Da-

vis Cup matches this November and De-

cember. Wow. With Laver, Ncwcombe,
Ken Rosewall and Mai Anderson, Aus-

tralia looked a good bet to knock off the

U.S. and take the cup home again. It was

like the good old days, when Australia

dominated tennis the way the New York

Yankees dominated baseball.

But such comeback talk is misleading.

In the last couple of years Laver has lost

his aura of superman. Newcombe. Rose-

wall, Anderson and Court have been

around a good while. What is happening

is a revival of tennis players, not a re-

vival of Aussie tennis—almost as though

the Yankees pumped up Mickey Mantle

and Roger Maris and Whitcy Ford and

ran them into the lineup for a few games.

The young players are not there, and even

if Australia does win the cup in Decem-

ber, its future in tennis is still bleak.

NAKED TRUTH

The revealing, superclinging swimsuits

worn by the East German girls who rout-

ed the Americans in the world swimming
championship (SI. Sept. 17) revived sto-

ries about the advantages of swimming
in the nude compared to swimming in a

suit, even a suit as shy and retiring and

disappearing as those the East Germans
wore. One report from Munich had Ger-

hard Hetz, a West German coach, say-

ing that the East Germans trained in the

nude and in competition hypnotized

themselves into thinking they had no

suits on, that if his girls could swim bare

they would break records right and left,

that he had timed eight of them swim-

ming nude, that they weren’t at all

abashed standing around nuked wuil-

eonlinued
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SCORECARD continued

ing for the starter's gun, and so on.

Tracked down in Germany, Hetz clar-

ified things. Last spring he and a Ger-

man magazine did conduct tests. There

were five girls and four boys, but the sex-

es were tested separately. There were no

spectators at all, except for one photog-

rapher. and suits were discarded in the

water, not at poolside.

He did agree that the East Germans

have tried training in the nude (although

the hypnotizing bit was news to him) and

that his swimmers went faster unencum-

bered. But the suggestion that they would

break records swimming that way was ex-

aggerated; his swimmers were only about

three-tenths of a second faster in a one-

minute test.

About the only other thing in the Mu-

nich story that was correct is that the girls

in the test said swimming naked was a

lot more fun than swimming in a bath-

ing suit.

PAVED WITH GOOD INTENTIONS

Poor Colorado State University. Six-

straight losing football seasons, and only

one winning year in the last 13. After it

lost its 1973 opener to Arizona, some-

one altered a highway sign to read: “In-

terstate 80, CSU 0."

STRETCH DRIVE

Races between horses are fun, but duels

between jockeys can be a lot more ex-

citing. At Del Mar in California, James

Felton and Rudy Campas were riding in

the same race. Felton and Campas do not

like each other. When Campas carried

Felton wide on the first turn, a degree of

anger was apparent. Spurring his charg-

er on, or whatever jockeys do, Felton

took off after Campas. As the field turned

into the stretch—their horses were eighth

and ninth in a 10-horse field—the battle

was joined.

Felton, on the rail, reached over and

swung at Campas four times with his

whip, hitting him three times for a .750

batting average. He is a right-handed

whipper. Campas, stung by this insult,

reached over after they crossed the fin-

ish line, grabbed Felton by the neck and

pulled him from the saddle.

Things stopped being funny about

here. Felton grabbed at Campas' horse

to keep from falling, but one of his feet

was still in a stirrup and for several strides

he was stretched out between the two gal-

loping horses, his hands on one, his foot

on the other, like a Hollywood stunt

man. He finally shook loose, dropped to

the ground and rolled over face down.

He was stunned but, except for a strained

neck, he was not hurt.

Trainer Johnny Longden. who as a

jockey won more than 6,000 races, was

the first person to reach Felton. “Kid,"

said Longden, a man who understands

the proprieties, "do your fighting in the

jocks’ dressing room.”

Del Mar official George Taniguchi, a

former jockey himself, said, “I thought

this kind of thing went out of sports be-

fore I started riding." Both boys were set

down for 10 days.

FEW AND FAR BETWEEN

All that playing catch with their sons, giv-

ing them plenty of batting practice and

seeing to it that they make Little League

is not really paying off for American fa-

thers who dream that in the glorious fu-

ture Junior will do the right thing by the

home folks with some major league cash.

A study by the U.S. Department of La-

bor offers sobering data on diminishing

returns. It reports that only the cream of

the Little League, about 400.000 boys,

play high school baseball. About 25,000

(one in 1 6) go on to play college ball. Per-

haps 1,200 are drafted by pro teams.

About 100 of these make it to the ma-

jors long enough to get their names into

a box score. And for the handful who
do become established major-leaguers,

the average career lasts a bit more than

seven years.

The odds. Dad. are long. You might

think about that next lime you call a big-

leaguer a bum. He's really something

pretty special.

10% OF FOUR YEARS

However, Dad, if your kid shows size,

speed, coordination, heart and all the

other things that go into a superior ath-

lete, you might consider calling Bill Serra

of Wall Township. N.J. about the lime

Junior is a junior in high school. Serra

runs a business called College Athletic

Placement Service, which helps high

school athletes gel college scholarships.

"I used to help kids on my own,” he says,

“but a friend of mine who saw my phone

bill said I ought to do it professionally."

So Serra opened an office, subscribed

to lots of newspapers, bought rating ser-

vices that evaluate high school athletes

and nurtured his contacts with college

athletic offices.

"When we spot a kid we think has col-

lege potential, we send him a brochure

describing our service,” says Serra. “But

we send it to him through his high school

guidance counselor. We don’t go to him

directly. If the boy is interested, he con-

tacts us.

“I'm realistic with them. I get 190-

pound tackles in here who want to go to

the Big Ten. I tell them to forget it, they’re

not big enough. I tell them to think about

a small college. We try to find a school

that fits the boy."

Serra will not deal in scholarships with

performance clauses requiring an athlete

to produce on the field or lose the schol-

arship. "That’s treating him like a pro-

fessional," Serra says. He insists the

scholarship stipulate only that the stu-

dent-athlete participate in the sport, ob-

serve school rules and maintain passing

grades. He charges \0(’/r for his services.

That is, if a youngster lands a four-year,

SI 0,000 scholarship, Serra gets SI.000.

He handles all kinds of athletes but

one. "I won’t touch soccer players. There

aren't enough scholarships around. You
got more guys on the team than you have

in the stands.”

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The University of Mississippi is still not

reconciled to its 17-16 loss to Louisiana

Stale last year. LSU somehow ran off two

plays in the last four seconds and scored

the winning touchdown on a pass that

was caught after the final gun. The Ole

Miss football press book lists the score of

that game as Ole Miss 16, LSU 10-F7.

THEY SAID IT

• Elvis Zarring Peacock, Miami (Fla.)

Central High running star, on his name:

“I like it. Not too many people have that

name.”
• Clydell Castleman, former major

league pitcher, recommending a diet of

bananas and coconut: “No matter how
many zoos you visit, you never see a fat

monkey.”
• Tommy Harper, Boston Red Sox out-

fielder, on the fine art of base stealing:

“The best pitchers have the worst mo-

tions to first base, probably because they

let so few runners get there."

• Muhammad Ali, in a press conference:

"You writers seem fascinated to sec

black fighters go broke. You write that

it's terrible that poor Joe Louis is broke.

Well, Rolls-Royce is broke. The Penn

Central is broke. The Catholic schools

is broke.” end



"I bought Allstate

life insurance.
Why?

I like the way they
do things. Price was
just an added
kicker.”

We call Allstate

"TheYoung Man’s Life Insurance”
for a whole lot of reasons.

We’re priced for a Young Man’s pocket.
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CHURNED BY
THE GUT-GRINDER

The day had been long, hot and per-

ilous for Danny Murtaugh (see

cover), manager of the Pittsburgh Pi-

rates. His team had taken an early 3-0

lead over the St. Louis Cardinals and

stretched it to 7-1 by the middle of the

seventh inning. But then the Cardinals

started collecting base hits. Murtaugh

called for his long man, he called for his

short man and seemed ready to call for

his fiddlers three. St. Louis fought back

until the score was 7-4 with the bases

loaded and two out in the bottom of the

ninth. A home run, of course, would beat

the Pirates and any kind of extra-base

hit would tie them. Murtaugh summoned
Ramon Hernandez from the bullpen, and

Hernandez obligingly brought the final

out with him.

The game should have been easy, a

laugher, one to tie a nice red bow on ear-

ly and forget about. But like most games

played in the National League East this

month, it was a gut-grinder. As Mur-

taugh sat back in a rocking chair after-

ward, beads of perspiration streaked his

chest and the strain could be seen in his

hound-dog eyes.

“'Do they have to go down to the last

out all the time?" he asked. Seemingly

so. “‘This is tough,” he said. Indeed.

"The race will probably go to the last

three days of the season," he added. Or
maybe beyond.

Over the years the National League

has given baseball some memorable Sep-

tembers, in which groups of teams have

fought over every inch of ground. Fast-

balls get thrown at men's heads, spikes

are aimed chest high and umpires are

vilified on nearly every pitch. But now

In the National League's daffy East

Division Pittsburgh lurched into first

place, but close behind were the

Expos, the Cardinals and the Afets

by WILLIAM LEGGETT

the National has outdone itself. In the

East Division the Pirates have a chance

to win the championship and so do the

Cardinals. Which is logical. The Mets

have a right to think they can win. That’s

amazin’. But the Expos think the same

way. That’s wondrous—and un-Ameri-

can. Even the Cubs still have hopes.

“There are two things of importance in

the United States still undecided." says

Steve Blass, the Pirates’ World Series

pitching hero of 1971. “The race in the

National League East and the Pillsbury

Bake-off.”

It has been said of a future society that

"everyone will be a hero for 15 minutes."

Well, that's the National League East al-

ready. One day it is Willie Stargell’s turn

and the next it is Lou Brock's. Ken Sin-

gleton has a good outing and then along

comes John Milner. And ifany team goes

on a winning streak, drums pound and

the other clubs haul out the Gatling guns

and mow them down.

Although any team that tops .5C0 is

arrested for speeding, the fans by no

means have lost interest. In Montreal you

can't get a snail fork between the cus-

tomers in tiny Jarry Park, a place of

28,456 seats that more or less accommo-
dated 34,331 souls last Saturday as the

Expos defeated the Phillies in a frenetic

extra-inning game that saw, among oth-

er drama, two Phillie runners thrown out

at the plate in the ninth. “The Expos,”

said Manager Gene Mauch, "are just a

bunch of kids having fun out there."

Some fun. Because its eventual cham-

pion is going to wind up with an embar-

rassingly low winning percentage, the

East Division is being called "National

League Least" or "The Subtraction Di-

vision.” As Sunday’s dust settled the Pi-

rates were leading the Expos by all of a

half game with a percentage of .507. Since

1900 the lowest winning percentage for

a pennant winner has been the .549 of

the 1970 Pirates. In the American League

the 1967 Red Sox slipped in with a .568.

As recently as 1962 the Pirates were 25

games above .500—and that year they

finished fourth.

Well, what about the Pirates? Can one

man put them over? Is that man Danny
Murtaugh? Two weeks ago Murtaugh

came back to manage the team, having

retired after the 1971 season. Joe Brown,

the Pittsburgh general manager, had just

fired Bill Virdon for reasons yet to be ful-

ly explained. At the time the Pirates had

lost three games in a row to the Cardi-

nals, who were then in first place and

looking golden. The Cardinal series had

generated an inordinate number of dis-

putes on the field, but they were mar-

velous games and most people were

shocked at Virdon's firing. Just a year

ago as a rookie manager he had led the

Pirates to the best winning percentage in

the big leagues before losing the playoffs

continued

Key men in the battle include Pirate slugger

Willie Starge/I, poised at first with the Cubs'

Billy Williams and churning the bases, and

the Cards' Lou Brock, fast with feet and bat.
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to Cincinnati on a wild pitch in the ninth

inning of the fifth and final game.

Virdon had been Murtaugh’s own se-

lection to succeed him, and Murtaugh

has returned for what is his fourth stint

as the team's manager only out of loy-

alty to the Pittsburgh organization,

which he first joined 26 years ago.

Since the Pirates won their 1971 cham-

pionship, Murtaugh has been the team

superscout. He admits candidly, “Over

the past two years I haven't seen more

than 10 or 12 National League games."

What he hasn’t seen obviously hasn’t

hurt him. Of his first 10 games since re-

turning as manager, his team has won
seven.

Last Friday in St. Louis, Virdon sat

with Murtaugh behind a closed door and

the two men talked. Afterward, because

he had had no chance since his dismissal

to talk to the Pirate players, Virdon ad-

dressed them. “I thanked them for the

wonderful years they gave me,” he re-

ported. “I told them I hoped that they

would win the division, the pennant and

the World Series. I couldn't leave them

without that. That clubhouse is filled

with some mighty fine men." Of his fir-

ing, Virdon said, “It’s just one of those

things, like so many others, that you

With reliefpitching increasingly important, the

Pirates' Giusti (left) was struggling, the Mets'

McGraw (below) had the old magic back and

the Expos' Marshall (right) was menacing.

learn to live with.” That night Virdon sat

in a box next to the Pirates’ dugout and

watched the team beat St. Louis 3-1 in

yet another game filled with arguments,

rugged body contact and fearfully close

plays.

So Murtaugh was back in charge—but

of a team that had neither the overpow-

ering hitting nor dependable pitching of

his last Series club. The only Pirate belt-

ing the ball consistently was Willie Star-

gell, who has not gone hitless in more

than two consecutive games all season,

has a .301 average and has been batting

.360 this month.

The case of Steve Blass suggested the

level of the pitching problems. Blass won
19 games for the 1972 Pirates. When he

was returned to the starting rotation by

Murtaugh last week after an inexplicably

disastrous 1973, he was 3-7 with an ERA
over 10.00. “I had a good spring,” said

Blass, “and then everything went wrong.

My body was all out of whack. There

was no physical hurt. The last three

months have been an emotional horror.

But I had a feeling that when Danny came
back he might take a shot with me." Mur-

taugh did and Blass pitched well, giving

up only two runs in five innings, and if

in the next two weeks he could. . .

.

And if he did, he would break every

Gallic heart in Montreal, not to mention

those of the Anglos. For up there in sec-

ond place, up beyond the Cardinals, up

there with their funny caps and all (no,

they do not come with spinners) were

the astonishing Expos. With autumn’s

icy breath whistling in, wags could as-

sert that visiting teams would need goal-

ies, not pitchers, if the Expos made it into

the playoffs and Series, but for the mo-

ment at least a couple of Montreal pitch-

ers were frostproof. Mike Marshall was

a marvel of a reliever, and Steve Rogers,

just 23, had started 13 games for the Ex-

pos and posted an earned run average of

a nice round one. Kid pitchers do not

do that in the major leagues, not even in

John R. Tunis novels. “He’s like Will

Rogers,” says Coach Dave Bristol. "He
never saw a ground ball he didn't like.”

Rogers does not strike out many, but he

does not grant many walks. He has giv-

en up only three homers in more than

100 innings. He throws the ball low and

confusingly.

“My father used to catch me back

home in Jefferson City, Mo.,” he says.

"The ball kept sinking. It would bounce

in front of him. So he bought a pair of

shin guards. It bounced a little higher,

so he bought a chest protector. When it

got to the point where he had to have a

mask, he stopped catching me.”

Overall, Rogers is 9-3, but against

teams in the East he is 7-0. “Forget that

he’s a rookie,” says Manager Mauch.
“Just tell me who else of any age had an

ERA of one in the National League af-

ter 13 starts?" And no need to tell the

Mets about Ken Singleton, the strong

young outfielder that New York traded

north. He is batting over .300 and will

finish the season with more than 100 runs

both scored and batted in. He already

has 105 walks.

Dizzying feats, these, but for a case of

vertigo unmatched since Hitchcock put

Jimmy Stewart out on a ledge one must

look to St. Louis. Remember, the Car-

dinals are the folks who lost 20 of their

first 25 games. And won 19 of their next

25. And have won exactly five games in

September. And Bob Gibson is hurt. The
Cardinals’ loss to Pittsburgh Saturday

was their seventh in a row. Their record

against left-handed pitchers is 21-32, and

Pirate rookie Dave Parker wore them out

by hitting .571 against them. (On Satur-

day Parker doubled in the three-run Pi-

rate first inning and hit a home run with

two on in the seventh. Said Cardinal

Manager Red Schoendienst: “The pitch-
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er threw him a forkball that didn’t fork.”

Parker ate it up.)

Yes, and Matty Alou took the full 72

hours allotted him before reporting af-

ter his purchase from the Yankees. He
might have helped St. Louis in two close

games in Chicago if he had arrived

promptly. In a span of eight days the

Cards went from three games on top to

two behind. There were bright spots

—

Lou Brock had hit safely in 29 of his last

32 games and the club had gone over the

1.4-million attendance mark for the

eighth time but the troubles accumulat-

ed; while losing their seven in a row the

Cardinals scored only 14 runs, three

times filling the bases with nobody out

and failing to score. Yet after losing Fri-

day and Saturday to Pittsburgh the Cards

turned around and defeated the Pirates

on Sunday, the go-ahead run a 440-foot

pinch home run by ex-Astro Tommie
Agee. In this strange and wonderful sea-

son only a fool would count the Cardi-

nals out.

Or the Mets, those believers in—and

needers of—miracles. The oracle of the

East, sort of, is Manager Yogi Berra. In

the spring Berra said 85 victories might

be enough to win in the East. People

laughed. In August, at a lime when his

crippled team was playing poorly, he pre-

dicted that the Mets would be in the pen-

nant race. Folks guffawed. But last week

everybody was paying strict and sober at-

tention as Berra reached into his pitch-

ing bag and brought out victory after

victory. Such was the performance of

Tom Seaver, Jon Matlack, Jerry Koos-

man. Tug McGraw et at. that Met fans

became incorrigible brooders over their

team's inability to score runs, repeating

at the drop of a bunt that, “You can’t

win when the other teams keep shutting

you out.”

It wasn’t quite that bad. The Mets have

been shut out 15 times this season, but

the Pirates have gone scoreless 12. O.K.,

so they beat the Cubs by only 4-3 Sun-

day. So they had to do it with a bunt sin-

gle. You’re not a New Yorker ifyou don't

gripe. And the fact is Reliever McGraw
had saved another Met victory in the first

game of Saturday’s doubleheader—his

sixth save in 1 1 days—and Rusty Staub,

for whom the Mets had traded much pre-

cious cargo to Montreal, including Sin-

gleton, was hitting again after a bad

slump.

If Chicago’s chances as the week end-

ed seemed minute, it was perhaps only

the mood of the hour. The Cubs had lost

three of four to the Pirates and two of

three to the Mets.

But to those who view the Cubs, pen-

nantless since 1945, as a team laboring

under an evil spell, the situation was in-

deed grim. The Cubs are old. They are

tired. In June they led the East by eight

games. People said nice things about

them. They have experience. Pretty sol-

id infield. Power, which helps when you

play in a shooting gallery like Wrigley

Field. Didn’t Durocher have them all

messed up? Wouldn’t it be great if the

Cubs could win a pennant?

But it will never happen, according to

those who see yellow eyes and cloven

hooves in Pirate black and gold, as long

as the Cubs have to play Pittsburgh. At

the sight of Pirates, the Cubs twitch all

over. In 1972 Pittsburgh played the Cubs

1 5 times and won 1 2. This season the two

have met 18 times and Pittsburgh has

won 12. If the Cubs had taken the Pirate

series last week, Phil Wrigley could have

started making serious plans for the play-

offs. But it wasn’t the Pirates who
gummed up.

Of all the contenders, Pittsburgh seems

to have the hottest fires burning within.

Take Friday’s game in St. Louis. In the

first inning, with the score already 3-0 in

the Pirates’ favor, Third Baseman Rich-

ie Hebner came sliding home beneath the

Cardinals' doughty catcher, Ted Sim-

mons, who did a forward one-and-a-half

in the pike position in an effort to tag

Richie, and in so doing kicked him in

the head. Displeased by this and Umpire

Satch Davidson's out call, Hebner direct-

ed a stream ofwarm brown tobacco juice

at the ump and made a dark brown re-

mark or two to indicate his deep dissat-

isfaction. All the while he was being held

back by Willie Stargell like a bronco

straining against a lariat. In the daffy Na-
tional League East race few things can

be said with certainty, but this is surely

so: the Pirates want the pennant.

If they come close, students of sus-

pense should be aware that, because of

an earlier rainout, Pittsburgh might have

to play San Diego of the West Division

the day after the season ends. In this

league, it would figure. end

Catcher Simmons leaps into sliding Hebner.



THEY MADE PIGEONS
OF THE FIELD

Secretariat was the matchless winner and Riva Ridge an imposing

second in a smoking-fast Marlboro Cup by WHITNEY TOWER

The resemblance to Marlboro country

seemed less than striking, and for a

while the reaction was an uncertain "So

what?" In a stroke of what passes for

Madison Avenue genius, the cigarette

people announced they had discovered

that horses did other things than climb

the Grand Tetons— like race—and were

putting in with the New York Racing As-

sociation to stage a S250.000 showdown
between stablemales Secretariat and

Riva Ridge at Belmont Park. Snickers

rose when first Riva Ridge and then Sec-

retariat was beaten at Saratoga. What

had seemed merely a meaningless inter-

ruption of Belmont's traditional array of

fall stakes was looking more and more

like a promotion campaign that would

be saddled up but could peter out before

the clubhouse turn.

But never sell a good adman short. The

race was opened to five other very spe-

cial horses, the purse structure was re-

arranged for the mile-and-an-eighth

handicap, Secretariat gradually recov-

ered from the vapors that apparently ren-

dered him hors de combat in the Whit-

ney Stakes at Saratoga and suddenly

New Yorkers had themselves a happen-

ing: seven runners who among them

had won $4,539,335 and 63 stakes races.

Coming, as it did, on the same day as

the traditional $100,000 Beldame Hand-

icap, the occasion was further dressed up

by the NYRA, which offered total purs-

es of $451,800 for the nine-race card—
the richest afternoon in thoroughbred

history. Some thought it might also have

been the best.

First, Desert Vixen, the country’s 3-

year-old filly champion, laid the ground-

work for a spectacular hour of sport by

smothering six rivals (five of them old-

er) and tying Canonero's track record of

1 A6H for the nine furlongs as she won
the Beldame by more than eight lengths.

Half an hour later the boys took to the

stage, and now it was Secretariat's turn

to inform the world that the Saratoga af-

fair had been a horrible mistake and that

he was indeed the horse of the year.

The Triple Crown champion did it

all perfectly on cue, and the match race

that was laughed at in August became
one to be remembered in September.

At the end of Saturday's extravaganza

that had a crowd of 48,023 roaring from
flag fall to finish, there were the blue

and white blocked silks of Meadow Sta-

ble all alone. Back to his record-break-

ing Belmont Stakes form, Secretariat

became racing's 13th millionaire (and

only the second one to achieve this sta-

tus as a 3-year-old), soundly trouncing

Riva Ridge by 3 */i lengths. And, just as

he had set a record in the Belmont, he

did it again in the Marlboro Cup, cov-

ering the distance in 1 :45?s. It was a re-

markable performance by a colt who
was considered, even by his own peo-

ple, to be at least a week away from

peak form, and by legions of rival horse-

men as possibly overrated. The 3-year-

old beat the best older horses under true

handicap conditions, and the new be-

lievers fell obediently into line.

Secretariat's achievement is astonish-
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As the Held broke. Secretariat was on the

outside—and a bird was way out ahead.

ing because quite a few horsemen

thought him to be subpar following his

bout with the flu, an illness that still has

some people confused. Trainer Lucien

Laurin maintained that Secretariat's

temperature developed two days after the

Whitney, which was reason enough to

scratch him from the Travers two weeks

later. Owner Penny Tweedy, however,

confessed that Secretariat had run a tem-

perature on and off for a week before the

Whitney. Taking the owner’s word for

it, the champ should never have been al-

lowed to go out and get beaten by Onion.

During the weeks in which Secretariat

was trying to recover in time for the Marl-

boro Cup, Laurin was forced to play

catch-up as his critics peered skeptically

over his shoulder. “It hasn't been easy,”

said Lucien. "I could have used another

week. I know I've got the two best hors-

es; whether either wins is another ques-

tion. I do know that if Secretariat were

coming up to this race as well as Riva

Ridge has, they could put 1 35 pounds on

him and I wouldn't be worried.”

They only put 124 pounds on Secre-

tariat—three pounds over scale weight

for a 3-year-old in September. Riva came

in with 127 pounds. Cougar and Key to

the Mint at 126, Kennedy Road at 121

and long shots Onion and Annihilate

’Em both at 116.

After an all-night rain, the sun and

wind dried out the track to the point

where it was wet-fast, as they say in rac-

ing circles. Riva Ridge, who would have

been scratched had the track come up

truly off, may have disliked the surface

more than most, but by midday Laurin

had decided definitely to start him, more,

as it turned out, to play the role of an

interested rabbit than anything else.

Trainer Charlie Whittingham, who sent

out both Cougar and Kennedy Road,

was satisfied they would run creditably,

but Mary Florsheim Jones, owner of

Cougar, was not nearly so sanguine. ”1

think Cougar has had it,” she said. "He
hates anything but real fast.” As is well

known, what Cougar really likes is a turf

course at a longer distance. The chanc-

es for Key to the Mint presumably would

be helped by track conditions. Onion and

Annihilate 'Em were given no real chance

to win.

Strategy for the race seemed to dictate

that Onion and Kennedy Road would at-

tempt to take the lead and hope for the

best. Laurin was going to make sure that

Riva Ridge went with either or both of

them and his orders to Jockey Eddie Ma-
ple were explicit: do not let anything get

away from you to steal it. Nothing did.

Although Kennedy Road broke first

from the gate, it was Onion who got the

early lead, with Maple on Riva Ridge

hugging him all the way. As pigeons flew

out of the way—at about 60 miles per

hour to the horses’ 40—Jockey Ron Tur-

cotte had Secretariat back in fifth place,

but never far out of it. When the field

went into the far turn it was clear that

Turcotte had plenty of horse under him

and was waiting to deal the crucial blow.

Riva took over from Onion, but here

came Secretariat. Taking no chances of

being caught along the rail by tiring hors-

es, Turcotte ran well outside his rivals.

He started a long, gradual move that

took him to a head-and-head confron-

tation with Riva Ridge at the top of the

stretch and pul him into a clear lead just

after the pair had passed the three-six-

teenth pole. From there on it was all

gravy. Riva Ridge, who had run well

himself on a track he did not fancy, was

still two lengths ahead of the fast-clos-

ing Californian, Cougar, who had near-

ly seven lengths on fourth-place Onion.

Behind the latter came Annihilate 'Em,

Kennedy Road and Key to the Mint. The

time, nearly a second faster than Desert

Vixen’s record in the previous race, had

been equaled only by Tentam on the turf

at Saratoga and never anywhere before

on a dirt track. However, this is not a

common competitive distance for top

older horses.

Turcotte, the happy winning jockey,

said, "I didn’t take chances. Mr. Laurin

told me Riva Ridge was the horse to beat,

and down the stretch I wasn't about to

let him lick me. Today he was the old Sec-

retariat, and he did it on his own. He
just pulled out and beat the whole bunch

of 'em.” And none among the bunch had

any excuse. Cougar hit the gate at the

start, but he broke no more slowly than

usual, and was, simply, outrun. Maple
was equally forthright: "I saw a big red

head and body coming right at me and

there was nothing I could do about it. It

was a helpless feeling.”

If Secretariat retains his present form,

there are going to be a lot ofjockeys with

helpless feelings, no matter how many
more times the Triple Crown winner

starts in this, his last season. He and Riva

will be worked on the turf course this

week. Then a decision will be made as to

which will run on Sept. 29 in the Wood-
ward and which will tackle the Man o’

War on grass on Oct. 8. “They will nev-

er race each other again,” says Penny

Tweedy, who also announced that the

Meadow Stable's share of the $205,000

earned from the Marlboro's gross purse

of $250,000 would, as originally pledged,

go to charity.

Marlboro cigarettes intends to stay in

the business of big-time racing and has

hopes of putting up the same kind of

money ($200,000) in 1974 for some spe-

cies of international event. The publicity

the company received during the almost

two-month-long buildup has interested

others in the advantages of sponsoring

big horse races. But right now—Mad
Avenue-wise—thoroughbred racing is

Marlboro country. Marlboro Vice-Pres-

ident Jack Landry, who owns a couple

of horses himself, says, “It’s too bad we

can't change the colors on the Marlboro

packages to [Mrs. Tweedy's] blue and

white. Unfortunately, they are printed

two years in advance.”

Injection of fresh money into horse

racing can only be good for the indus-

try—as long as the people in charge re-

member they are running a sport, and

not primarily a commerce. end
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The sun has never shone brighter for

the World Champion Miami Dol-

phins. And as long as it keeps beating

down, they will continue to be undefeat-

ed—at least on their home Poly-Turf in

the Orange Bowl. The Dolphins extended

their win streak to 18 games last Sun-

day, scoring 15 points on the dehydrated

San Francisco 49ers in the fourth period

for a 21-13 victory. The temperature at

game time was a seasonable 86°, but it

was more than 100° on the floor of the

Orange Bowl and maybe 1 20° inside the

football helmets. The Dolphins are used

to it. The49ers, fresh from the cool climes

of Northern California, stood the heat

for three quarters, then slowly melted

into the plastic sod.

This is not to suggest that the Dolphins

are merely warm-weather fiends. They

had a passel of problems of their own.

Much of their defensive line was injured

or sick; Paul Warfield, the best wide re-

ceiver in pro football, was favoring a

bruised thigh; Jim Kiick was suffering

from a bad back; and Howard Twilley,

another dandy wide receiver, missed the

game with a sore foot.

When Coach Don Shula has his team

entirely fit, it is probably a bit better than

the one which won Super Bowl VII. Un-

MIAMI SWEATS OUT
ITS TORRID OPENER

It was over 100° on the floor of the Orange Bowl but the Miami Dolphins

were even hotter, burning up the Poly-Turf in the fourth quarter to fricassee

San Francisco 21-13 and extend their winning streak by TEX MAULE

fortunately, he has seldom been able to

field his first choices on offense and de-

fense during the exhausting seven-game

exhibition schedule. No less than 26 Dol-

phins missed one or more games this

summer. And Shula's methodical prep-

aration was all loused up.

“The All-Star game disrupts your

practice,” he said last week. “Normally,

I would start the veterans slowly during

the preseason, letting them play a quar-

ter in the first couple of games, a couple

of quarters after that, then three, and

have them ready to go a whole game just

before the season starts. This year we had

to have them ready to play 60 minutes

against the All-Stars in July. We played

our first-liners almost the whole way in

that game. Then I had to slack off, rest

them and try to bring them up again for

the opener.”

For most of three quarters on Sunday

the Dolphin regulars looked as if they

were still a game or two away from their

peak. The 49ers, a sound, tough and, on

this day, particularly determined club,

whipsawed the ailing Dolphin defense

under the canny direction of veteran

Quarterback John Brodie.

With a paucity of defensive linemen,

Shula had to use his famous 53 defense

much of the time, since in this alignment

there are only three linemen. It is a most

effective defense against the pass, but

leaves a lot to be desired against a strong

running attack. Luckily for Shula the San

Francisco running attack consists of Vic

Washington.

Washington was all the 49ers needed

during the first half. He did not exactly

run wild, but on occasion he found gaps

in Miami's thin aqua line. When the Dol-

phins shifted to a four-man front, Bro-

die prospered by going to the air. This

combination of brilliant passing and pe-

destrian running produced a 79-yard

drive that put the 49ers ahead 1 0-6 at the

half.

In that march Brodie threw three times

to Tight End Ted Kwalick, the last pass

bringing the ball to the Miami 15. From
there Washington swept left end for five,

caught another Brodie pass for seven and

plunged over right tackle for the touch-

down.

At this point, it appeared that San

Francisco had taken control of the game.

As the half ended the 49ers were threat-

ening once more, but rookie Henry
Stuckey managed to block a 43-yard field

goal attempt by Bruce Gossett.

Paradoxically, the 49ers’ touchdown

drive contributed to their downfall.

When they came out for the second half,

Brodie was on the bench holding an ice

pack to the back of his neck and Steve

Spurrier was on the field playing quar-

terback. Other 49ers who wilted in the

intense heat were Running Back Larry

Schreiber, John Watson, a reserve tack-

le who snaps the ball for punts, Guard
Woody Peoples, Center Forrest Blue and

Safety Mike Simpson. The last two were

hospitalized for treatment of heat pros-

tration. “1 felt like someone had pulled

the plug out when I went into the locker

room at the half," Brodie said later. “I

was weak and sick and I didn’t care about

football. I could barely stand up. I

thought maybe if I stayed on the side-

line and rested a while it would get bet-

ter, but it didn't.”

In the third period, the Dolphin de-

fense sweated out an even more exhaust-

ing ordeal. Miami controlled the ball for

10 plays, meaning that the Dolphin de-

fenders spent more than two-thirds of

the quarter on the field. The Dolphins
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were lucky Spurrier was at quarterback.

Miami's tribulations began when Mer-

cury Morris lost a fumble at the Dol-

phin 22 and threw his helmet for a 35-

yard incompletion. The Miami defense

plus two major penalties forced San

Francisco to punt from near midfield,

but Stuckey ran into the kicker, giving

the 49ers a first down—and back came

the defense.

San Francisco drove to the 23, where

a holding penalty and a Manny Fernan-

dez sack forced another punt. On the

Dolphins' first play from scrimmage.

Quarterback Bob Griese was intercepted

by Safety Mel Phillips, who returned the

ball to the Miami 21. Defense in. The

49crs finally settled for a 30-yard field

goal, which put them ahead 13-6.

In the fourth period, the Dolphin de-

fense rested and the Dolphin offense,

which had been getting a great deal of

unwanted rest, scored a touchdown and

two field goals. The touchdown came on

a 10-yard Griese-to-Warfield pass, which

was set up by Larry Csonka’s thumping

runs. Following Garo Yepremian's 45-

yard field goal, Miami got a safety when

the woozy Watson centered the ball from

the San Francisco 33 over the head of

Punter Tom Wittum, who chased it into

the end zone where he was downed. Af-

ter the free kick, Ycprcmian hit his fourth

field goal in four tries.

“Five players were seriously dehydrat-

ed during the game," Dr. Lloyd Milburn,

the49er physician, said later. “Unfortu-

nately, there is no way you can re-hydrate

a player quickly. I tried to keep them full

of liquids, but it was too hot."

Asked if the game might have had a

different outcome if it had been cooler,

Brodie lifted his head from his hands and

turned a haggard face to his questioner.

He was drawn and gray and looked years

older than his 38. "They are a good foot-

ball team," he said. "I just don’t know.”

Fernandez, who plays over the center

most of the time in the 53 defense and

spent much of the day double-teamed by

San Francisco, was pouring water over

his head in the Dolphin dressing room

and smiling. “The heat gets to every-

one,” he said. “I thought I'd die out there

in the third period. But you just have to

gut it out. We knew if we hung in the of-

fense would start to roll, and it did. We
have confidence in them and they have

confidence in us."

The confidence may well be justified.

Despite a relatively unproductive first

half, Csonka got 104 yards in 22 carries.

Kiick added 58 in eight (and caught three

passes for 34 more yards) to underline

the fact that the Dolphin running game
is as good as ever. Griese was subpar but

remained unruffled and the offensive line,

although not impressive, opened holes in

the fourth period. "We knew we had to

do it," said All-Pro Guard Larry Little.

“After last year we know when we got

to crank it up, we can."

The defense sagged, understandably.

Shula was hard put to find enough bod-

ies to man the trenches. Bill Stanfill, the

best pass rusher among Miami's defen-

sive ends, left a hospital bed where he

was recovering from a stomach disorder

to suit up. He played only in spots, but

he played well.

Nor should it be forgotten that the

Dolphins were meeting a keyed-up San

Francisco team. “We found out during

the preseason that it will be different this

year," Shula had said before the game.
"When the Vikings beat us in Minnesota,

you would have thought they had just

won the Super Bowl. The players were

dancing, the fans were hollering and Bud
Grant was tipping his hat to the crowd.

That told us something. Nobody will

have a down day against us."

In other words, the heat will be on Mi-

ami all year long. But as they proved

against the 49ers, they can take it better

than anyone. end

Jim Kiick beat the heat and the San Francisco defenders for S3 yards in the final period.



HER KINGDOM FOR A HORSE?
Princess Anne's favorite mounts

have been letting her down lately.

This time, in Kiev, it really hurt

by MARTHA DUFFY

When Princess Anne came to the

Ukrainian capital of Kiev to de-

fend her nonhereditary title of European

equestrian champion, she became the

first member of the British royal family

to visit the Soviet Union since the Rev-

olution in 1917. The city was almost

touchingly proud to receive her, and to-

tally bemused by her royal status: Why
on earth was she called Princess Anne
instead of some equivalent of Anna Fili-

povna, the only respectful Russian form

of address? Are her two younger broth-

ers really ahead of her in line to the

throne? (Most unfair.) When she mar-

ries this commoner, Mark Phillips, will

she still be a princess? Will her sons be

princes? And who knows what Kiev

made of the rest of the British entourage.

There were six other teams competing,

but they were as unremarkable as the lo-

cal militia, which seemed at times to out-

number the spectators. The British were,

on the other hand, colorful individual-

ists. To begin with, men made up the

Slung, slang, sling: that describes what

the horse did to Anne, what Anne did to



other teams; all riders for Britain but one

were women, though the girls had strong

and particularly plummy support. Prin-

cess Anne had her fiance and father Phil-

ip (who is, of course, the great-great-

grandson of Czar Nicholas I as well as

the head of the International Equestrian

Federation); Debbie West brought her

parents and a boyfriend; Lucinda Prior-

Palmer had drafted her father, a retired

major general, as her groom. There were

trainers, horse owners, the Duke of Bed-

ford's brother. Lord Hugh Russell, with

members of the selection committee, a

group from the British Horse Society and

assorted hangers-on—dogsbodies, as

they cheerfully called themselves. If the

assemblage had anything in common it

was perhaps that its members were typed

some time ago by Evelyn Waugh as the

Britishers who tend “to regard all ath-

letics as inferior forms of fox hunting."

No wonder they turn out for three-day

eventing, as this form of equestrian com-

petition is called: the cross-country, at

least, has everything except the fox.

As for Anne, while the Soviets were

pondering matters of address and succes-

sion to the throne they brushed past the

aspect of the princess that takes the fan-

cy of Westerners—the fact that she has

entered major athletic competition and

won or lost publicly on her own merits.

In Kiev, Anne remained a storybook fig-

ure. A university student remarked,

"This is the age of space exploration and

Communism, but when a princess is in

town I feel like part of a legend." A So-

viet team member, watching Anne, was

also reminded of a fairy tale. He admired

her exceptional elegance as a rider, but

added, “You know, I think there is a pea

under the princess' saddle.”

The remark about summed it up. Af-

ter four years in major competition Anne
is a seasoned athlete, but in Kiev she

seemed edgy and off balance from the

start, and she never did complete the

course. The Ukraine is far from the ex-

quisite green mix of Burghley, where she

won her European title two years ago.

And, to do her justice, she had a lot going

against her, starting with her failure in

August to make the team at all. Her

horse. Doublet, was eliminated for three

refusals at the Osberton Trials, and she

was in Kiev to defend her title by special

invitation. Then, due to a mix-up in air-

craft bookings, the British arrived in

Kiev far too early to maintain momen-
tum. The usual sight-seeing attractions

were proffered: the princess swam at one

of the many wide river beaches 10 min-

utes from the center of the city and vis-

ited the Cathedral of Santa Sophia,

where there is a picture of a 12th cen-

tury forebear of hers—Gida Garoldov-

na, who married Vladimir Monomakh,
a venerated Ukrainian prince. (A por-

tent? Gida was the daughter of Harold

II, the loser at Hastings in 1066.) Later,

at a circus, the princess was kicked out

of her reserved seats when the usher

failed to recognize her, and at the local

tourist souvenir shop she bought a

Ukrainian blouse that would have cost

her less in London.

More seriously, there was the course.

A few riders, like Richard Meade, the

only man on the British team, were im-

peccably courteous in their comments
about it. "The ground is hard after a hot

summer, but the course is fair,” Meade
said. Others disagreed, and did not care

who heard them. "It’s like cement," cried

Peter Scott-Dunn, the team vet. "We are

used to galloping at Ascot, thanks to the

Queen!” Colonel R. B. (Babe) Moseley,

a portly 76-year-old who climbed the

steep cross-country course like a goat,

pierced the air with his shooting stick and

bellowed, "A typical foreign course.

Why come all the way out here?”

In truth there were a couple of nasty

hazards, and since the British were the

first visitors on the scene it fell to them

to thrash out changes with the Russians.

The steeplechase course was a disused

field on a collective farm surrounded by

continued

the press and what she ended up wear-

ing. It all began at the second jump. photographs by john dominis
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PRINCESS ANNE continued

raspberry patches and Lombardy pop-

lars. It was rock hard and full of holes,

and the Russians agreed to plow the

worst of it, but they had also mapped

out the course to include half a mile of

the Kiev-Odessa highway, a two-lane

road with heavy truck traffic. After con-

siderable wrangling, that too was altered.

Through all of this, at the Hotel Mosk-

va, where she had a three-room suite,

Anne seemed to keep her mind on her

work, running up and down eight flights

of stairs to stay in shape. Teammates

there called her Anne, and she was dis-

tantly agreeable to them; to others she

was absolutely unapproachable, with a

personal detective, plus a Soviet security

officer, to ensure her privacy to brood,

probably upon the question of horses.

The aforementioned Doublet has had

a number of ailments in the last year and

may have broken down for good, leav-

ing Anne with her current mount. Good-
will. Even for a rich royal family or an

international power like the Soviet

Union, which maintains large breeding

farms, a good event horse is hard to find.

At the top (three-day) level eventing be-

gins with the exacting dressage test in

which the horse must execute myriad

dainty steps, displaying his obedience

and his acquiescence in a notably un-

equine activity. The next morning he is

expected to turn into a veritable Buceph-

alus, charging along a 20-mile marathon

of roads and tracks with a 10-jump stee-

plechase in the middle and a fiendish 29-

jump cross-country course at the end..

This event, known overall as cross-coun-

try, is most important and usually de-

cides the contest. On the last day there is

show jumping, but that is largely to de-

termine whether horse and rider can still

function.

The ideal event animal is well-sized

and handsome for his dressage and show-

jumping appearances in the ring. Anne’s

horse Goodwill is a big, bold animal and

a fine jumper, but he is new to interna-

tional competition. In the intricacies of

the dressage routine, he looks about as

comfortable as a mule, and since Anne
is nothing if not a stylish rider, they are

an ill-matched pair at the moment. At

eight, however. Goodwill is just ap-

proaching his peak years as an event

horse, and the princess optimistically re-

fers to him as “a baby.”

The crunch of this year's champion-

ships came at the second jump in the

cross-country. Anne had not disgraced

herself in dressage, placing 16th out of

43. She had improved her position im-

mensely with a second in steeplechase,

but by the time she and Goodwill arrived

at the cross-country start the word was

out on the second jump, and it was no

place for “a baby.” The approach was

sharply downhill, forcing the horse to

brake instead of rev up to clear poles

placed six feet apart over a deep ditch.

“It’s a swine of a jump, coming before

one has established momentum,” said

Marjory Comerford, an experienced

British rider who had handled it well.

Nearly half the riders went down, some

taking comic, cruel falls that sent them

flipping through the air like inadvertent

gymnasts. The wear and tear finally in-

cluded the obstacle itself, and a pole and

two braces had to be replaced. For 15

competitors, including the princess,

Jump No. 2 was the end. Most were elim-

inated for the three refusals by their

mounts—that is, the horse either fell in

flight or declined to make the attempt.

(Debbie West’s Baccarat took what was

unquestionably the smartest approach:

he slid down the trench and tried to go

under the barrier, but his innovative strat-

egy did not save him from elimination.)

Anne’s own approach downhill was

too cautious. Goodwill did succeed in

clearing the fence, but he nicked a hoof

and, off balance, flung his rider over his

head and stumbled down himself. The

princess had an undeniably hard tumble,

but among the Russian crowd camped

on the hillside—and from some of her

own party, too—there was criticism that

she did not remount and finish the

course. Only minutes later teammate

Janet Hodgson got her horse's hoof in

the face. With three teeth hanging loose,

and dripping blood, she slammed back

up on her mount to finish.

Though it resembles hunting, the or-

igins of cross-country are military—the

competition was begun as a test to be

sure that riders could carry dispatches

over any terrain—and after Anne quit

the joke around the stables was “Don’t

send Anne with the message!” But there

were arguments on her side. Since she

was competing as an individual, not as

a member of the British team, she had

the option of protecting her horse when

it could not hurt the team’s chances.

And she could be excused for wishing

to go down the aisle at Westminster Ab-

bey next November unencumbered by

crutches or a cast.

Still, there was talk that her decision

meant simply that she was “cheesed off”

with international competition and the

pressures of being a common celebrity.

For a young lady reared in the public eye,

Anne is already known for an aversion

to the press that would do credit to Frank

Sinatra. Limping slightly after her fall,

she glared at photographers and
snapped, “Well, you’ve got what you
came for.” Then she went back to the

barn and cried.

The affable, attentive Mark Phillips,

who had run around all day with Anne’s

white purse, tried to explain his fiancee:

"On a day like this, with people getting

hurt, can't you understand the tension,

why she snaps? This is not an outing, or

something for the geriatric set.”

It was certainly not either of those. But

when everything was over—the team ti-

tle taken by the West Germans and the

individual prize by 26-year-old Alexan-

der Evdokimov of the U.S.S.R.— it was
hard to assess just what kind ofoccasion

this had been. There was an undeniable,

and often entertaining, picnic aura about

it, and the British, who dominated ev-

erything but the results, were the cause

—

all their girls, for example, in cutaways

and black top hats for the dressage, man-

aging to look both poignant and ludi-

crous under the hot, empty sky.

Britain does still have some top men
riders, including Mark Phillips, but the

amateur male rider there is currently a

victim of depleted fortunes and rising

taxes, and his age is coming to a close.

Nonetheless eventing is growing in Brit-

ain. Princess Anne has done a great deal

for the sport, and thejumping has proved

effective on television. At last summer’s

meet at Badminton, held on the Duke
of Beaufort’s estate, 1 30,000 people

watched the cross-country.

The girls on the British team are

young, mostly in their early 20s, and

though none showed consistently good
form in Kiev, the future of a sporting tra-

dition may rest with them. Princess

Anne’s influence cannot be counted upon

to continue, with her own riding career

at a crossroads. Her fianc6 is as horse-

crazy as she, but her ceremonial duties

are expected to increase after marriage.

Still, if someone would just find the

poor girl a really good horse, it is dif-

ficult to visualize her leaving it moping

in the stables while she went around

snipping ribbons at suburban shopping-

center openings. end
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Within the next five years a number

of the most important fish species

on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of the

United States may be gone for all prac-

tical purposes, virtually extinct. PITft.

Just a memory to most, and no more than

that, save for a mounted fish on the wall

or a rusted tuna can beside the road.

It seems impossible that such disasters

could occur at a time when politicians

and the public are supposedly on guard

against environmental damage. But it is

true. Off the New England coast the sea

herring, an extremely valuable food fish,

is just about gone. The population has

been reduced to only 10% of normal. The

haddock is down to less than 3% of its

normal numbers, and may never recov-

er. In California, the striped-bass pop-

ulation has been cut to less than half in

the last 10 years. And these cases are quite

apart from the steady, deadly attrition

caused by pollution and pesticide poison-

ing. The kill here has been direct—in the

estuaries and on the sea. Basically, there

are three assaulting forces:

1 ) U.S. power companies, which in the

name of alleviating the energy crisis are

creating a resource crisis by constructing,

in the tidal estuaries along the coast,

enormous plants that suck up and kill

billions of fish, eggs and larvae.

2) Huge foreign offshore fishing fleets.

The size of these flotillas can boggle the

eye. On a winter evening last year Cap-

tain Howard Bogan of the party boat

Jamaica was heading out to sea from

Brielle, N.J. when he saw what he first

thought was the Manhattan skyline all

lit up but strangely out of place. The

lights turned out to be from a fleet of 32

AT THE RATE
WE’RE GOING,

GOODBY FISH
Our coastal fisheries are in real danger from

new power plants, voracious foreign fishing

fleets and schemes that threaten the estuaries

by ROBERT H. BOYLE
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Soviet ships sitting on top of the Mud
Hole, a famous fishing ground.

3 ) G iant water diversion schemes, such

as the California Water Plan, that ei-

ther slaughter fish outright by pulling

them into irrigation channels or by

pumping them to inland waters where

they cannot reproduce.

At present, the immensity of the dam-

age is apparent to only a handful of

Americans, mainly fishermen and con-

servationists, such as New ton H. Ancar-

row, a retired businessman in Richmond,

Va., who has been trying to save the heav-

ily polluted James River, an important

tributary of Chesapeake Bay. One eve-

ning last February Ancarrow was sitting

at home writing letters to members of the

state legislature w hen he learned of a new

threat. A conservationist friend phoned

from New York to tell Ancarrow that

he had heard a report that the Surry nu-

clear plant, which had recently begun

operation on Hog Island in the James es-

tuary 50 miles downriver from Rich-

mond, had killed 156,000 fish, mainly

blueback herring, on Dec. 4 and 5. An-

carrow checked out the tip and found

that it was true. Worse, an investigation

by biologists of the Atomic Energy Com-
mission, which licensed the Virginia Elec-

tric Power Company plant, estimated

(hat (he Surry facility had killed as many

as six million blueback herring alone in

only three months of operation.

What the toll will be over the years can

only be guessed at, but the Surry plant is

supposed to start operating a second unit

with a damaging cooling system soon.

And Surry sits in an area essential to 19

species of fish.

Biologically, Chesapeake Bay is pos-

sibly the single most valuable estuary in

the world. The James, which feeds the

Chesapeake, and the other East Coast ti-

dal rivers and estuaries do not exist unto

themselves. They are all part of a great-

er interwoven biological whole, one that

helps make the East Coast and its con-

tinental shelf one of the riches* fishing

grounds on earth. By comparison, the

open sea is a desert. Most of the impor-

tant sports and food fish found on the

Atlantic Coast depend upon tidal estu-

aries and rivers at some time during their

life cycle. Striped bass, shad, river her-

ring, sea sturgeon, white perch and smelt

spend their adult lives in salt water, but

they must spawn in rivers and the young

live in rivers for a while. Menhaden, red

and black drum, croaker, spot, bluefish,

fluke and wcakfish, which spawn in the

ocean, at some stage in their lives move
into the estuaries, which serve as nur-

sery or feeding grounds.

The Surry plant is hardly the only

threat to the Chesapeake or the rich East

Coast ecosystem. It is merely one of 144

principal power plants operating or pro-

posed on the estuaries and coastlines of

the U.S. The outlook can only be de-

scribed as grim, as John R. Clark, a se-

nior associate at the Conservation Foun-

dation in Washington, and his colleague

William Brownell, a New Hampshire bi-

ologist, make evident in a forthcoming

study that draws much of its data not

from emotional environmentalists but

from material buried in scattered reports

by the Atomic Energy Commission, the

Federal Power Commission, the Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency and power

industry sources.

Basically, the two scientists devote

themselves to the problems posed by

the once-through water-cooling systems

used in power plants, be they nuclear or

fossil-fueled (coal, oil, gas). Power plants

need enormous amounts of cooling wa-

ter. A typical million-kilowatt nuclear

plant using once-through cooling re-

quires about 850,000 gallons of water a

minute, or 1.2 billion gallons in the

course of a single operating day. As the

water is drawn through the plant it ab-

sorbs the heat of the superheated steam

after it has driven the turbines that spin

the generators. Along the way the cool-

ing water becomes anywhere from 10°

to 34° hotter. It is then shot back into

the body of water from which it was

drawn, but now the temperature levels

are dangerous to marine life. Serious

problems result.

First of all, fish and other organisms

arc killed by “entrainment" when they

are drawn involuntarily into the cooling

system. Especially vulnerable arc the

free-floating eggs of a number of fish spe-

cies, larval fish, fish smaller than 2Vi inch-

es and plankton, the microscopic plant

and animal life on which many fish graze.

Death by entrainment comes from the

high velocity of the water flow, which

smashes the fish into various parts of the

system, and the sudden temperature rise

of the cooling water, which causes ther-

mal shock. Recent tests at the Pittsburg,

Calif, oil- and gas-fired power plant on

the Sacramento River estuary showed
high inner-plant mortality of larval

striped bass when the cooling water tem-

perature was above 85° or 86°. Organ-

isms that are not killed outright, say some

authorities, may suffer delayed mortal-

ity—loss of equilibrium, coma, then

death. Barton C. Marcy Jr., a biologist

studying the Haddam Neck nuclear plant

on the Connecticut River, discovered

that no larval or juvenile fish of any spe-

cies survived entrainment above 82°. He
also reported that 80'

; of the dead spec-

imens were mangled by the machinery.

In 1 969 and 1970 the Haddam Neck plant

killed a total of 358 million larval fish.

Valuable species of shellfish are very

vulnerable to entrainment at certain

stages of their lifecycle. Clark and Brow-

nell predict that the Seabrook nuclear

power plant, proposed for construction

next to the Hampton-Seabrook marshes

of New Hampshire, could do “massive

damage” to clam populations even

though the plant would draw its cooling

waters not from the estuary but from the

bottom of the ocean outside. “The ocean

water in this area," they write, “has

proved to be strongly estuarine because

the estuary flushes out 85°; of its high-

tide volume on each ebb tide. Clam lar-

vae, which transit to the ocean and back

with each change of tide, are exposed in

high concentration to entrainment by the

offshore intake because they are non-

buoyant and tend to sink toward the bot-

tom once they are through the inlet and

out in the ocean. All larvae entrained

would be killed in passage through the

plant." By one estimate the clams will be

reduced by more than a third.

According to Clark and Brownell,

"Inner-plant kill appears to be a most

serious (if not the single most serious)

impact of estuarine-sited power plants

with once-through cooling." However,

scientists have been slow to recognize this

problem because the organisms are small

and can float away with the current, un-

seen and unappreciated. The worst doc-

umented case on record is in an Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency study of

the oil-fired Brayton Point power plant

on Mount Hope Bay. Mass, in 1971. The

EPA scientists reported that “all lar-

val menhaden arc killed on passage

through the Brayton Point Plant." The

highest calculated kill there for a single

continued
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GOODBY continued

day was 164.5 million menhaden on July

2, 1971. The cause of death appeared to

be "hydrostatic, mechanical shearing

forces." Dr. C. M. Tarzwell of EPA not-

ed bluntly, "When you are in an estuary

where there is a concentration of plank-

tonic and larval forms, the more water

you put through the plant the more harm

you are going to do."

To keep debris from entering the plant

innards with the cooling water, power

plants have trashracks and intake

screens. Juvenile fish of certain species

from 2
'/i to five or six inches long are too

large to go through the screens to become

entrained, but they are also too small to

swim against the flow and escape being

caught and held against the screens. "It

appears that most estuarine fish im-

pinged on power-plant screens are killed

outright or suffer mortal damage result-

ing in delayed death by exhaustion, suf-

focation or external and internal me-

chanical impact," Clark and Brownell

write. The six million fish estimated killed

at the Surry plant were screen-killed. The
same applies to the menhaden, anchovies

and croakers done in at the P. H. Rob-

inson gas-fired power plant on Galveston

Bay, Texas in 1969-70. The small Indian

Point One nuclear plant on the Hudson
River averaged a yearly kill of one mil-

lion to 1 .5 million fish from 1 965 through

1972. The AEC predicts that when In-

dian Point Two goes into full operation

shortly, it and the smaller plant will kill

five million fish a year.

The hot water that flows from a pow-

er plant can kill fish outright or affect

their behavior in several ways. The most

common cause ofdeath is thermal shock,

although Clark and Brownell are some-

what dubious about high temperature

shock kills, surmising that other factors

are involved. The heated plume, howev-

er, may put what amounts to a thermal

dam in a river that can prevent fish from

migrating or getting to upstream spawn-

ing grounds. "A discharge plume would

not have to block a whole passageway

to interfere with fish migration,” Clark

and Brownell write. "For example, salm-

on and steelhead prefer to migrate in

shoal water near the edge of a riverway

apparently, rather than in the deeper

channel. Consequently, they would be

subject to blockage by a plume that oc-

cupies only the upper part of the water

and does not extend all the way to the

bottom."

Interestingly, cold shock kills, caused

by plant shutdowns, have also been reg-

istered. The Smithsonian Institution re-

ported on a huge kill of fish, mostly men-

haden, that died in January of 1972

following the shutdown of the Oyster

Creek nuclear plant at Barnegat Bay.

"Menhaden normally migrate to warm
waters off North Carolina during the

winter," the Smithsonian reported.

"However, the heated waters discharged

from the cooling system of the Oyster

Creek plant appear to have created 'fa-

vorable temperatures' and the fish—un-

aware of the changing season—did not

migrate. When the plant shut down on

Jan. 27, water temperatures in the creek

returned to their normal winter low, and

the menhaden died of thermal shock."

Other enormous kills from similar caus-

es have occurred since in New York and

Florida.

Fish kills from supersaturation of ni-

trogen—the bends— in the discharged

water also occur. "Although embolism

kill from power-plant discharge had been

reported for fresh water," Clark and

Brownell write, "the first documented

example of a probable nitrogen kill in an

estuarine location occurred in and

around the discharge canal of the Pilgrim

power station on Cape Cod Bay in ear-

ly April 1973. The Smithsonian Institu-

tion reported on the incident as follows:

'Thousands of adult Atlantic menhaden

(
10" to 14" long) are dying near the warm

water discharge of Boston Edison's nu-

clear power plant. The kill was reported

by Edison officials late Monday after-

noon (April 9, 1973). There are prelim-

inary indications that the menhaden are

dying from a gas bubble condition w hich

is caused by supersaturation of nitrogen

in the water naturally. However, the wa-

ter taken by the plant at a low temper-

ature is increased roughly 26-27° F. so

that when it comes out of the plant it is

supersaturated. The fish are hemorrhag-

ing in the fins. They have numerous gas

bubbles on their fins and in the mem-
branes between the fin rays.' ” Clark and

Brownell add that it is likely that numer-

ous nitrogen kills have occurred at other

plants but were unrecognized or unre-

ported:
'

'The unsolved kill ofmany thou-

sandsof menhaden at the Millstone Point

Plant [on Niantic Bay, Conn.] in the

spring of 1972 was quite probably a ni-

trogen embolism kill.”

After summing up the considerable

dangers posed by poor power plant sit-

ing and design, Clark and Brownell make

some specific recommendations on how
to alleviate the problems the plants cause.

Their recommendations are not likely to

please various power companies that, de-

spite the toll of dead and dying fish vom-

iting from their plants, like to plead for

"more time for research programs.”

Briefly put, Clark and Brownell say that

existing plants must be equipped with

"closed” cooling systems, in which the

cooling water is constantly recirculated

and is itself cooled down by evaporation

in huge towers. Further, they state flatly

that no new power plants should be built

on critical spawning and nursery grounds

of tidal estuaries. These areas are too

valuable to suffer any more damage, even

with the use of closed-cycle systems,

which still require a small daily "make
up" refill of water drawn from the es-

tuary. Some power companies have

adopted closed-cycle cooling, for exam-

ple, the two new Potomac Electric units

of the Chalk Point station on the Pa-

tuxent River, but in far too many cases

the utilities have balked, even though

the potential for extensive damage is ev-

ident. As a case in point, Clark cites

the Calvert Cliffs nuclear plant that

Baltimore Gas and Electric is currently

building directly on Chesapeake Bay.

Clark says, "I predict this single plant

maybe the greatest environmental disas-

ter to fish ever to go into operation. It

will kill many millions of fish. It is a per-

fectly designed fish trap. Watch. I pre-

dict. Quote me."

Just over our offshore horizon lies an-

other menace to our coastal fisheries

—

an enormous foreign fleet that is suck-

ing up everything that swims. In July the

National Marine Fisheries Service re-

ported sighting 210 foreign fishing ves-

sels and support ships off the mid-Atlan-

tic and New England coasts—some of

them right at the edge of the 12-mile fish-

ing limit. From lheair it looked like a D-

day armada. There were 178 Soviet ships,

10 East German, seven Polish, seven Jap-

anese, four West German, two Spanish

and two Bulgarian. The Soviets had 1 1

1

of their ships working in a string from

the tip of Cape Cod northeastward to

Georges Bank. Most of them were fac-

tory stern trawlers.

Soviet vessels first appeared off the

East Coast in 1961 to begin so-called "ex-

ploratory fishing” for sea herring on

Georges Bank east of Cape Cod, a tra-

ditional U.S. fishing ground. They kept

continued
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coming back with huge trawlers

and factory ships, far in advance

of any privately built U.S. fishing

vessels, and in the late 1960s they

were joined by vessels from Po-

land, West Germany, East Germa-

ny, Rumania, Bulgaria, Japan and

Spain. The foreign fleets indulge in

pulse" fishing, which means di-

recting fishing intensity upon a

particular species or stock until it

is exhausted. Special scout ships

equipped with electronic sensors

plot the movements or migrations

of fish, and catch vessels move in

for the kill. And kill it is. Foreign

catches of cod, sea bass and por-

gics have depressed both U.S.

sports and commercial catches.

And in just a few years of intense

fishing the once enormous stocks

of sea herring have been dimin-

ished by 90' ,'
, and haddock have

been reduced to such low numbers

the species may become almost

nonexistent in East Coast waters.

Most of the haddock the Soviet

fleet caught in the mid-1960s were

immature fish that would have sus-

tained the regular U.S. fishery into

the 1970s.

"The probable demise of a species is

of little concern to the Russian fleet,"

says Al Ristori, chairman of the Emer-

gency Committee to Save America's Ma-
rine Resources. “The all-important fac-

tor is the amount of protein that can be

extracted to compensate for failures in

their agricultural programs.” Apart from

the considerable losses to U.S. sports and

commercial fishermen, the fact is, as

Congressman Robert H. Steele, a Con-

necticut Republican, points out. ‘‘No

one knows how the ecology of the entire

North Atlantic may be upset by contin-

ued destruction of the stocks.”

In the past several years there have

been resolutions by the New England

Governors’ Conference, the Massachu-

setts legislature, the American Fisheries

Society and by Ristori’s committee, all

aimed at extending U.S. jurisdiction to

200 miles or more offshore, and a bill

to that end has been introduced in the

U.S. Senate, but its chances of passage

are slight. Ristori’s committee, a combi-

nation of commercial and sports fisher-

men and conservationists, has talked to

members of Congress, distributed bump-

er stickers, leaflets, posters and buttons,

issued press releases and articles and pre-

sented its case in Congress and before the

Republican Platform Committee. Oppo-

sition has come from the State Depart-

ment and from the U.S. tuna industry,

which is largely based in San Diego but

fishes off Latin America. The Sport Fish-

ing Institute in Washington, D.C. recent-

ly called the U.S. tuna industry "dispro-

portionately influential” on Administra-

tion policy and noted, "It appears to us

that the collective domestic fisheries arc

being used as sacrificial goats in a dead-

ly game of power politics.”

(In the July issue of National Fisher-

man , Editor David R. Getchell wrote that

he experienced "the dual emotions of hu-

mor and befuddlement” when the Na-

tional Fisheries Institute picked Presi-

dent Nixon as its Man of the Year.

Calling the choice "a laugher," Getchell

pointed out that the Administration "has

refused to protect the fast-disappearing

deep-sea lobster stock by giving it ‘shelf

status,’ has put off forceful action to pro-

tect our offshore banks . . . and has an-

nounced the shutting-down of several

fisheries laboratories and the mothball-

ing of more than half a dozen fisheries

research vessels.")

Next year the United Nations will hold

a world law of the sea conference,

and the State Department has

come up with a complicated pro-

posal under which coastal nations

would have the "preferential

rights” to all coastal marine re-

sources, but migratory oceanic

species, such as tuna and billfish,

would be under an international

authority. Even if other nations

were to support the State Depart-

ment proposal—and many are op-

posed— it would be unlikely to

take effect until 1985 at the earli-

est, and even then enforcement

would be difficult, if not impos-

sible. After the U.S. called for

foreign fleets to use quotas to give

American and Canadian fisher-

men a chance at their tradition-

al fishing grounds, the Russians

replied they would base any quo-

tas on years in which they had

enormous catches, and the Poles

and the Rumanians joined the

Russians in declaring that they

could not accept inspection of

catches and fishing gear below

deck.

The offshore fishing problem is

not confined to the Atlantic. In

1970 Soviet and Japanese fleets caught

almost five billion pounds of fish and

shellfish from the continental shelf of

Alaska. The Russians have been fishing

in Oregon and Washington waters since

1966, mainly for ocean perch and arrow-

toothed flounder, and the result has been

a swift drop in the U.S. catch of both spe-

cies. For example, in 1966 U.S. fisher-

men took 21 million pounds of ocean

perch; in 1971 they scraped up only 10

million pounds.

On the Pacific Coast the most valuable

estuary by far is the San Francisco Bay

complex, fed by the Sacramento and San

Joaquin rivers that drain the Central Val-

ley of California. The system supports

great numbers of salmon, steelhead,

striped bass, shad, sturgeon and other

fish, and its heart is the Delta, a 1,100-

square-mile area of sloughs, channels,

marshes and farms at the confluence of

the two rivers. The threat to this ecosys-

tem, unique in California, is not from the

outside but from within through diver-

sion of essential freshwater flows to the

Delta by canals that are a part of a vast

irrigation scheme to supply Southern

California with water. The scheme is

continued
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known as the California Water Plan, and

it is officially described by the state as

"a massive redistribution system de-

signed to help correct an imbalance of

water resources."

Larry Green of San Bruno, Calif., a

well-known outdoors writer, angler and

conservationist, has helped lead the at-

tack on the California project, calling it

"the biggest boondoggle that has ever hit

California, the land of boondoggles."

The project was bolstered in I960 when
state voters approved a SI.75 billion

bond issue. Says Green, "The plan was

sold to the voters without most people

knowing what it was all about. It’s not

for some poor, starving Okie farmers cry-

ing, ‘Give us water for our parched

crops.’ It chiefly will benefit a few large

landholders with unwatered desert acre-

age in Southern California. For the mon-
etary gain of a few, we are willing to jeop-

ardize the Delta, a whole ecosystem with

all kinds of life forms— plants, plankton,

animals, fish, birds—on which it is im-

possible to put a price."

The California project is years away
from completion, but damage already is

apparent. One diversion project start-

ed by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation

in 1952, a forerunner of the state plan,

now may be pumping as much as 30%
to 50% of all striped-bass eggs inland

to the Delta-Mendota Canal where they

float in limbo. Pumping also endangers

larvae and fry. At present even some
adult striped bass, to quote from a state

report, "find their way to the trashracks

across the canal intakes and fight the cur-

rent until they die of exhaustion. As the

flows toward the pumps are increased we
are concerned that this loss may become
serious."

The Bureau of Reclamation does at-

tempt to save some of the young fish that

arc pumped inland. They load them into

hatchery trucks at Tracy at the head of

the canal and drive them to Antioch,

where they are dumped into the estuary.

The number of fish trucked, which de-

pends on the amount ofwater drawn into

the canal, ranges from a high of 41 mil-

lion in 1966 to a low of 5.5 million in

1967, a wet year. "You lose very few fish

that are trucked,” says a biologist with

the California Department of Fish and

Game. "But there are days when the op-

eration is sloppy, and the sea gulls start

feeding."

In 1967 California started operation of

its own Delta Pumping Plant and began

drawing water southward through the

California Aqueduct. Both the Califor-

nia Aqueduct and Delta-Mendota Canal

feed water into the newly built San Luis

Reservoir in the San Joaquin Valley.

There has been one unexpected result.

Striped bass that normally would have

been oceanbound were swept inland to

the reservoir in such numbers that in

1 971 three-quarters as many stripers were

caught there as in all the rest of the

stale— including the Pacific Ocean. But

overall, the diversion of water from the

Delta has caused a slump in the num-

bers of adult fish. The striped bass pop-

ulation has dropped from three million

adult fish in the early '60s to 1.4 million

in 1972, and king salmon entering the

Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers to

spawn have declined from 450,000 in

the early '50s to 225,000 two decades

later.

Still another effect of water diversions

has been to allow salt water to move in-

land toward the Delta for long periods

of time during dry years, threatening

farmlands that use Delta water for their

crops. To facilitate exporting water to

Southern California, state and federal

agencies propose to construct a canal

that would skirt the Delta, carrying with

it much of the flow of the Sacramento

River. This project has its Rube Gold-

berg aspects. As it skirts past the Delta,

water would be released from it to keep

back the saltwater intrusion. Green calls

the canal the final part of a not-so-grand

design that could severely damage the

West’s most valuable estuary.

In face of all these threats—from mas-

sive water-diversion schemes, from rav-

enous foreign fishing fleets and from un-

controlled power-plant proliferation

—

many fishermen and conservationists are,

understandably, pessimistic. Yet as An-

gus Macbeth, an attorney for the Nat-

ural Resources Defense Council who has

been involved in major fishery cases, puts

it, "We are lucky in that we know enough

so that we can do something about the

situation. We can see the causes of the

trouble and take action. We’ve found out

just in time, and this gives us a lever. We
have to have real protection of our es-

tuaries and the high seas or we will suf-

fer major declines in our best fisheries.

It’s a David and Goliath situation, frank-

ly. We have three stones in the sling: lit-

igation, legislation and responsible ac-

tion by administrative agencies. All three

stones had better hit the mark." end
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SARDINIA
SEA SCRIPT:

VIVA
CINDERELLA !

The drama of the 1973 World One Ton
Cup championship was in the best

traditions of a Horatio Alger cum Cin-

derella script—almost. Its setting was

pure Hollywood: the replica of a medi-

eval Italian village built by the Aga Khan
on the island of Sardinia against a back-

drop of rugged mountains and scalloped

sandy coves lapped by emerald waters

and capped by skies of purest blue.

The cast consisted of the finest skip-

pers and crews from 12 nations, the larg-

est representation in cup history, man-

ning 24 yachts epitomizing the latest

thinking of the world’s best-known na-

val architects—yachts small in size but

festooned with winches and go-fast gad-

getry, some with instruments reminiscent

of jet aircraft. Never in the history of

yachting has so much expensive complex-

ity been crammed into so little space as

in the current crop of craft built for One
Ton competition.

[nto this distinguished gathering sailed

Ganbare, an unknown boat conceived by

an unknown designer who was also its

skipper and, as such, equally unknown.

Alongside the sleek vessels moored in

Porto Cervo, Ganbare looked forlorn.

Her total instrumentation consisted of

two small compasses and a knot meter

that did not work. There were but two

on Sardinia sleigh ride champion-to-be

“Ydra” flics under spinnaker and reefed main.

Italy’s "Ydra” sailed away with the

world One Ton title, but only

because America’s rags-to-races

"Ganbare” made a turning gaffe

by CARLETON MITCHELL

winches in the cockpit area, a single spin-

naker pole and no fat in the way of

blocks, tracks or other refinements. The
trunk cabin was boxy instead of stream-

lined, the cockpit deep and square and

the tiller looked as though it could have

been fashioned from a wagon tongue. Be-

low, her accommodations were so spare

that a Spartan might have considered

jumping ship.

True, at trials held off San Diego Gan-

bare had won the right to be one of three

boats representing the U.S., but this hap-

pened under circumstances bordering on
the miraculous. The unknown quantity

behind Ganbare, Douglas Peterson, 28,

had never before designed a boat that got

built, and this one—simple principally

through necessity—represented his life

savings and every dollar he could bor-

row. After Peterson decided to gamble

on building a One Tonner, Ganbare had

taken form in only 1 1 weeks from first

pencil lines to launching. She had gone

into the water only three days before her

first race, leaving just a few hours for

tune-ups. Adding to the odds against

continued
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CINDERELLA! continued

Ganbare (which means good luck in Jap-

anese) was the fact that Peterson had

never before skippered a boat in a major

race. Yet even after winning the West

Coast elimination trials and becoming

one of the Sardinia triumvirs (along with

Ted Turner, sailing the Olin Stephens-

designed Lightnin ', and Ted Hood in his

latest Robin) Peterson and Ganbare were

not regarded as a serious threat to the

Establishment. After all, the California

trials were sailed in light breezes that

would favor a small, light boat, while the

area around Sardinia's Strait of Bonifa-

cio is noted for boisterous winds and tur-

bulent waters.

But it did not take long for the ugly

duckling to sprout wings and fly away

from the Sardinia fleet. The wind at the

start of the first Olympic course of 25

miles was a hefty force 5 and the sea was

lumpy. As Ganbare had never before en-

countered such conditions, Peterson and

his crew lost time finding the best way to

handle her. But by the second windward

leg they had wrested the lead from Ital-

ian Admiral Agostino Straulino at the

helm of the Dick Carter-designed Ydra.

Ganbare simply pointed higher while

footing faster than the competition. At

the finish Ted Hood in Robin was a rath-

er distant third. The race was distin-

guished by the unusual spectacle of the

leading boat making a 360-degree turn

near the finish. To save the price of sec-

ondary winches Peterson had employed

jaw-type stoppers on the genoa sheets.

The weather sheet jammed when tack-

ing and the stopper would not let go its

bit, so foredeckman John Driscoll

slashed the sheet with his knife—and his

leg in the process. As crew member Bill

Greene commented, "Everything wrong

with Ganbare can be explained by no

money or not enough time."

At the start of the second event, a 1 30-

mile offshore jaunt that took the fleet

through the Strait of Bonifacio and back

to Porto Cervo, the wind was even fresh-

er. Ganbare soon seized the lead and

stayed in front all around the course de-

spite a wild predawn sleighridc when the

strait lived up to its reputation. Spinna-

kers blew away like autumn leaves, and

few boats escaped broaching or worse.

When Ganbare sped across the finish

ahead of Ydra and the pack it was ap-

parent she was no Sunday afternoon

drifter. But, alas! She was not going to

be the winner. Through an incredible

error she had rounded a mark on the

wrong side, this despite sailing instruc-

tions emphasizing the proper course in

bold-faced type. The race committee was

as lenient as the rules permitted, but a

5ci penalty added to Ganbare's time

dropped her from first to 13th in a race

where points were weighted by 1.5. Ydra

thus took first; Hann, sailed by the re-

doubtable Chris Bouzaid of New Zea-

land, winner of the last One Ton world

championship, moved into second and

England’s Winsome was elevated to

third.

It was a bitter disappointment for Pe-

terson and his crew. They were still shak-

en going into the third race, another

Olympic course, and now it was really

blowing, a northerly of 30 to 35 knots

according to the anemometer on the Ital-

ian navy minesweeper serving ascommit-

tee boat. Again Ganbare and Ydra

worked out ahead, although Winsome

was first around the weather mark after

gambling on a long offshore tack. Ydra

passed Ganbare during a bad spinnaker

wrap on the turn and went through Win-

some on the second heat; that remained

the order to the finish: Ydra, Winsome,

Ganbare.

"We just didn't know how to sail the

boat in the early stages," said Peterson

afterward. "In theory a light boat should

shorten down in heavy weather, so we

started with too small a headsail, but

Ganbare needs driving. When we finally

found the right combo we were at least

as fast as Ydra and were catching Win-

some, but there wasn't enough distance.

Still, we sure were surprised at how she

went.”

So was everyone else. Olin Stephens,

who followed the race in a motor launch

to see how his own designs fared, later

remarked, "I never saw a boat that im-

pressed me more. There was a good deal

of white water around and Ganbare was

sliding along very, very fast. She dem-

onstrated she is really an all-round boat."

Then with characteristic generosity he

added, "it is a good thing for the sport

that a youngster can come along and

build a boat like this on a shoestring, and

it is good for the One Ton rule, too."

The boat causing so much commotion

was in appearance neither radical nor un-

conventional, although she was visibly

smaller and narrower than her compet-

itors. At 12,500 pounds displacement she

was also lighter; most of the fleet aver-

aged between 15,000 and 20,000 pounds.

Probably her most unusual design fea-

ture is her bottom in the area of the keel.

Instead of the more normal wineglass

sections based on graceful curves. Gan-

bare has flatter garboards, allowing a

slightly longer keel in the vertical dimen-

sion and thus a higher aspect ratio—nau-

tical gobbledygook meaning that in pro-

file shecould be taller in relation to width,

which current thinking translates into

greater speed potential. Yet none of these

features, either singly or in combination,

adequately explain her design break-

through.

Doug Peterson says only, "Part of my
reason for keeping the weight low

was to keep the cost down, but after

my calculations I decided she would

also be better. I felt other designers were

trying to get the most size allowed under

the rule, so I went back to the basics of

what I thought it took to make a boat

go fast."

If any doubt remained as to Ganbare's

speed it vanished in the fourth race, the

longest of the scries, which sent the fleet

twice around the offshore course for a

distance of 257 miles in moderate to light

conditions. As soon as the boats sorted

themselves out after the start there was

the now familiar pattern of Ganbare and

Ydra out in front, with the rest battling

for third. Tino Straulino, sailing Ydra,

not only was familiar with local oddities

of wind and current but had a record few

helmsmen could match: three times Star

Class world champion, 10 limes Euro-

pean champion, plus gold and silver med-

als in Olympic competition, capped with

a 5.5 Class world championship. With

two passages through the Strait of Bon-

ifacio ahead, the odds were in his favor,

but Ganbare led Ydra across the finish

by the rather heady margin of 14 min-

utes, 46 seconds. She was also flying a

protest flag, having thought Ydra had

carried for several hours a spinnaker

staysail that was too long on the luff. It

was a painful moment for Tino Strau-

lino and Owner Marina Spaccarelli when
continued
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Minolta helps you celebrate the morning.
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your photo dealer or write
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Chief Measurer Robin Glover came
aboard and found the sail indeed too

long—but only by four inches. Under the

rules, Ydra could have been disqualified

and Ganbare would have been almost as-

sured of the happiest of endings to the

Cinderella script, but Peterson sportingly

wrote the race committee he did not wish

to "carry the protest any further . .
.
[as]

it is quite obviously a normal amount of

stretch."

To make sure the scries represented a

true test by providing all variations of

weather, the gods decreed a drifting

match for the final Olympic-course race.

After a delay of two hours and a half,

while the crews swam and visited, a fee-

ble easterly filled in. The previous after-

noon 1 had sailed aboard Ganbare in sim-

ilar conditions, and had never felt a boat

more responsive to the faintest zephyr.

Going to windward she was so well bal-

anced that it was best to let her sail her-

self, with only an occasional twitch of the

helm, and on a spinnaker reach her ac-

celeration seemed to create its own wind.

Thus 1 shared her crew’s certainty that

Ganbare would be first. With Ydra hav-

ing put the cup out of reach, the only

question remaining for followers of the

American odyssey was how many boats

would get between Ganbare and New
Zealand’s Haim. If Chris Bouzaid fin-

ished at least fourth he would be second

in the series, not Peterson.

True to form, Ganbare won by a hard

to believe 41 minutes, 15 seconds over a

25-mile course in a class where boats are

supposed to race even. Ydra was second

and then came the pair of Robins, Ted

Hood sailing this year’s centerboard

model into third, with a Canadian group

which had chartered the '72 keel version

slipping into fourth, ahead of Hann.

And so in the final cup standings Ydra,

Ganbare and Hann were followed by Ted
Hood’s Robin, Australia's Chloe, Amer-

ica's Lightnin, the United Kingdom’s

Thunder, Italy’s Sumbra III, the British

Winsome and the Canadian Robin.

Although Doug Peterson did not take

the One Ton Cup home, he nevertheless

won his gamble. "My wife was upset and

almost everyone else thought I was a fool

to risk everything I could rake up and

scrape up to build Ganbare," he con-

fessed before leaving Porto Cervo. "But

I could see no other way to break in as a

designer. I started putting boats down on

paper when 1 was 10, and have never

continued
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CINDERELLA! continued

wanted to do anything else. Yet it is tough

to find someone who will build for you

until you have proved yourself. I took

the chance to get established."

Part of Peterson's background includ-

ed working for naval architect Skip Cal-

kins, long an advocate of light displace-

ment, when still in high school. He quit

college after two years "because I was

too busy drawing boats to be a good stu-

dent,” and also because he wanted to go

sailing. Joining the Stephens-designed

Spirit, he crewed an Acapulco race, con-

tinued through the Panama Canal to par-

ticipate in the ’64 Bermuda race and,

after returning, sailed the Transpac.

Then came Navy duty that included two

years in Japan plus leave to sail another

Transpac and, after discharge, races to

Tahiti and again to Bermuda. Always he

was studying boat performance, making

calculations and drawings and trying to

find a client who would have faith in his

designs. Finally, after working in a fam-

ily business that seemed a dead end, Pe-

terson was on the verge of taking a job

with an established naval architect when

he suddenly decided it was now or per-

haps never. He contacted famed boat-

builder Carl Eichenlaub of San Diego

about building his One Tonncr, and this

was the turning point.

"I was lucky to run into Carl," Pe-

terson says, “because there was no other

way the boat could have been built with-

in my budget. He had trust in me as a

new designer, and paid personal atten-

tion to every detail even though the boat

had to be built as cheaply as possible.”

Doug also gives credit to crew mem-
bers Ron Holland and Bill Greene, who
not only have sailed aboard Ganbare

from the first but also worked night and

day to be ready for the start of the elim-

ination trials. Other members of the team

in Sardinia included Lowell North, Dris-

coll and Gary Weisman.

The excitement that surrounded Gan-

bare somewhat obscured another drama,

Italian style. Ydra, built in Germany

and leading on points last year in the

One Ton championship in Australia

until her headstay parted in a long

offshore race, was the fourth boat bought

by Signora Spaccarelli for Tino Straulino

to sail in an effort to bring the One Ton
Cup to Italy. Their victory was not only

popular but earned, since from the first

the series was a two-boat match race,

Ganbare and Ydra covering each other

like 12-meter racing for the America's

Cup off Newport and paying scant at-

tention to the rest of the fleet. If Gan-

bare had to lose through her own error,

it was fitting that Ydra should win.

Thus Italy finally gained the One Ton
Cup and Doug Peterson achieved what

race organizer Beppe Croce termed at the

prize presentation a moral victory.

Equally satisfying, Ganbare was sold be-

fore the series ended, enabling Peterson

to pay off his lOUs. And several pro-

spective owners conferred with him

about future designs. So the script had a

happy ending after all. end
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AC Spark Plugs
and Filters ProveTough...

In Rugged Off-Road Competition

AC SPARK PLUG DIVISION

At AC, we look for tough ways to

check the reliability and staying
power of AC products. We're con-

vinced that if AC Spark Plugs and
Filters perform under extreme con-

ditions, they'll probably work well for

your kind of driving.

For example, what could be
tougher than off-road competition
such as the Baja 500? All types of

vehicles, running off-road under in-

tense heat and dust conditions, are a

rugged test of machines and men.
Many car builders, drivers and

mechanics in off-road events prefer

AC products. Why? Because they
have to finish to win. AC reliability

hangs in therethrough blistering heat

and choking dust. Mile after mile.

Road or no road.

You can get the same kind of re-

liability from the AC Spark Plugs and

Filters designed for your car. Next
tune-up or oil change, whether you
do it yourself or have it done, insist

on AC. It's tough to beat.

AC WINNERS AT THE BAJA 500' -

(AC-equipped vehicles win 6 of 7 classes)

CLASS 1st PLACE AC PRODUCTS

2-Wheel
Drive

Dick Lee
Hemet. Calif.

AC Spark Plugs
AC Oil Filter

AC Air Filter

2-Wheel
Drive Utility

Walker Evans
Riverside. Calif.

AC Spark Plugs
AC Oil Filter

Single-Seat
Modified

John Johnson
Lemon Grove. Calif.

AC Oil Filter

Production
4-Wheel Drive

Gene Hightower AC Spark Plugs
Blythe, calif AC Oil Filter

AC Air Filter

Baja Bug John Steen
Huntington Beach. Calif

AC Spark Plugs
AC Air Filter

Mini Pickup Jim Conner
El Cajon. Calif.

AC Oil Filter

'

"Baia 500.'' An off-road event sponsored by the National
Off-Road Racing Association 610 miles duration— run in

• the arid desert of Baja, Mexico.

AC . . . for quick starts and a smooth-running engine



PEOPLE

®"l signed Bobby Orr to his

longest contract yet- till death

do them part," noted the Rev.

Robert A. Crooks, coach and

manager of St. Andrews Presby-

terian Church in Bobby’s home-

town, Parry Sound, Ontario. For

a man who draws big crowds if

he so much as feeds a parking

meter in public, Orr's wedding

to Fort Lauderdale schoolteach-

er Peggy Wood was almost lone-

ly. Only the bride and groom, the

Rev. Crooks, Bobby’s sister Pat

and her husband Jerry were pres-

ent for the 8 p.m. ceremony on

a Saturday night. Miss Wood's

parents could not get to the

church on time; Bobby’s parents

accordingly decided they should

not attend. After a two-day hon-

eymoon, Orr showed up at Bos-

ton Garden for the closed-cir-

cuit telecast of the Ali-Norton

fight alone. Probably not in the

contract.

Novelist Jimmy Breslin is an ex-

columnist, ex-politician and.

most emphatically, ex-sports-

writer. Reminiscing about his

sportswriting days, Breslin de-

clared, "You find yourself cov-

ering the Kentucky Derby for

the third time and you realize

there's nothing new to write.

You gotta sit through a Sunday

doubleheadcr and you want to

kill yourself. You get extra in-

nings and you’re ready for an ob-

servation ward. And football is

the worst of all. They’re killing

the game with this phony mys-

tique, telling people a guy needs

the abilities of a brain surgeon

to play left guard for the Colts.

Football is a game designed to

keep coal miners off the streets.”

Right on, Jimmy. Keep attend-

ing those exciting literary cock-

tail parties!

That fine Old West sport of sa-

loon shufflcboard loses some-

thing when transplanted to Scot-

land. John Daly, a Glasgow

laborer, sent a mug of beer slid-

ing along the bar just the way it

> i

is done in Western movies—but

not with the same precision. The
bar was lined with other people's

drinks, and Daly's mug hit most

of them. Beer, whiskey and bro-

ken glass spattered the custom-

ers and next day Daly paid a $50

fine for breach of peace.

It's been a hapless, bootless year

for the left big toes of Southern

Methodist cheerleaders. Nancy

Neiman broke hers in yell prac-

tice and Alice Enterick dropped

a dresser drawer on hers. Despite

the injuries, neither girl will be

red-shirted.

Southern Methodist also has

a 240-pound offensive guard

named D. Nady. No first or mid-

dle name, just the initial. His fa-

ther's name is X. Nady. and his

brothers are J. Nady and X.

Nady Jr. This is all brought to

mind by the fact that D. has just

bought a car- a Datsun 2.

Those young Swedes do have a

light approach to life. Maybe it

I
is all that midnight sun. Take

I hockey players Inge I iammar-

strom and Borje Salming, a wing-

I er and a defenseman recruited by

the player-poor Toronto Maple

Leafs. When the Swedes came
winging into Toronto at 3 a.m.

Stockholm time. Leaf General

Manager Jim Gregory was at the

airport to take them to training

camp them, as it turned out,

and an added starter who had

come along. She was a winsome

lass named Margretta Wendin,

and her main role at the foreign-

ers’ first workout was to smile

radiantly and make the photog-

raphers perk up. Something that

Salming said had a similar effect

on Gregory. Tired, yet able to

laugh about being up and about

so late, Stockholm time, the

Swede observed, "It's not too

bad for me. 1 'm used to the night-

club life." The general manager

did not smile radiantly.

Boston Celtic Captain John Hav-

licek found the Celtics' presea-

son training camp at the Mas-
sachusetts Maritime Academy
on Buzzards Bay an entirely

suitable place to practice. He
showed up at the opening session

with a pail containing two 10-

pound blucfish he had just

caught in the nearby Cape Cod
Canal.

It was a big deal when Olym-

pic heavyweight wrestler Chris

Taylor took his new bride down

the steps at the First Christian

Church in Dowagiac, Mich.

Mrs. Taylor, the former Lynne

Hart of Muskegon, will be at a

severe handicap if she ever has

to go to the mat in a dispute with

450-pound Chris over the drap-

eries or dinner. And speaking of

draperies, think of the problem

of finding that wedding suit.

The star of the Great Six-Day

Bike Trip across Iowa was Clar-

ence Pickard of Indianola. who
pedaled the 483 miles on his

green 10-speed Schwinn wearing

a silver pith helmet. How could

an 83-year-old man hold up so

well and why would he want to?

"I'm not all that phenomenal,"

said Pickard. "It's just that I've

always worked hard—farming,
cutting trees, gathering trash

and I’m in good shape. The trip

came at a good time for me. The

wife left today to have surgery

for a knee she hurt falling at the

Tulip Festival in Pella."

Carrie Dixon and her four chil-

dren will be watching the pass

routes of a 5’ 10”, 165-pound

Fairleigh Dickinson freshman

receiver with extra vigilance. No.

32 will be 43-year-old husband

and father Mai Dixon. "The oth-

er players haven't made a big

deal of it," Dixon says. "They

just do things like help me off

with my shirt."

There arc man-made waves for

surfing and man-made grass for

football. Now comes crack

amateur athlete Calvin Mac-
Cracken with an infernal process

called Icemat that will turn ten-

nis courts and swimming pools

into ice rinks, will freeze a slushy

ski slope or create a toboggan

slide. The Icemat is a labyrinth

of plastic tubes through which

antifreeze is pumped from a re-

frigeration plant. The company
has built one toboggan slide and
26 skating rinks, including a con-

version of the outdoor swim-

ming pool at the Playboy Club
in McAfee, N.J.
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college football / Pat Putnam

State proves

East is

not /east

A any frustrated Nittany Lion

knows, east is east and Penn State

is a victim of its geography. And an aw-

ful lot of people arc going to be mugged
because of it. Joe Paterno's kids are get-

ting thin-skinned about being patted on

the head and their Lambert trophies

while the big boys wrestle over the se-

rious business of college football. Last

week, Stanford Coach Jack Christiansen,

who should have known better, said his

team was going to beat Penn State be-

cause it had worked hard and it was ded-

icated, as if that was all that was needed.

FOR BORYLfl. PASSING WAS NOT EASY
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A sign in the Stanford dressing room

asked: has anyone had a little nit-

tany lion lately? 1 1 was good fun. and

as John Lindblom, a columnist for the

San Jose News, wrote, "Penn State once

again ranks as the No. I team in the East

. . . but in reality that's more a matter of

being least bad."

In reality, and before a national tele-

vision audience. Penn State knocked

Stanford silly 20 6, and as usual discov-

ered it had not proved a thing. "We can't

let this get us down," Christiansen said

afterward. "We’ve got to play tougher

teams than this." Maybe so. but if there

is anything out there tougher than the

Penn State defense, it should not be al-

lowed loose without a muzzle.

When Paterno heard of Christiansen's

remark he only laughed, conceding.

"They do have to play Michigan and

USC." He said it with a trace of envy.

More than its Eastern image. Penn

State's cross is a soft schedule made up

years ago under another and less ambi-

tious regime. Texas grows fat on people

like Rice and TCU and Baylor, and it

matters not. Notre Dame dines on Army.

Navy and Pitt, and it bothers no one. But

let Penn State take on Ohio University

and sirens go off.

"Thank God for the I Ith game." said

Paterno. who had hustled out and made
dates with Tennessee and Stanford—and

been turned down by Texas and Ohio

State—while waiting for the current con-

tracts to run out. "We've got to get some

people off our schedule." One is Tem-
ple. which somehow is going to begin a

six-year series with Penn State in 1975,

an opponent Paterno would gladly trade,

with cash, for the saltwater rights in

Death Valley.

Temple came up with its Penn Stale

contract in the mid-’60s, alter the Phil-

adelphia school, along with the Univer-

sity of Pittsburgh, became state-related.

Temple has a law school. Penn State does

not. and some believe that political mus-

cle was used to forge the agreement. Tem-

ple denies it. Temple Athletic Director

Ernie Casale says the pact was made af-

ter he was approached by Penn State. No
matter how the union was formed, Pa-

terno does not like to talk about it.

Understandably.

But all that is in the future. Last week

there was Stanford, not Temple, on the

other side of the field, and Paterno was

more than a little concerned. Getting a

v

BUT IT SURE BEAT NOT PASSING. AS

strong school on your schedule is one
thing; winning the game is another.

Slate’s fall practice had gone well until

heat and high humidity moved in for 10

days across the East and players began

to complain that they had nothing in

their legs. "You're conning me—it’s not

hot." said Paterno. conning them. They
worked and he worried. There were oth-

er anxieties: ofT to the pros was All-

America Quarterback John Hufnagcl.

and with him two other All-Americas.

Defensive End Bruce Bannon and Line-

backer John Skorupan. Nor was anyone
counting heavily on Randy Crowder, a

strong 6' 2", 235-pound defensive tackle

who was coming off knee surgery after a

basketball injury.

In to replace Hufnagcl was Tom Shu-

man. a junior who had played only long

enough the year before to complete eight

of 21 passes. He can throw a ball 70

yards with a flick but is embarrassed

when anyone suggests he has a super

arm.

"I don't think it’s super," he says.

"It's the fine coaching. They taught me
the correct technique and that's all it

is."

"You should see the guy who taught

him the lichnique," grins Paterno. "He
can't throw a ball 20 yards."

One other Penn State problem was
that no one knew how to figure Stan-



THE LIONS' HARTENSTINE DEMONSTRATES

ford. The Cardinals had Mike Boryla.

a good passing quarterback, and John

Winesberry, an impressive runner-receiv-

er with 9.7 speed. While Stanford had

lost 25 lettermen, the word from the

West Coast was that Christiansen had

plugged all the holes with an army of

talented junior college stars.

••Who can tell?" said Paterno. “But

in fairness to Stanford, Christiansen

doesn’t know much more than we do.

You can fill your lineup with junior col-

lege kids, but you never know how they'll

do until they play."

So State flew west, w here Stanford was

waiting with its army of JC players that

turned out to include only one starter.

"They must have mixed us up with

UCLA," said Christiansen. "We
thought we had a lot of fine freshmen

coming up, so we didn't go after JCs."

Christiansen's main concern had been

finding an offensive line that could pro-

tect Boryla, who was fourth among the

nation's passers last year. At the same

time he had been sacked enough to lose

213 yards. For better or worse, all but

two of that offensive line had graduated.

"We'll be a lot tougher this year,”

promised Bill Reid, who was returning

at center. “Last year we just ran around

in circles. And we had a great line, real

super-studs. The line coach worked us

like dogs, but he never told us who to

block. He was a onc-ycar wonder. He's

not around anymore.”

The trouble was, Reid would discover,

that all the blocking assignments the line

now had were designed for last year's

Penn State defenses. But Penn State gave

Stanford a 1972 look and then suddenly

opened up a whole new bag of stunts.

As a rule the Lions seldom blitz, but here

they were pouring in on every other play.

Boryla went down and down and down;

nine times in all for minus 47 yards. Un-

derstandably, he began to hurry his

throws. When he did connect, the receiv-

ers were ripped immediately.

Surprisingly, when Stanford did run at

Penn State it was up the middle into the

arms of Crowder and Greg Murphy and

Mike Hartenstine. What these three

missed was quickly scooped up by a set

of quick linebackers led by Ed O'Neil and

Tom Hull. Stanford's runners went at

Penn State 29 times and lost eight yards.

It was the defense that gave the vis-

itors their first score. With Doug Allen

leading the way it blocked a Stanford

punt out of the end zone for a safety and

a 2-0 Penn State lead. Moments later Jim

Bradley recovered a fumble 10 yards

from the Stanford goal and Shuman ri-

fled a pass to Gary Hayman for the

touchdown.

So at halftime it was 10-0 and Joe

Ruetz. the Stanford athletic director,

was convinced. "I can see now why Penn

State is ranked where it is,” he said.

"They really hit. They intimidate you.

We've got good receivers, but they know
if the ball touches their hands they are

about to be belted.”

In the third quarter Penn State turned

one drive over almost solely to top Run-

ning Back John Cappelletti, who sur-

prised everyone with his first pass as a

college player, a 17-yarder to Chuck

Herd that carried to the Stanford four.

Then, using the powerful legs that gained

1,117 yards last year, Cappelletti scored

in three short bursts, the last from the

two.

Late in the fourth quarter Stanford sal-

vaged some pride with a score set up by

a pass interception and nailed down with

Boryla throwing eight yards to Glen

Stone. "Three things beat us.” Boryla

said after the game. "The Penn State de-

fense, the way I played and our game
plan. Can you believe they told us to run

up the middle and to use roll-out pass-

es? Those are the two things we can't do.

The coaches decided that everything we
normally could do, we would not be able

to do against Penn State. So here I have

Winesberry, a 9.7 sprinter, and all I can

do is run him up the middle." He walked

off shaking his head.

"Funny game," Paterno said. "We
didn't run as well as we thought we had

to and we threw belter than I thought

we would. Shuman played better than we
had any right to expect." He lit a cigar

and puffed with contentment. "You
know, winning aside, I really enjoyed to-

day. Isn't this a class place out here?

Wasn't it great in the stadium? And
bringing the kids way out here. They love

it. Tonight they are going into San Fran-

cisco. I told them to behave."

Paterno looked around foran ashtray.

He grinned. "Some of them will behave,

some won't—you know how that is. I

wish we could come out here every year.

We’ve got three more games with Stan-

ford, but they are all at Penn State."

A puzzled listener suggested that was

a strange contract.

"That’s the way they wanted it," he

said. He frowned at his cigar. "They
want to make a trip East every year. Just

like we should be making a trip West.

Instead of going to Philadelphia."

THE WEEK
by HERMAN WEISKOPF

WEST
1. use (1-0)

2. ARIZONA STATE (1-0)

3. UCLA (0-1)

USC Coach John McKay showed up for a

press conference last Tuesday looking like a

human torch: he wore a pink shirt, maroon

slacks and a jacket of assorted shades of red.

On Saturday, despite beating Arkansas

17-0, it was McKay's words that were hot.

He stood with one foot on a chair, clutched

his cigar and said, "We were kicked around

in every department. There were no bright

spots. If you're not ready for the first game
after practicing all spring and all fall, then

you must be awfully stupid."

Among the things that angered McKay
were 10 penalties, two of which erased long

touchdown runs by Lynn Swann. It also dis-

continutd
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pleased him that even though both his lines

outweighed the Razorbacks by about 40

pounds per man they had difficulty wearing

down Arkansas. It was not until the closing

seconds of the first half that Anthony Davis

slipped in for a touchdown to put the de-

fending national champions ahead 7-0.

But McKay could find little fault with

Quarterback Pat Haden, who made good on

1 2 of 20 passes for 1 43 yards and scored from

14 yards out on a broken pass play. He also

could not complain about Chris Limahelu,

a 5' 5' Indonesian who transferred to USC
from Citrus JC. Kicking soccer-style, he

booted a 22-yard field goal. And the defense

must have done something right; it held Ar-

kansas scoreless for thefirst time in 73 games.

"It seems to be a historical thing at Ar-

izona State that once we get ahead we have

a lapse in the defensive line,” said Frank

Kush, coach of the Sun Devils. This time

the letdown came when State led Oregon

26-14 with 3:32 to play. Second-string Quar-

terback Herb Singleton took the Ducks 80

yards in 10 plays, completing seven of eight

passes along the way. Then, with the score

26-20 and 42 seconds remaining, Oregon re-

covered an onside kick at the Arizona State

43 and Kush really was squirming. Single-

ton got the Ducks to the 28, but time ran

out.

For the first lime since 1934, when Ha-

waii beat California 14-0, the Rainbows de-

feated a big-time West Coast team, dump-

ing Washington 10-7 on a 27-yard field goal

by Reinhold Stuprich and a touchdown pass

by Casey Ortez.

MIDWEST
1. MICHIGAN (1-0)

2. OHIO STATE (l-Ol

3. NOTRE DAME (O-O)

Late in the fourth period of Michigan's 31 -7

victory over Iowa, sportswriters predicted

that Wolverine Coach Bo Schembcchler

would find plenty wrong with his team's per-

formance. Chuck Heater had gained 133

yards rushingand EdShuttlcsworth had add-

ed 88 to a total of 440, but everyone was cer-

tain that Bo, as usual, would find flaws. After

all, he had predicted his team would come

out passing, yet it had thrown just eight times

and completed only two. Surely that would

be one item he could dwell on. But after lead-

ing his players through several choruses of

Hail to the Vidors Valiant and a few cheers

Schembechler opened the clubhouse door

and was all smiles. And then he compounded

this surprise by saying he had an announce-

ment to make before he would answer any

questions. Said Bo: "I want you to know
this is a good passing team, the best I’ve had
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at Michigan. I know you guys arc saying,

‘What is this guy talking about; Michigan

looked terrible passing.' But I assure you

—

and our future opponents—we will pass."

That was the most stunning development of

the first week of Big Ten play.

Woody Hayes was ecstatic, too, as well

he should have been after Ohio Slate had

worked over supposedly rugged Minnesota

56-7. A majority of the 95 Buckeyes saw ac-

tion as the team gained 457 yards. With

Tackle John Hicks clearing the way Harold

(Champ) Henson, who led the country with

20 touchdowns a year ago. scored three

times. Archie Griffin augmented his 129

yards rushing with a 93-yard kickoff return

for a TD. "They're no longer three yards

and a cloud of dust,” lamented Minnesota

Coach Cal Stoll. "Now they're 12 yards and

a mass of humanity."

All week Lee Corso urged Indiana root-

ers to arrive early for his Big Ten coaching

debut against Illinois. Thirty minutes before

game time most of the 5 1 ,433 spectators were

seated. About the only ones not at the sta-

dium by then were Corso and his team. It

seems that while he and his Hoosiers were

on their way there aboard three buses, one

of them a red double-decker the alumni

bought in London, Corso had everyone un-

load and limber up on a practice field. No
harm done, except that when everyone got

back aboard the buses the traffic was so bad-

ly snarled that the team did not arrive at the

stadium until a couple of minutes before

kickoff time. But after wending their way

through swarms of musicians there for Band

Day the Hoosiers went right out and took a

7-0 lead. From there on, though, they looked

a little carsick, giving up four fumbles, four

interceptions and losing 28-14.

Stan Key workhorsed his way for 107

yards in 31 carries and Mitch Anderson, who
throws while leaning on his back foot, got

off a 10-yard touchdown pass as Northwest-

ern contributed to the further decline of

Michigan State 14 10. A missed extra point

by Wisconsin let Purdue win 14-13, but

Olympic track man Larry Burton was also

instrumental in the result, latching on to

passes of 47 and 22 yards during an 89-yard

drive that set up the winning touchdown.

"We've got a team good enough to beat

anybody in the country," said Tommy
Reamon, a running back for Missouri. Then
he went out and scored twice in 3:43 on a

four-yard ramble and on a 70-yard scamper

as the Tigers throttled Mississippi 17-0.

Reamon contributed 106 yards in 13 rushes

and Leroy Moss carried the ball 86 yards in

25 attempts as he made effective use of trap

plays.

Kansas and Washington State waged com-
bat for almost three hours before the Jay-

hawks wrapped up a 29-8 victory. One thing

that slowed the game down was the total of

281 yards in penalties. Cornerbacks Kurt

Knoff, Eddie Lewis and James Bowman,
with the aid of Safety Rocky Bron, came up
fast to cut off State sweeps, and the Cougars

were also contained by End Dean Zook, who
jarred them with 1 3 tackles, recovered a fum-

ble and three times dumped Cougar runners

for losses.

Oklahoma State went on its biggest scor-

ing rampage in 27 years, downing Texas-

Arlington 56-7. Another Oklahoma-based

team, Tulsa, did some prolific scoring, too,

putting it to West Texas State 48-3.

Louisiana Tech, a college division pow-

erhouse that compiled a 12-0 record last sea-

son, had its 14-game winning streak ended

by Eastern Michigan 21-19.

SOUTHWEST
1. TEXAS (O-O)

2. HOUSTON (1-0)

3. SMU (1-0)

Oklahoma took the field with a new coach

(Barry Switzer) and a new quarterback

(Steve Davis), and when the Sooncrs went

to their locker room at halftime they did so

with 285 yards in 30 offensive plays and a

35-0 lead over Baylor. By the time they fin-

ished their 42- 1 4 rout Davis had scored twice

and run for 1 10 yards. Joe Washington also

had two touchdowns and both he and Way-

mon Clark totaled up 1 13 yards rushing.

D. C. Nobles hit on nine of 16 throws for

1 18 yards, ran for 96 yards in a dozen car-

ries and directed Houston to a 24-6 win over

Rice. A nine-yard sprint into the end zone

by Rufus Myers with 41 seconds left gave

Texas Tech a hard-won 29-22 victory against

Utah, which had led 22-14 with 3:47 to go.

Kyle Rote's career rushing mark of 2,049

yards for SMU was surpassed by Alvin Max-
son, who went 68 and 34 yards for scores,

and Maxson's running partner in the Wish-

bone offense, Wayne Morris, added a 61-

yard TD run as the Mustangs crushed Santa

Clara 49-7.

EAST
1. PENN STATE (1-0)

2. WEST VIRGINIA (1-0)

3. DELAWARE (1-0)

A year ago Bowling Green opened its sea-

son by shocking Purdue 17-14. This time the

Falcons came up with another surprise, not

only upsetting Syracuse but doing it in im-

pressive fashion 4114. It was a horrendous

way for Coach Ben Schwartzwalder to

launch his 25th and final year with the Or-

tntinued



Do the Zenith people really build

a better colorTV?

TVservice technicians say yes. Again.
Here are the questions and answers from a nationwide survey.

QUESTION: “In general, of the brands you
are familiar with, which one would you say

requires the fewest repairs?"

ANSWERS: Zenith 35%
Brand A 14%
Brand B 11%
Brand C 5%
Brand D 3%
Brand E 3%
Brand F 2%
Brand G . 2%
Brand H 2%
Brand I 1%
Other Brands 3%
About Equal 13%
Don’t Know 11%

Simulated TV picture.

QUESTION: “If you were buying a new
color TV set for yourself today, which
brand wou/d you buy?”

ANSWERS: Zenith 35%,

Brand A 23%
Brand B 12%
Brand D 6%
Brand C 4%
Brand F. 4%
Brand F 3%
Brand G 3%
Brand H 2%
Brand 1 2%
Other Brands 6%
Don’t Know 8%

NOTE: Answers total more than 100% because
some service technicians named more than one

VjeHiZH
The qualify goes in

before the name goes on?

How the survey was made.

For the second consecutive year, one of the
best known research firms in America
conducted a study of independent TV service

technicians’ attitudes toward brands of color
television. And again Zenith was the

number one brand named in answer to each
question, as shown in the charts. Telephone
interviews were conducted with TV service

technicians themselves in April. 1972,

and again in April, 1 973, in more than
1 70 cities from coast to coast. To eliminate the

factor of loyalty to a single brand, the

study included only shops which serviced

more than one brand of TV.

We want to hear from you.

We’re proud ofour record of building
dependable, quality products.

But if it should ever happen that a Zenith
product doesn’t live up to your expectations —
or if you would like additional details of the

service technicians' survey — we want to hear
from you. Write to the Vice President,

Consumer Affairs, Zenith Radio Corporation,
1900 N. Austin Ave., Chicago, III. 60639.

We’ll give your request

our personal attention.



Cutlass
Built in the Grand

Gra

can now
be found in this

coupe.

Last year we created the Cutlass
Salon sedan-Oldsmobile’s ver-

sion of a Grand Touring car. For

74, we've added a coupe.
Ever ridden in a real Grand

Touring car? It makes you prefer

winding side roads to busy free-

ways. Drive a Cutlass Salon and
you'll see. There’s a new, lower

steering ratio for quicker response.

Steel-belted radial tires. And front

and rear anti-sway bars.

Now picture the inside of one of

those expensive Grand Touring
jobs. Contoured lounge seats,
right? And they recline, right? So
do Salon's. The upholstery is plush
ribbed velour. And the console is

the kind that makes you want to

put nifty things in it.

There's also a Salon idea you
won’t find in those other cars. An
Oldsmobile Rocket V8 teamed
with Turbo Hydra-matic.
Oh, yes. Money. Salon doesn't

have a Grand Touring price.



from Oldsmobile

Salon.
Touring tradition.



The Sheraton-Waikiki
American Express Hotel-of-the-Month

lounges do the same.

The Prow Lounge touches the sands

of Waikiki Beach. From there you can

watch the surfers catching waves at a

dozen places off the beach.

The Hanohano Room touches the

sky. It’s 31 stories above the bay, and

enclosed on two sides by glass.The
breathtaking view spans 90 miles from

the island ofMaui, past Diamond Head,

to the far reaches ofEwa Beach and

Barbers Point.

Even the artwork in the hotel is

completely original. No prints or

reproductions hang anywhere in the

hotel. That’s part of what makes the

Sheraton a Sheraton.

N ine and a halfacres of lush Hawaii

surround the hotel. Gardens, lawns,

two sparkling fresh-water pools, one of

Olympic size. And a glistening stretch

ofWaikiki Beach itself.

One thing not at all unique about

the Sheraton-Waikiki is that it wel-

comes the American Express Card.

Waikiki is the most famous beach in

Hawaii. It may be the most famous in

the world— for many reasons. One of

the newest (and most beautiful) is the

Sheraton-Waikiki.

You can walk into the Sheraton-

Waikiki and not be sure you’re inside.

Even in the 1 ,900 rooms and luxury

suites, each with its own private lanai,

the grass-green rugs and sky-blue ceil-

ings help bring Hawaii in through the

sliding glass doors.

The 5 restaurants and 5 cocktail

Flaming gourmet dishes

and a flaming Hawaiian

The Card is honored all around the

islands for entertainment, sightseeing,

surfboard rentals, shopping.

If you don't have the American
Express Card you can pick up an appli-

cation at most Sheraton Hotel and

Motor Inns. There are 300 of them, in

27 countries around the world.

Each Sheraton is an original, de-

signed to be different from all others.

Yet all have some things in common: a

dedication to service, a commitment to

comfort, and a welcome for people who
carry the American Express Card.



COLLEGE FOOTBALL conlimied

angemen, who were limited to 15 yards in

total offense in the first halfand trailed 28-0

before scoring.

^
While Yogi Berra tried to spur his Mets

to victory in the National League his son Tim
led Massachusetts to a 21-20 win over Vil-

lanova. Young Berra returned the second-

half kickoff 95 yards for a touchdown, caught

a five-yard scoring pass and pulled in a 17-

yarder during the winning drive in the fourth

period.

Delaware, going for a record third straight

small-college national title, drubbed West

Chester 49-14. The Blue Hens built their 1 6th

win in a row around the running of Blair Ca-

viness (107 yards) and Vern Roberts (102

yards) and the passing of Warren Mays (18

for 36).

Down 20-0 at halftime against Connect-

icut, Lehigh rallied to take the game 22 20.

The Engineers did it with a 33-yard field goal

late in the fourth quarter by freshman Bruce

Crystal and the passing of Kim McQuilkcn.

During the disastrous first half McQuilkcn's

passes gained only 36 yards, but when the

game was over he had completed 22 of 39

for 260 yards.

Although he sat out most of the second

half, Mike Esposito ran for 1 54 yards as Bos-

ton College bopped Temple 45-0.

SOUTH
1. ALABAMA (1-0)

2. TENNESSEE (1-0)

3. AUBURN (1-0)

Two years ago when the Colorado Buffaloes

departed Tiger Stadium in Baton Rouge they

left a bad taste in the mouths of the LSU Ti-

gers as well as some broken teeth. Getting

clipped 31-21 in the season opener was one

thing, but Buffalo Tailback Charlie Davis

had topped off his 174 yards rushing—the

most ever by an LSU opponent—by saying

the Tigers had “hit soft." Since then noth-

ing has served to anger the Tiger defense

more than reminders that they "hit soft."

Last week the Buffaloes were back, trying

to become the first team to go 2-0 against

LSU in Tiger Stadium and trying to show

they deserve their ranking in the Top Ten.

They accomplished neither. This time Buf-

falo runners felt as if the Rockies had land-

ed on them. “Hit soft” was a thing of the

past as Davis was held to 19 yards and Col-

orado never took possession of the ball out-

side its own 31.

After a scoreless first half the Tiger offense

also got busy. Leading the way was Mike

Miley, successor to All-America Quarter-

back Bert Jones. Miley connected on seven

of 10 passes for 140 yards and completed a

30-yard touchdown toss to Bert's kid broth-

er Ben Jones. LSU had a tailback of its own
named Davis, too—Brad Davis—and he

rambled for 80 yards. It all added up to a

17-6 LSU win.

Like Colorado, Paul Dietzel left behind

considerable bad feeling at LSU when he

hastily exited to become the coach at Army
12 years ago. Since then his career has been

filled with more potholes than a backwoods

road. In 1966 he moved on to South Caro-

lina, where his record has been a ho hum
31-42-1. Things had to change. This year

Dietzel hired seven new assistant coaches and

installed a veer offense. And, reminiscent of

his glory days at LSU when special teams

had colorful names such as Chinese Bandits,

he made up a nickname for his kickoff-re-

turn squad, the Nasty Roosters.

Against Georgia Tech the Nasty Roosters,

the 1 1 fastest men on the team, utilized a

play that had been successful for Dietzel at

LSU. It was a double hand-off on a kickoff,

with Henry Laws doing most of the running

on a 76-yard return at the start of the sec-

ond half.

But even more important to the Game-
cock cause were sophomore Quarterback Jeff

Grantz, Defensive Back Mel Baxley and

Punter Robby Reynolds. Grantz passed

sharply, got off runs of 35 and 39 yards and

twice turned his own fumbles to advantage,

passing for a 13-yard gain on one of them

and picking up eight yards on the other. Bax-

ley intercepted a pass two yards in his end

zone and raced it back for a touchdown.

Reynolds, who was just getting over the

chicken pox, was a pox to Tech's Randy Rhi-

no, the nation's leading punt returner last

season, who managed just one runback for

seven yards.

With free substitution permissible this sea-

son, Bear Bryant came up with a fleet-foot-

ed method of exploiting the rule. Against

California he had sophomore Danny Ridge-

way run onfield with the next play and then

leave before the action resumed. Bryant

needed no such gimmicks. His Crimson Tide

inundated the Golden Bears 66-0, gaining a

school record of 667 yards in the process.

Bryant used 73 players, including 14 backs,

six of whom averaged better than 10 yards a

carry.

Alabama's win came in the second game
of a doublehcadcr in Birmingham. In the

opener heavily favored Auburn survived a

brawl and 51 passes by Oregon State's Al-

vin White (he completed 23) to win 18-9.

"There were times we just couldn't get

shoe to shoe with Condredge Holloway to

make the tackle on him," said Duke Coach

Mike McGee of the Tennessee quarterback.

With the surprising Blue Devils ahead 17-7 in

the third quarter Holloway saved a busted

play by wriggling away from three tacklcrs

and going 49 yards for a touchdown. Then,

with slightly more than two minutes left, he

ran an option keeper on a fourth-and-four

and dived for five yards. That put the ball

on the Duke one-yard line, from where the

Vols scored on the next play for a 21-17 win.

Fran Curd's debut as coach at Kentucky

almost turned out to be a bummer. Lexing-

ton was mired down in a historic traffic jam
as 48,000 fans—the most ever to attend a

game in the state— inched along unfinished

roads toward brand-new Commonwealth
Stadium. Worst of all, the bus was almost

late in getting the Wildcats to the field. Once

there, however, they sped to a 31-6 halftime

lead over Virginia Tech. But from then on the

Gobblers took command as Rick Popp ze-

roed in with his passes. He finished with nine

completions, two for TDs but it was not

quitccnough as the Wildcats hung on 31 26.

Pittsburgh's new go-get-'em coach, John-

ny Majors, got 'em with an impressive 7-7

tie against Georgia's Bulldogs, who were

booed lustily at the conclusion. The Panthers

missed a chance to win when freshman Car-

son Long, who kicked goals of 51 and

54 yards as a high-schooler in Ashland, Pa.,

failed on a 34-yarder. Since arriving at Pitt,

Majors has received permission to red-shirt,

has put on a strong recruiting drive, obtained

a new locker room with wall-to-wall carpet-

ing, saunas and has installed a reception

room for families of boys he recruits. Said

Majors, "When they got me they weren't get-

ting a virgin."

VMI was floored 37-8 by Navy, which

PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
the BACK: South Carolina Quarterback Jeff

Grantz was on target with seven of nine pass-

es, two for touchdowns, and he carried the

ball 1 1 times for a total of 102 yards and two

more TDs in a 41 28 upset of Georgia Tech.

the lineman: John Villapiano led the defense

as Bowling Green thrashed Syracusc4 1 14. The
Falcon linebacker set up the game's fourth

touchdown 6y forcing a fumble, inlerceptcdonc

pass, broke up twoothers and made 19 tackles.

stoic six passes and got 172 yards rushing

from Cleveland Cooper. A 69-yard punt re-

turn for a touchdown by Danny Buggs with

eight seconds left gave West Virginia a

20-

13 win over host Maryland. But a third

visiting team, Kansas State, was stopped

21-

10 by Florida as David Bowden passed

for three touchdowns.

With North Carolina State behind 7-3,

Dave Buckey took over at quarterback and

promptly completed a 34-yard pass to get

the Wolfpack going on a 43-23 romp
over Virginia. North Carolina fought its way

to a 34-27 comeback victory over William

& Mary and Chuck Ramsey kicked three

field goals as Wake Forest got past Florida

State 9-7. end
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tennis!Kent Hannon

Any day

could be a

Vijay day

Vijay Amritraj, the 19-ycar-old from

Madras, India who reached the

quarterfinals at both Wimbledon and

Forest Hills this summer, has a relish for

the game and a regard for the people in-

volved in it that has not only impressed

players and officials but has endeared

him to the fans as well. Smiling broadly

at opponents and clapping his racket

strings overhead in appreciation of their

winning shots, Amrilraj has hit enough

winners of his own to make a name for

himself and for India, which has had lit-

tle stature in world tennis since the prime

of another Madras native, Ramanathan
Krishnan.

Krishnan was ranked as high as third

in the world in the late ’50s, which was

about the time the brightly colored cloth

woven in his hometown was in vogue.

He remains the only Indian to have

reached the semifinals at Wimbledon, a

fact that helps explain why Aniritraj was

so lightly regarded there this July, even

though he was playing against a field de-

pleted by the Association of Tennis Pro-

fessionals' boycott. But unlike so many
of the strange-sounding names in Wim-
bledon’s 1973 draw, Vijay proved he

could play, coming within two points of

upsetting the eventual champion, Jan

Kodes, in the fifth set. Nor was his show-

ing a fluke, as anyone who watched the

match could attest. He was sharp enough

for the world's ranking players—both

those who were at Wimbledon and those

who were not —to take note that here,

alas, was someone new to worry about.

The British press gave Amritraj little

attention, however. It was absorbed by

necessity with the ATP strike and, by

choice, with the teenyboppers who
chased Sweden's 17-year-old Bjorn Borg

from Centre Court to Piccadilly Circus

and back again. It was not until a month

later in this country that Vijay made the

headlines by surviving eight match points

against three opponents to win the Vol-

vo International in Brctlon Woods, N.H.

Down 0-5 in the last set against Hum-
phrey Hose of Venezuela, then 4-5 and

lovc-40 against Rod Laver’s serve and

4-5 and 1 5 40 against Jimmy Connors'

serve in the finals, Amritraj manufac-

tured three miraculous comebacks to

take the S5,000 first prize and a new car.

But Brctton Woods is a backwoods, to

be honest about it, so it was not until his

U.S. Open victory over Laver in a three-

hour battle on national TV that tennis

followers began to look upon him with

the same sense of discovery and excite-

ment that they have accorded young

Connors and Borg. As soon as Forest

Hills found out who Vijay was and

learned to distinguish him from his

brother Anand, it could not get enough

of him. When reporters finished inter-

viewing Vijay, his admirers would take

over, trailing their Asian Pied Piper all

the way back to the clubhouse and be-

yond, if the guards were not careful.

Often, and considering the setting this

seemed doubly strange, tennis was not

the subject of their questions. Examples:

Who is the Guru Maharaj Ji, anyway?

"I don't really know. He has no popu-

larity in India. Only here." What music-

do you like to listen to? "Not Ravi Shan-

kar, if that's what you mean." And the

inevitable Americanized OJ. Simpson-

Y.A. Tittle question: What do your ini-

tials "V.J." stand for? "Uh, oh, Vijay is

my natural name."

Until Maggie Amritraj introduced her

two oldest sons to tennis at ages 1 1 and

9, Anand and Vijay seemed destined to

pursue other pastimes. Anand had been

something ofa chess prodigy since he was

six. No doubt that is why he found crick-

et ‘too slow" and agreed to try tennis,

which his mother had played in college.

Vijay, on the other hand, wanted to be-

come the best badminton player in India,

a goal he did not give up until he saw

how much fun Anand was having win-

ning junior tennis tournaments.

T.A. Rama Rao, the boys' coach—he

died last May—was a perfectionist and

a disciplinarian. Once he slapped a three-

day suspension on the brothers because

in a moment of boyish irresponsibility

they had raced off the court in the mid-

dleofa lesson tochasea paper kite. Luck-

ily, Mrs. Amritraj intervened, the boys

apologized and they were reinstated.

In 1968, before the boys were to leave

home for their first series ofjunior team

matches with Great Britain, their par-

ents built a fast red-clay court on the

3i/
2 acres surrounding the family house.

The house is sizable, a two-storied bun-

galow that was Maggie Aniritraj's home
as a child. It now houses the family of

five (youngest son Ashok, 16. is an up-

and-coming tennis player himself) and

nearly a dozen servants. The boys' fa-

ther, Robert Amritraj, is a senior of-

ficial for the Southern India Railroad

and well salaried, but not so well that

the sporting activities of his sons do not

sometimes strain the family budget. The

Amritrajes are Roman Catholics, which

discounts any theories that Vijay 's gra-

cious court manners and ability to han-

dle pressure might stem from mystic

Hindu disciplines. He is a very devout

Catholic, and prays before each match.

On Good Friday this year, Vijay fasted,

then went out the next day and beat

Sayed Meer in a Davis Cup match

against Pakistan.

Vijay 's traveling companion and

roommate is his brother Anand. Though
Anand has shown some signs of envy

lately—at Forest Hills people were con-

stantly calling him Vijay—the two broth-

ers are so close that some felt Anand de-

liberately let Vijay win India'sjunior title

from him in 1968. Anand had held the

championship from 1965 to 1967, Vijay

continued the family tradition from 1968

to 1970 and they are presently co-ranked

No. I in India. Little brother Ashok is

the top junior.

At home, as they are now to begin the

Asian circuit, Vijay and Anand follow a

standard routine, rising at 5:30 a.m. to

swallow two eggs beaten in milk, fol-

lowed by a three-mile run. Then it's back

inside for a more normal breakfast and,

finally, tennis—sometimes throughout a

1 10° day until dark. Though Mr. and

Mrs. Amritraj always thought their first

son would be the best player of the three,

dedication has begun to pay off for

Vijay.

Amritraj has an almost classic tennis

build, 6' 3" and 158 pounds, a little thin,
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perhaps, blit that will change. His serve

is strong and he covers the court well,

hitting ground strokes that are already

among the hardest in the game. He has

that nervelessness that accompanies

youth, the ability to hit the same shot no

matter if it is match point for or against

him. He lost to Ken Rosewall at Forest

Hills, but not because he was up against

a tennis legend in front of a large crowd

on center court. Rosewall was merely

better. In fact, as shot after shot whis-

tled by him, kicking up chalk, Vijay

would look over to where Anand was sit-

ting and smile delightedly, as if to say,

“Isn't that great, Rosewall isjusl as won-

derful as we always heard he was."

U.S. Open champion John Ncwcombe

thinks Amrilraj may already be the best

young player in tennis. ‘‘When 1 played

our Davis Cup match in Madras in

May," he recalled at Forest Hills, "it was

something like 130° on the court. Here

we were, Vijay and I, in a 1 0,000-scat Da-

vis Cup stadium that literally had been

made out of bamboo and string and put

up in 17 days. It was the most amazing

thing I'd ever seen. We quit after a set

each, and I remember thinking how un-

commonly tough he was then. But after

watching him play here at Forest Hills I

fee1 he has the least amount of shots to

improve among the young players. Borg

and Connors, for example, still have

weaknesses they need to work on, but Vi-

jay gets to the ball very early with his

long strides and good reach. If you're not

careful with his powerful strokes, he'll

knock the ball by you before you can get

into position."

Success has already complicated the

lives of Vijay and Anand, who fell only

a tie-breaker point short of making the

semifinals in doubles at Forest Hills.

There are no endorsement offers as yet,

but Vijay has agreed to switch from Sla-

zengerto a Rawlings racket because they

offered to pay him more. (Anand will,

too, but he feels he is worth more than he

is getting.) Winning the Volvo in New
Hampshire meant that Vijay had to nego-

tiate with the Indian government to relax

its prohibitive import duty on automo-

biles (160' of cost) on the grounds that

it was a prize and not purchased. Chanc-

esare that vvjJJ be.settled favorably, but be

will continually have to contend with In-

dia's restrictive economic policies.

"Any money you take into India

dollars or pounds, for example—must be

declared and then changed into rupees."

he explains. "You are not allowed to take

many rupees out of the country or to have

a foreign bank account. So it is one thing

to be rich inside India and another to be

rich outside."

Eventually, Vijay would like to play

the WCT tour, whether the India Lawn
Tennis Federation likes it or not. He
would be a stimulating addition to the

tour. In Hindi, by the way, his first name
means “victory." end

FREE OFFER
FROM THE

ROFFLER PROS
(jenfl^have

Now . . . receive a free 1 Yz ounce tube of Roffler Gent-L-

Shave™ shaving cream when you purchase the regular

size bottle of Roffler Blue or Gold Shampoo in the special

package!

Roffler Gent-L-Shave is not a soap or a lather. It's a

superior formula of organic protein and special skin pro-

tecting ingredients that prevent irritations, nicks, and
scrapes. The rich lubricating action helps the razor glide

over any beard easily and painlessly. No wonder Gent-L-

Shave has been called "the world’s most advanced product

for the world's smoothest shave."

Blue and Gold Shampoo, formulated for dark and light

hair respectively, are hair cleansing products which pro-

vide a dense, stable, and deep wetting foam even on greasy

hair and in hard water. Dirt, grease, and oils are completely

and gently washed away.

Gent-L-Shave and Blue and Gold Shampoo are avail-

able only at Roffler Men's Hairstyling Shops. Take advan-

tage of the special combination package before the supply

runs out.

> INDUSTRIES, INC.

Coraopolis, Pennsylvania 15108

Gent-L-Shave and Blue and Gold Shampoo are just

three of the complete line of Roffler men's grooming aids

. . . sold only by Roffler Pros.
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snowmobiling/ZvYc/t Telander

/

Hot stuff in a hayfieId
In the dead of summer in Michigan’s farmland, time no longer drags

but snowmobiles do, tearing down alfalfa straightaways all out for fun

I

t is August and there is no snow. In-

stead of icicles on the barn there are

cobwebs. Instead of drifts there are

bronze fields of hay and ditches clustered

with goldcnrod, black-eyed susans and

ragweed. Instead of sheets of blue ice

there are tepid ponds broken by fish cir-

cles radiating from where flies land.

The people aren’t wearing their snow-

suits, those one-piece, multicolored

nylon playsuits that give snowmobile

crowds the unisex look of astronauts.

They are dressed in county-fair style

—

blue jeans, golf hats, sunglasses and

undershirts.

There arc hot dog counters, beer

stands, souvenir displays and farmers

eating lunch on the tailgates of their

Chevies. Hay fever victims are sneezing

and children are spilling grape soda down
their stomachs. Flies drone through the

breeze like scattered pepper flakes. It is

a midsummer Sunday in Croswell,

Mich., and were it not for all the w-axed

and bored-out snowmobiles roaring

through the pastureland like so many

pygmy half-tracks, the scene could put

one to sleep.

Why race snowmobiles in summer? A
member of the local Lions Club, which,

along with the Michigan International

Snowmobile Association, has sponsored

this meet, says, “Danged if I know. But

nearly every family in this state has one.

two, maybe four snowmobiles. What else

are they gonna do?”

The shiny Ski-Doos, Arctic Cats, Po-

larises and Scorpions rap like buzz saws

as they warm up across the rented farm.

At the end of each run the drivers climb

out of their machines and hoist them

around because the skis will not grab and

turn in a pasture.

“There was this one fellow," a by-

stander says, “who took the skis off his

machine and put some wheels on it. Then

he got a rearview mirror and a license

plate. He used to drive from Brighton to

Pontiac and back, about 40 miles, on

bets."

“There are more snowmobiles in ru-

ral Michigan than ears of corn," says

Martin Gagnon, the Lions Club presi-

dent, as he watches a thousand specta-

tors pull into the fresh-mowed field. “Ev-

erybody used to hale winter. Now, come
August they’re looking for snow. They’re

crazy for snow. They want to see it pour-

ing down so bad. they can hardly stand

it. Me, I keep a 1.000-foot lane mowed
in my backyard just to keep the carbon

blown out of my machine for winter."

Summer drags arc not sanctioned by

the United States Snowmobile Associa-

tion nor do the big companies sponsor

racing teams as they do for the w'fnter

circuit. Consequently, snowmobile sum-

mer drags in Michigan and other North-

ern states have a definite local, small-time

flavor to them. Each racer in the 20 Stock

and Mod classes pays S10, which is then

counted up and passed out as award

money to the winners. On the Michigan

summer circuit—in places like Brown
City, Hope, Grand Ledge. Buchanan and

Standish—a SI 50 pot is a good one.

"We’re just biding our time," says a rac-

er. "We aren’t trying to get rich."

The racing strip of close-cropped hay

stretches like a green carpet past the spec-

tators and into the woods. It is a third of

a mile long with a 600-foot slowdown

area at the end. By the time the big 440

and 650 modifieds reach the finish they

will be streaking more than 100 miles per

hour.

The machines ofsub-zero winter, dart-

ing through tufts of alfalfa and daisies,

provide a mad vision, and the scene is

continued
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AMCn MATADOR

NEWEST MIDSIZE
FOR1974

This is one mid-size car you've never seen before. The roomy
AMC Matador coupe.

With sweeping, clean lines. Low profile. And plenty of

window area for all-around vision. Test drive the new Matador.

And see why experts are already calling it America's sportiest new car.



AMCn BUYER PROTECTION PLAN

MORETHANJUST
AGUARANTEE
To us at American Motors, and to our dealers, the exclusive

AMC Buyer Protection Plan means a commitment to our customers.
A commitmentto stand behind every single car we build.

A GUARANTEE YOU CAN UNDERSTAND.

When you buy a new 1974 AMC car from an American Motors dealer, American
Motors Corporation guarantees to you that, except for tires, it wil I pay for the repai r or

replacement of any part it supplies that is defective in material or workmanship. This
guarantee is good for 12 months from the date the car is first used or 12,000 miles,

whichever comes first. All we require is that the car be properly maintained and
cared for under normal use and service in the fifty United States or Canada, and
that guaranteed repairs or replacement be made by an American Motors dealer.

At AMC we expect every part in every car to last for at least

12 months or 12,000 miles under normal use and service.

And that's why we back our cars with this simple, strong
guarantee, A guarantee that covers every part— except ti res—
even those annoying little things that occasionally wear out
like spark plugs, wiper blades and light bulbs.

PLUSA BUYER PROTECTION PLAN THAT DOES MORE.
AMC is the only manufacturer with a program to provide

a free loaner car should guaranteed repairs take overnight.

And a special trip interruption plan that pays up to $150 for food
and lodging if guaranteed repairs have to take place more than
100 miles from home.

We even have atoll-free hotline to Detroit for you to call

if you ever feel we aren't living up to our promises.
And let’s face it, when you make this kind of commitment

to stand behind your cars, you have to build them better.

AMERICAN MOTORS CORPORATION

We back them better because we build them better.



YashicasTL Elcctro-X isn’t

just another status symbol.
And that's why you'll want to own
it. The TL Electro-X is Ihe world's
first fully electronic SLR system
camera. The heart of the system
is a solid-state electronic brain

that times the shutter speeds

electronically, measures the light

electronically, making it the most
accurate and reliable SLR you
can buy. Yashica TL Electro-X. It

isn't just another status symbol.
It’s a better camera.

YASHICA
ELECTRONIC CAMERAS...
It's a whole new thing

A HAT FOR ALL SEASONS
America's foremost hatter designed this snappy hat lor us, for casual

and travel wear. It's 100°/o cashmere, fully silk-lined, yet feather light.

You can roll it, crush it, fold it or wear it in pouring rain — it will

always snap back to its prn-hlocked shape. Slyled in the English tradition,

with the correct 2" brim, this handsome hat is available in full

range of sizes, and comes in herringbone or glen-plaid. A touch

of comfort and casual elegance for sport, travel and year-round wear.

Please send me the Cashmere Travel Hal, size

Pattern: Herringbone Glen-plaid.

Color: Brown J Banker's Grey.

My check for S20.95 (S19.95 plus SI

post.K insur.) is enclosed. Calif,

residents add tax. Full refund

within two weeks if not

delighted. (Give Master
Charge or BankAmerfcard
No. if you wish to charge.)

haverhilft
584 Washington Street

San Francisco 94111
SI09?4

SNOWMOBILING continued

all the odder because of the matter-of-

fact attitude of the sweating crowd. They

cheer and wave and listen to country-

Western music on their car radios, and

every so often a group of snowmobiles

goes honking past in formation.

Families work on their snowmobiles,

hosing down the manifolds, spraying

soapsuds on the slide rails for lubrica-

tion, packing the overheated blocks in

ice. It is bizarre, like watching someone

practice his backstroke on the sidewalk,

but eventually the strangeness wears off

and only comes back in flashes.

A mechanic boasts proudly: “This

snowmobile has a suspension that weighs

only 30 pounds. It has bogie wheels in-

stead of slide rails on top of the track

and the carburetor is tuned like a piano.

We wouldn't even try to run this beauty

in the snow!”

Harvey Mannor. a mechanic on a

souped-up Yamaha from Ann Arbor,

watches the machines shoot off the line

in the 440 Mod class. They do the equiv-

alent of a "wheeJic.” nose raised in the

air. skis flapping like a dogon his haunch-

es begging for food. ''Well, 1 don't know

about all this,” he says almost apologet-

ically, "seeing Arctic Cats go by in the

middle of summer.” His driver, Kenny

Northrup. a lightweight teen-ager who
simply hangs to the bars, pushes his 650-

cc. Yamaha to the starting line and rips

off a tremendous cloud of blue smoke.

"It's just that if you have a S2.400, may-

be $3,000. machine in the garage, you

have to use it year round," Mannor says.

It is 90° and spectators recline in their

lawn chairs, eager for a better tan. Over

the loudspeaker a man announces that

the 1974s arc at local dealers everywhere

and why doesn't everybody stop in and

take a look.

Dick Allen once said of artificial turf

that if a horse couldn't eat it he didn't

want to play on it. A spectator at last win-

icr's Eagle River, W/s. Snowmobile

Championship remarked about summer
drags: "If your wife can't melt it and use

it for coffee, you shouldn't ride on it.”

They have AstroTurf now at White

Sox Park, and Allen seems to have ad-

justed. In Eagle River last January the

sun came out and melted the snow, so

the 1973 World Championship races

were run over several tons of sawdust.

At Croswell. Mich, farmers figure they

have less than four months until the first

big snowstorm. And in a twisted sort of

way, it all seems to make sense. end
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The Seven'n Cider.
“You tired?”

“Just a little.”

“Want to stop?”
“Okay.”
“There. That’s a nice spot. By the

big pile of leaves.”

So while she unpacked an autumn
kind of picnic, he put together an
autumn kind of drink.

In went a jigger of

Seagram’s 7 Crown, over a healthy
handful of ice. Then, fresh apple
cider, right up to the top.

Garnished with a thin slice of
apple, and that was that.

“Hey, your egg salad is really

great.”

“Your Seven ’n Cider is ^
terrific too !” /tw

“I’m glad we stopped.” J
“So am I.” Al

Seagram’s 7 Crown.
It’s America's whiskey.

The Seven 'n Cider. 1% ounces Seagram’s 7 Crown.
6 ounces fresh, sweet apple cider. Stir over ice.



PHOTOGRAPHS BY JERRY COOKE

FACES ON A
NEW

CHINA SCROLL
It is Mao's land, andfar differentfrom anything before. The Chairman's

portrait andprinciples inspire a people who have been suddenly andmas-

sively introduced to sport. The government is everywhere, but the enthusi-

asm also appears unanimous by WILLIAM JOHNSON

o
of Mao Tse-tung. His big face is benign but serious, paternal but unyielding, a

wart the size of a hockey puck is on his chin. He is the Ubiquitous Spectator.

No man in the history of the world—not Alexander the Great, not Napoleon,

not Charlemagne—has governed so many people at one time. None has ruled

with quite such perfect omnipotence, none with such intimate and pervasive in-

fluence. The 800 million citizens of the People’s Republic of China find them-

selves more often under the gaze of Chairman Mao’s painted eyes than under the

rays of the sun. It is likely that they utter the words and thoughts of Mao more

often than they speak their own.

Sport, like everything else in China, is inseparable from Mao Tse-tung. At

times his portrait, looking interestedly down on a schoolboys’ Ping-Pong match

or a soccer game between factories or a swimming meet between communes, is

accompanied by the austere faces of Marx, Engels, Lenin or (somehow shock-

ingly) Joseph Stalin. More often Mao looks upon the games alone, for it is the

cult of the Chairman which permeates, even seems to motivate, each basket that

continued
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CHINA

is scored, each volleyball that

is spiked, each 100-meter dash

that is run.

During our travels in China

last summer my companion,

Photographer Jerry Cooke, and

I had been guided to the edge

of perhaps 10 dozen packed-

dirt basketball courts and vol-

leyball and badminton courts.

We had been taken to view

track meets in rain-puddled

schoolyards, mass calisthenics

in vacant factory lots and vast

rooms full of absolutely savage

Ping-Pong players scarcely as

tall as the table. We had seen

volleyball games on cold ce-

ment playgrounds in the capital

city of Peking and watched tiny

kindergartners performing

their miniature daily dozen

with thumb-sized dumbbells in

a leafy Peking schoolyard that had been the imperial silk-

worm garden during the Ching Dynasty. We had watched

women scullers racing on the poetic waters of old West Lake

in Hangchow andwe had witnessed a children's mighty tug-

of-war very early one morning in a stadium off the sun-

dappled Parisian streets of Shanghai.

We had, I suppose, observed a few thousand Chinese men,

women and children earnestly—most earnestly—at play.

Through our translator, Mr. Li Chi-yuin, we had talked to

perhaps a hundred. What did it amount to? Where did it

lead?

Well, 1 inquired of each person 1 interviewed why he par-

ticipated in his chosen sport. Now listen to a few Chinese

athletes answer, for this is the voice of sport in the Middle

Kingdom today:

At Tsinghua University, the

M IT ofChina, in Peking, Chien

Soong-yao, 26, majoring in

chemistry, is captain and high

scorer of the chemistry depart-

ment basketball team. He says

he plays games because "I have

a strong desire to take an ac-

tive part in the construction and

defense of the motherland, ac-

cording to the precepts of

Chairman Mao." Miss Huang
Ying-min, 13, a shy, somber

backstroker from an island vil-

lage in Chekiang province, was

working out in the glistening

aqua waters of a pool in Hang-

chow in preparation for the

provincial championships. She

says, “I swim to build my
health and defend the country

and advance the socialist rev-

olution.” Ni Chueh-chen, 26,

Volleyball: Teen-agers compete at a Peking spare-time school.

Wu shu An old man in Peking practices his ancient ritual.

stamp-press operator and Ping-

Pong champion of a foundry in

the Nan Yuan people's com-
mune outside Peking, says, “I

play Ping-Pong ball in response

to Chairman Mao’s call in

terms of improving our phys-

ical fitness and increasing pro-

duction.” Miss Pan Yai-chuan,

19, a radiant girl who sculls off

Orioles Singing in the Willows

Park on West Lake in Hang-

chow, smiles with almost holy

sweetness and says, “I row

whenever 1 can in order to build

up my size for the defense and

building of socialism. Only if

our level of health is rising can

we construct a better country.”

On a volleyball court in Peking,

a short walk from the ancient

Forbidden City and the Great

Hall of the People, Miss Lei

Tse-wei, 14, a strong, thin young lady with the fire of com-

petition in her eyes and perspiration on her brow, says, ”1

practice volleyball all 1 can for the sake of the revolution.”

A tiny Ping-Pong player
,
Ma Liang- tse, 1 1 ,

working intense

ly on his smashes in a primary school classroom in Shang-

hai, says in a frail voice, ‘‘I play to improve my physical

condition and to bring fame to Chairman Mao.” And Ching

Yen-li, 74, of Shanghai, who leads a daily group in the prac-

tice of wu shu, the ancient and noble Chinese exercises that

range from a sort of slow-motion ballet to violent and ex-

hausting pantomimes of self-defense, says, “Chairman Mao
has issued a call for the nation to improve its physical fit-

ness, and this is true for old people, too. Though wu shu is

thousands of years old, it is now applied to the work of

advancing the socialist revolution and defending the moth-

erland. .

.

And so on and so forth . . .

everywhere, everyone.

On the surface, the extrava-

gant sentiments of these mod-
ern Chinese appear to be the

frightened dry rot of totalitar-

ianism with overtones of para-

militarism, echoed mindlessly

for the benefit of the Ubiqui-

tous Spectator, perhaps done in

fear that the Chairman’s 14-

foot face is eavesdropping with

its three-foot ears. Yet there is

no outward atmosphere of trep-

idation or anxiety in China.

Children sing, old men laugh,

life and hard work go on as they

have timelessly. The bland bag-

gy sameness of their egalitarian

clothes (men and women both),

the shorn rural look of their



haircuts (men and women
both) and the measured, satis-

fied tempo of their millions of

bicycles (men and women both)

combine to make a tranquil

but oddly impenetrable atmo-

sphere of patient calm.

Nothing in China is simple.

At the end of our trip Cooke
turned to an ancient Oriental

art form he knows well and uses

often, the Japanese haiku. It is

a poem containing exactly 17

syllables. Cooke wrote (in five

lines rather than the usual

three) thusly about his confu-

sions in China:

undissenting,

bicycling,

speaking Mao
on sport,

but what in mind

?

Well, what?

Mystery on a Bath-Water Morn
Like Marco Polo we came to China from foreign lands and

knew not what to expect. What alien views? What hospi-

tality? What dangerous games?

Cooke is a man of versatility and vitality, a linguist with

five languages well learned—alas, not Chinese—Russian

born and internationally educated. I was less cosmopolitan.

Raised in Minnesota, I spent the summers ofmy youth weed-

ing onions and hoeing corn, courting the daughters of mar-

ginal farmers and playing second base for a team fielded by

a furniture store. I had grown up in a land of Golden Go-
phers, silos, bowling alleys and kick the can in the evening.

Cooke and 1 entered the formerly forbidden territory of

Communist China in mid-June of this year with a high-

spirited delegation of American

basketball players plus chaper-

ons, coaches, dignitaries, etc. It

was a mean and muggy morn-
ing when we rattled the 90-plus

miles through wet green hills

from Hong Kong to the border,

where our visas were stamped

with maximum dispatch and

minimum warmth. Together

with the giants of the basketball

teams we walked along railroad

tracks beneath the famed ugly

corrugated iron arch into Chi-

na. The sentries, in baggy

khaki, were unsmiling but

also notably unarmed. Things

dripped and steamed in the

bath-water morning. There

were cicadas strumming in the

trees and, occasionally, bright

blossoms. Inside the rambling,

whitewashed Shum-chun Sta-

tion we saw our first portrait of

Chairman Mao. It was a gen-

tle, romantic pose of the Chair-

man standing in transcendental

tranquillity on a beach, a sea

breeze licking gently at his coat-

tails. This was the same man
who had denounced us all as

imperialists and running dogs

barely three years before, but

there was no menace now. Soon

Cooke noticed that the Chinese

symbols on the men's room
door were accompanied by the

word gents. "Aha, cultural

shock crashes and recedes at the

men’s room door,” said Cooke.

Red China with gents seemed

a little less alien.

We could be forgiven for be-

ing baffled about what myster-

ies might await us in the Mid-

dle Kingdom of China. Amer-

icans more than any others had been excluded during the

last 25 years. Even since the Red Bamboo Curtain rose dra-

matically for the U.S. Ping-Pong team in 1971, fewer than

7,000 Americans have been let in—and an arbitrary and

diverse group they are: David Rockefeller; Shirley Mac-

Laine; some hydrologists; some Long Island schoolteach-

ers; some physicians; some swimmers; a woman sexologist

who kept asking startled commune peasants about what

part oral sex played in their lives; John Kenneth Galbraith,

the economist; Barbara Tuchman, the historian; Richard

Nixon; a few Congressmen and their wives and a number

of journalists on their own.

Our business in China, of course, was to explore the en-

vironment of sport as best we could, as much as we were

allowed. None of the visitors preceding us had paid any

real attention to China's games

and we could guess almost

nothing in advance. We could

only wonder in terms of sport

as we knew it in America, big

and successful sport. Would
there be a Chinese Joe Namath?

Casey Stengel? Secretariat? As-

troTurf? Automatic pinsetters?

Instant replay, campgrounds,

off-track betting, second base-

men playing for furniture

stores? On a more worldly scale

we had to wonder if Chinese

sport would resemble the

Olympic athlete factories of

Russia in the '50s, the swarming

frenetic enthusiasms of Japa-

nese sporting hordes in the

'60s, the dogged production

line of athletics as tooled by the

East Germans in the ’70s.

At Shum-chun Station we
continued

Ping-Pong: A youth of eight exhibits his smashing form.

Basketball: A silk embroidery worker sails in for a layup.



On a dirt court in Hangchow middle-schoolers harken to the word.

CHINA
boarded the one o’clock train for Canton. It was an im-

pressive mode of travel, perhaps two dozen air-conditioned

cars, black-green plush seats, beige lace curtains, polished

wood, green tea served in fine white china mugs. We slid

soothingly along for two hours, watching through a rain-

streaming window the stunning mosaic terrain formed by

the countryside’s ancient agriculture, seemingly unchanged

for 4,000 years. Men clad in breechclouts and wide round

straw hats still tilled the fields in the rain, urging their wa-

ter buffalo through mud. The rice paddies were a blinding

green, the villages built of ageless gray stone and soft-brown

tile. And then, in the eternal China of (he Tang and Sung

and Ming dynasties, we saw a basketball hoop and a back-

board set on the weedy limits of a village. A single little boy

threw a jump shot into the basket as we rushed by on the

way to Canton.

On Trying Vince Lombardi for Treason

Cooke glared at the huge blocky concrete Peking airport

terminal and hissed, “The Russians taught them this." It

was here, after a 1,400-mile Ilyushin II 62 flight from Can-

ton, that we met our hosts, a bowing, smiling, repetitiously

handshaking group of fellows with immaculate white teeth

and gray tunics. They were from the A1J China Sports Fed-

eration. The American basketball delegation arrayed itself

in stuffed chairs and sofas around the terminal’s mammoth,
echoing, empty lobby with its 30-foot ceilings and thick mar-

ble columns. We were served a bland yellow soda pop that

had a vague citrus flavor. And here Cooke and 1 met our

constant companion, our ears and our voice for China, a

stocky, sunny-smiling fellow who said, “How do you do? I

am Mr. Li. That is spelled L I. I will be with you always

while you are visiting the People’s Republic of China.”

Nearly all we heard in China came through the English-

speaking lips of Mr. Li and nearly all that we said was passed

back through him in Chinese. Mr. Li is 37 years old, father

of two little boys, a passable (though beatable) Ping-Pong

player, a government office worker for the Sports Feder-

ation in Peking when he was not interpreting, a bike rider

to work and, he said ruefully after we knew him, the owner

of a “fairly healthy ulcer.” Mr. Li was also an intense and

enormously involved fan of basketball though, like most

Chinese spectators, he rarely uttered a sound and often

seemed lost in Confucian thought at the basketball games

we attended together. Yet once during a very tight game
between the Chinese and American women's teams, Mr. Li

broke a long and pensive silence to speak with a groan,

“Oh, when games are close I am under great tension and

my stomach twists like knots. I love fine competitions in

basketball but, you know, Mr. Johnson, 1 find them hard

to enjoy because of my nerves and my stomach knots.’’

From the airport we sped into Peking at high velocity,

rumbling in great private buses past darkening fields and a

few peasants who stared. We were like royalty skimming

untouched through the hoi polloi—and so we would be fet-

ed throughout our stay, with busboys pressing free bottles

of beer on us in hotels and people leaping up in packed

public buses to demand that we take their seats. It was dur-

ing the rushing ride into Peking that I casually asked Mr.

Li a social banality, simply to fill a silence. “Do you think

your Chinese men’s team will defeat our men’s team?”

Mr. Li smiled, his eyes crinkled and he replied, "Oh, no,

our level is far below yours. We will not do well . . . but

we will learn much, I am sure. And we will make closer

friends of our two nations, of course, and that is what these

games are for, is it not? Friendship instead of victory?”

I said, “Don’t your teams care if they win?” And Mr. Li

replied in what sounded like a dialogue balloon rising

straight from the Chairman’s own painted lips: “Not so

much. Our philosophy of sport is friendship first, competi-

tion second, you know. There is something to be learned

from winning but there is much to be learned from losing,

also. We feel that the final score of a game is a matter of in-

terest for a few moments, while the friendships developed go

on for years, many years.” He said this with expression in his

voice, gestures with his hands, the light of a disciple in his

face. Cooke and I both smirked inwardly. "1 don’t think

they really believe that stufT," Cooke said, and yet as we bur-

rowed deeper and deeper into Chinese sport our cynicism

dissipated. Gradually it became more apparent that some-

how sports victories in China are not only not celebrated

much publicly, they are almost a matter of embarrassment.

For example, at one point we suddenly realized that in

all the schools and universities we visited, we had never

seen a single sports trophy or pennant. 1 finally asked a

coach at a middle school in Shanghai where they kept their

trophies. He said, “It is true that sometimes we are award-

ed modest banners for winning, but I do not know where

they are. Perhaps in a desk drawer. We consider friendship

first, learning good technique second, victory banners third

or perhaps even less.” In Peking I spoke to a small Ping-

Pong player, whom I had been told was the undefeated

champion of his school. He dug his toe into the floor when

asked how many times he had won. “Sometimes I come
close to losing my matches," he said.

Perhaps the ultimate posture of modesty in Chinese de-

emphasis of victory was displayed by a swimming coach

in Hangchow, one Chin Ling-chuin, 35, who was speaking

about his own past as a competitor. “I swam freestyle and

I competed in the national competition a few times,” he

said. “Perhaps I won the championship of China then, but

1 do not really remember.”

Cooke remained incredulous, and I with him. Neither of
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us could fathom such spectacular disinterest in the virtues of

beating the opposition. One hot afternoon, as we watched a

typical thundering-herd brand of basketball on a dirt lot at

the Hangchow Red Flag Paper Mill, the game halted briefly,

and at random I pointed at a man I wished to interview.

His name was Huang Chao-keng, 30, a worker in the mill

maintenance shop. He was perspiring and breathing heav-

ily. “Your team is ahead by 20 points,” 1 said, “and you

will win this game certainly. Does that make you feel es-

pecially good?" Mr. Huang spoke in gasps. "Yes, very good,

for I find that much of my tension is gone if i play bas-

ketball after my shift is over." "No,” I said, “I mean will

winning today make you feel better than losing today?” He
frowned and wiped his forehead with the back of his hand.

"Sometimes we win, sometimes we lose.” He gestured to-

ward the court. "Generalissimos sometimes win wars and

sometimes lose wars. Why should winning be better than

losing when one side must always lose and one must always

win?” He took a deep breath. "If we emphasize the friend-

ship rather than the competition and the learning rather

than the winning, then sport—or war—is the same good
thing for both sides. It is very simple.” Huang, the main-

tenance shopworker, smiled beneficently, then trotted

happily back to his game.

Cooke turned to me and said, “Do you know what they

would have done with Vince Lombardi here? They would

have tried him for treason." He paused, then added, "I guess

maybe they really believe that stuff."

Peking Sunday and Ming Ping-Pong

It was just light on our first morning in China, 5:15 a.m.

We rose from our beds in the Hsin Chiao Hotel, which is

large and middle-aged with a kind of Kansas City comfort,

and we stepped into the street. Despite the sweeping gray-

ness of the flat massive concrete boulevards, a misty golden

light suffused the morning. Already there were many bi-

cycles gliding along at a measured rate, undisturbed by the

rising cacophony of army trucks that roared past, packed

with the khaki-clad soldiers of the People’s Liberation

Army, horns honking maniacally. Around us were piles of

sand and stacks of bricks: construction material, we had

been told, for a huge and desperate building project. The

Chinese were busily laying out a grand maze of tunnels be-

neath all of Peking to allow for a vast emergency evacu-

ation of the city in case of nuclear attack. It was said that in

less than two hours four million people could be hustled to

the country safely through this underground labyrinth.

As we walked past the artifacts of our catacombic age we

saw an old man dressed in gray calmly, gracefully, stoically

performing his morning wu shu. His eyes flicked toward us

once, but then he went on quietly with his slow and lovely

moves. He was in the gentle tai-chi phase of m’w shu, the

classic exercise popularly (if inaccurately) known as Chi-

nese shadowboxing. The old man moved like a specter from

a thousand years ago, performing atop the burrowings of

this frightened era the imperturbable timeless postures

—

Grasp Sparrow's Tail, Embrace Tiger and Return to Moun-

tain, Wave Hands in Clouds, Golden Cock Stands on One
Leg, Step Forward to Seven Stars and on and on.

We strolled on down the wide street. Cyclists stared at

us. Ahead, far ahead, we saw the graceful roof of a pagoda.

Soon we saw a small boy leaping and spinning, posing in

various acts of swashbuckling derring-do. He held a short

frail stick in his hand as if it were a sword flashing in the

long shadows of the early morning. He was practicing the

more theatrical and volatile school of wu shu that involves

weapons, kicks and fists. In his concentration the boy did

not see us. A man, perhaps his father, standing nearby to

coach the child, did, though. He spoke quietly to him and

the two mounted their bicycles and departed.

It was a little after six now, and in a park near the pa-

goda we saw perhaps a hundred people gathered beneath

low trees practicing wu shu as cheeping flocks of swallows

dipped and swooped about and above them. A couple of

dozen people performed in silent unison. No cadence was

called for, the intricate routines were well known. Several

dozen spectators looked on. They did not smile. They stared

with an almost harsh intensity. A number of them followed

us. It was only curiosity, but it made us nervous.

We walked along a flowered path that to our great sur-

prise and ultimate awe led to the official soul of Red China,

the famed Gate of Heavenly Peace Square, a mammoth 98-

acre space flanked by the Great Hall of the People (another

blocky Muscovite design) and the mystical reddish walls of

the Forbidden City, where emperors since the Ming Dy-

nasty 500 years before reigned in elite splendor and quasi-

divine omnipotence.

Now four or five scattered white canvas umbrellas had

blossomed on the vast pavement of the square and queues

of patient Chinese had begun to form by them. These um-
brellas belonged to photographers out to catch the crowds

of tourists in from the provinces to see their monumental

Mecca and to pose stiffly for their photographs.

Dazed by the immensity of it all, we wandered around

for an hour or more, trailing a thin line of spectators. Then

we departed along a street that was arched and shadowed

by tall leafy trees. This had been Peking's embassy row. Its

large mansions, courtyards and lovely driveways are occu-

pied today by Chinese workers. As we walked we glanced

into one courtyard and saw a woman hanging clothes, a

man in an undershirt smoking a cigarette and, well, per-

haps here was sporting China at its epitome—two small

boys in ragged trousers and unbuttoned shirts, their faces

continued

In a mass routine Hangchow students engage in national exercises.



Introducing the 1974 Impala.

The road to staying America's most
For 13 straight years, Impala

has been America’s favorite car—

the great American value. And for a

number of good reasons. Some of

which have to do with rooster tails,

baking and freezing.

Rooster tails.

We make rooster tails by barrel-

ing through our own man-made

floods. Water, as you know, can

play havoc with the undercarriage

and brakes. And salt water is worse.

So for 1974, all Impalas have a

new corrosion-resistant frame coat-

ing. And all come with power front

disc brakes that resist the effects of

water.

The disc brakes also have brand-

1974 Impala Custom Coupe

new wear sensors. They sing out

and warn you if the disc pads need

replacement.

Impalas are driven in the middle

of Arizona in the heat of summer,

when metal gets so hot you can

barely touch it. That’s why Impala’s

acrylic lacquer finish is formulated

to resist fading or dulling.

A car doesn’t like extreme cold

any better than it does intense heat.

So we also drive Impalas in the

frigid climates.

We show no mercy.

We drive Impalas on virtually



popular car is a rough one.
every kind of driving surface,

including some we hope you never

encounter, like "Belgian blocks."

We drive them at high speeds.

We stop them in grueling panic

stops.

And when you see and drive our

new Impala we think you’ll appre-

ciate the fruits of its labors.

Just look at it. Exceedingly

handsome styling. With a massive

new grille, a new roof line that

features a wide expanse of glass,

plus the comforts that leave you

with little else to do but enjoy the

ride. Which, of course, is what

owning a big car is all about.

Here’s another point
to ponder:

For years, Impala has not only

been the nation’s top seller, bar

none, but it has traditionally

brought a high resale value.

All cars are designed to be

terrific when new. The real trick is

to design them so they’ll go right

on being terrific.

1974 Impala. The great American

value. When you buy it. And when
you sell it.



Introducing the Chevelle Malibu Classic inside out.

Malibu Classic.

A luxury Chevelle, new this year.

Full foam seats. Fold-down front seat armrest.

Tasteful fabrics. Cut-pile nylon carpeting. Wood-grain

vinyl accents. Even the inner door panels are elegant.

And look to the right. Look carefully, so you can

sense the character of the car. In the lines. The stance.

The detail. It’s as classic outside as it is inside.

Yet, so importantly, it remains mid-size. It remains

mid-priced. It remains Chevelle, a truly fine-handling

automobile.

The very new, very luxurious Chevelle Malibu

Classic. Now that you’ve looked, come and see.

At your Chevrolet dealer’s.

Qi\eVfolet. Buildinga betterway
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continued

It beganwithaman
who loved cigars.

Don Ignacio Haya could afford any
cigar in the world; but none had
quite the nobility he demanded.
So he created his own. On each

he put a simple gold label. Today,
we still make Gold Label cigars in

his Factory ho. 1, with luxurious

tobaccos imported from warm and
faraway countries.

When the cigars have aged to

singular perfection, we seal them
into our exclusive foil Fortress of

Flavor pouch—a pouch we devel-

oped because not even multiple

layers of cellophane can truly pre-

serveacigar'sfreshnessand aroma.
And we want your Gold Label

cigars to be as perfect as the ones
Ignacio Haya enjoyed, fresh from
his factory's humidors, ho matter
how far from Tampa you happen
to be.

Its not our tradition that makes
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so intent they were almost grim, slash-

ing, slicing, cutting, hammering away at

a Ping-Pong game. They were playing on

a sun-dappled stone-based table, a won-

drous thing, topped by cement, which

looked to date from the dynasty ofM ing.

Lovely Little Grenadier

One day, shooting pictures at a stadium,

Cooke shouted to me, “Come here! She's

magnificent!” His face was beaming as

he crouched to photograph a small, frow-

sy, sweating girl, firm and determined

and almost mystically transported by the

mission at hand. She was tugging at a

pair of long rubber reins, stretching

them, grunting unashamedly, squeezing

her eyes shut with the agony of it all,

straining as if pulling those rubber straps

kept the earth in its proper orbit.

At last she stopped, and her face was

aglow with sweat and honesty and her

stiff straight hair stood up as if the wind

were blowing. Her cheeks were flushed,

and she was puffing as she told me that

her name was Li Chin-lin, and she was

13 and she was practicing for her spe-

cialty event—throwing the hand grenade.

The hand grenade? Yes, the hand gre-

nade. Miss Li spoke in a slow, husky,

very serious voice. "I began throwing the

hand grenade in 1970, and now I am the

district champion. 1 practice throwing it

for three hours every day. I hope to con-

tinue in sports all my life." 1 asked her if

she hoped to participate someday in the

Olympic Games, and Miss Li replied

with utmost seriousness: "Yes, 1 have

heard of the Olympic Games. I would

like to participate.”

I felt called upon to tell her that hand-

grenade throwing was not yet an Olym-

pic event, but the young Miss Li seemed

untroubled by this. When I asked her to

show how she performed her specialty,

her delight in her sport seemed imper-

vious to any outside influence. The hand

grenade, an official Chinese event that is

included in national fitness requirements

for schoolchildren, consists of throwing

a small potato masher-shaped item about

eight inches long and weighing in Miss

Li's class 300 grams. The technique, quite

graceful, even balletic, includes a brief,

solemn, meditative pose, then six quick

springing steps to a line at which point

the straightened arm arcs over the shoul-

der like a catapult released and flings the

grenade as far as possible. Li’s best

throw was over 50 meters, she said

proudly.

PALMA • JAGUAR • CORONA DE VULE • PANETELA GRANDE • LIGHT BRIGADE • SWAGGER • DlNO
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Once she had thrown, I asked her what

she considered the secret of her success.

She did not pause in her reply. "It is the

blasting power of my muscles.'' she said.

I asked if I might feel her muscle and

she obliged, offering me a tense bicep that

was quite impressive and seemed fraught

with bUisting power. I asked her how she

would react if she were ever required to

appear before multitudes at the Olympic

Games, representing China at that au-

gust competition in the finals of the hand-

grenade throw. Li replied quietly, "I am
confident of my blasting power."

Great Wall, Great Talker

Don Klein, a Boston-based China-

watcher who traveled with us in China,

said. "If I were living in China and had

a choice. I'd try to make my career in

the sports bureaucracy. They have the

cars, the prestige, but when policies

change they aren't so vulnerable, so vis-

ible, so endangered as officials in polit-

ical. educational or cultural agencies."

The Cultural Revolution of the late

'60s smashed across China like a violent

windstorm. Its targets were "revisionist"

officials who were accused of weakening

the philosophies of Mao. No one out-

side China knew what was happening

then; no one is absolutely certain even

yet what did happen. The universities

were all but disemboweled, and today

there is a tragic air of decay and dry rot

on Chinese campuses. Many of the best

professors and finest students were per-

manently removed from the academic

scene and sent to the country to work

the fields. At thetimeoftheCultural Rev-

olution the celebrated Chinese Ping-

Pong team, which had swept every world

title in the matches of 1965, suddenly dis-

appeared. For two world championships.

1967 and 1969. no word was heard.

Chuang Tse-tung, three times the men's

world champion, was feared dead, per-

haps murdered by the fanatical Red
Guards for having his own "cult of per-

sonality,” stimulated by his fame as a

champion. But Chuang and the entire

team reappeared in 1971 , hale and hearty

(in the case of Chuang, hale to the point

of having grown a bourgeois potbelly).

Since then Chuang has been named a

member of the super-prestigious Central

Committee of the Communist Party and

the Ping-Pong team has logged tens of

thousands of miles as the top bananas in

China's world-traveling troupes of sports

diplomats, though the country no longer

dominates world table tennis as it did.

One day Cooke and J were being driv-

en in a car at high speed w ith a full honk-

ing horn along a bicycle-glutted country

road outside Peking. We were bound for

the green treeless mountains we could see

far off to walk the Great Wall of China

and to observe the Ming Tombs. With

us was our interpreter, Mr. Li. and an

energetic, engaging fellow with a fresh

coxcomb haircut. He was from the All

China Sports Federation, department of

mass sports, and his name was Tung Yi-

wan. His eyes shone vividly as he spoke

and there was a distinct ring of evange-

lism in his words, for Tung was w ith us

to explain the broad scope of sport in

China as seen from offices in the mono-
liths of Peking's bureaucracy. As the

landscape outside began to harden and

rise from sweeping rich fields to small

rocky foothills, I asked Tung how the

Cultural Revolution had affected sport.

He spoke quietly.

"Let me start at an earlier point than

that. Sport in China changed greatly

since the Liberation in 1949," he said,

"for it has spread to reach the masses.

As you already know, sport and phys-

ical culture are an integral part of na-

tional policies in China and arc intend-

ed to serve socialist construction and

advance the Revolution. There arc two

basic ways this is done, through mass

sports inside China and through our ap-

pearance in international competition.

My department is in charge of organiz-

ing sports in factories, communes and

schools, spare-time schools and such.”

The car was now climbing narrow

roads through sharp-peaked mountains,

honking, ever honking, at men and wom-
en pedaling laboriously up with loads of

straw, jugs of fertilizer and baskets of

green beans and tomatoes. The terrain

was dramatic. This was not far from a

place where the hordes of Ghcngis Khan
won bloody territory after breaking

through the Great Wall in the 13th cen-

tury. Tung went on: "Our world com-
petitions arc important to us. The Ping-

Pong ball successes were a direct result

of a call issued from the Sports Feder-

ation to speed up our improvement in

world levels of Ping-Pong ball. At that

time we held a tournament with 300 of

our best selected players to get new mem-
bers for the Chinese team."

We were not far now from the famed

Chu Yang Kuan pass, which dated from

the third century B.C., only a few more
continued
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minutes to the Great Wall. Tung went

on, "Yes, we are trying to develop the

best sportsmen that we can. There are

800 spare-time schools where children

start at eight years of age and attend two

to three hours every afternoon for the

purpose of building their athletic skills.

These things are under my department.

We do hope we can win some good ti-

tles, some more world titles for China

and for the advancement of the socialist

revolution but, of course, it will always

be within the philosophy of friendship

first, competition second.”

Our car fled around a sharp corner and

there before us stretched the Great Wall.

2,000 years old and perhaps 3,000 miles

long. In 1867 the world-traveling Comte

de Beauvoir wrote of the Wall: "This

fantastic serpent of stone, its battlements

devoid of cannons, its loopholes empty

of rifles, will be stored in my mind like a

magic vision.” Cooke had a more prac-

tical reaction: "Well, the Russians didn't

teach them this."

Later in the car the mystique of an-

tiquity was still strong in our minds, but

the irrepressible Tung returned us firmly

to modern China. "I will tell you about

the Cultural Revolution of 1 966," he said

with a warm smile. "In terms of sport

the Cultural Revolution was intended to

bring better education to the people

about physical culture and sports. There

had been a tendency, particularly in some

universities, to put an extra value on the

winning of victories in games. There was

a tendency to compete for fame only, to

play with the purpose of winning cham-

pionships only. Strong efforts were made

to criticize the men who advanced these

revisionist philosophies. Now, it is true

that sports were interrupted for a time

to concentrate on the Cultural Revolu-

tion. For a few years there was a tem-

porary stop in most organized games and

tournaments. Oh, it is true that people

continued to play in the streets and com-

mune fields and schoolyards. But now

things are much better than before the

Cultural Revolution. People have a bel-

ter understanding that they can promote

their health and thus build socialism

through sports."

Once more we were descending from

the mountains onto a fine broad plain,

green and rich, landscaped with many

trees along its fields. We were nearing the

great necropolis where 13 of the 16 em-

perors of the Ming Dynasty lay buried

in their tombs. This used to be untouch-
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able land, so sacrosanct that to set foot

upon it meant death. Today it is being

farmed, and even the famed Sacred Way
of the Spirit with its silent stone sen-

tries—kneeling elephants, horses, cam-

els, glowering warrior-emperors— is alive

with tractors, trucks, bicycles, all the traf-

fic of workaday China.

As we drove in I asked Tung if there

had been much violent change done to

the Chinese sports hierarchy during the

Cultural Revolution. He replied a bit el-

liptically. "The tendency of seeking fame

and championships alone was certainly

not so dangerous as the political line pur-

sued by certain swindlers and revisionists

in the universities and the followers of

the wrong ways of Liu Shao-chi. But all

of us decided that it was best both po-

litically and in terms of sport to return

to the line as defined by Chairman Mao."

We had now arrived at the tombs set

in a broad natural bowl surrounded by

gentle mountains. We prepared to enter

the tomb of Emperor Wan Li, who died

in 1620. Of the emperor's own design, it

had been built at the cost of eight mil-

lion ounces of silver. Tung went on. “The

idea of bringing up super sportsmen was

one thing that the Cultural Revolution

wiped out ofour sports life. Now the em-

phasis is on training the overwhelming

majority of the people, yet at the same

time encouraging the development of

players of world competitive level. We
hope to do both, but the most impor-

tant thing is to emphasize sport for the

masses rather than for the elite."

As if ordered by a Central Committee

nonrevisionist, just as we were about to

enter the tomb a young man ran by us

lazily dribbling a basketball. He crossed

the parking lot and began shooting at a

hoop and backboard that had been erect-

ed not 50 yards from the sacred site.

"See?" said Tung with a radiant smile.

"That is what I mean when I say sport

for the masses, not the elite. We even play

games on the tombs of kings."

“Is Babe Ruth Still Alive?”

Much of China seemed to blur into a

moiling montage, antiquities and new so-

cialism, now opaque images, now lucid

memories, inscrutable stuff and some

things inspiring, a total immersion in the

sporting culture of this unknown place.

Let me simply list some items, some dis-

connected scenes that cannot be logically

married, yet give a sense of China when

they are taken together:



An old, old man, a professor of hy-

draulics at Tsinghua University in Pe-

king, spoke perfect English and said that

he had spent quite a few years long ago

at MIT and Cornell University. 'Tell

me,” he asked, ‘is Babe Ruth still alive?”

In a schoolyard in Hangchow the

school coach, Yueh Shing-chang, 40, was

a rather sad-faced fellow with seams in

his cheeks. He wore a clean, wrinkled

white shirt and his baggy trousers were

held up with a frayed belt. The students

of the school were assembled to do cal-

isthenics as called out by a scratched rec-

ord squawking from an amplifier in a

tree. I asked Yueh about sports when he

was a boy, and he replied in a low voice

that was hard to hear: "There were no

sports to speak of then, not before the

Liberation in 1949. There were no ban-

ners given. We had one ball at my school;

perhaps it was a basketball, I do not

know. We lived near a reservoir, but no

one swam. We were so very poor; we had

no energy to play, only to survive. My
father and mother were beggars My old-

er brother and my older sister were sold

by my parents to craftsmen from other

provinces. I have never seen them since.

I tended oxen for the local landlord. 1

begged also. We suffered from illiteracy

then, but my older brothers saved mon-

ey and sent me, the youngest, to middle

school. We ran some races then. In the

100-meter dash my best time was 11.1

seconds. It is not a very good time, is it?

But sports were not practiced when l was

a child.”

In Canton, Kuo Chien-hua, a most au-

thoritative leading member of the local

sports federation, spoke in wonder about

the superior physical condition of the

American basketball players and their

"superb stamina” compared to the Chi-

nese. I said, ' But, Mr. Kuo, that is not

so surprising. Nearly all of your best

players smoke many cigarettes a day. I

have seen them." Mr. Kuo frowned

thoughtfully and replied quite seriously,

"That is something we had not consid-

ered. Do you suppose smoking has af-

fected the stamina ofour players? We had

better look into this more fully.” And he

pulled out a notebook and wrote him-

self a note.

We visited a sporting goods store in

downtown Hangchow. I bought two

Double Happiness Ping-Pong paddles

for S5.50 each. Among other things dis-

played on shelves and counters in the

store were basketballs, volleyballs, bad-
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My name was Pierre Etticnne La Rogue. But my
fellow non-coms in the French Foreign Legion called me, "Nick'.' I can

still hear their jeers as they pointed

to the shaving nicks that deco-

rated my face like medals of dis-

honor. And then that blackest of

black days— I was drummed out of

the Legion. “You’re a disgrace,

Nick” they said as they tore

the stripes from my arms.

I wandered alone beneath i

the desert stars, pondering

my fate. Suddenly, at an
oasis, a mysterious bedouin

slipped me a Gillette Tech- 1

matic " razor. I turned the

lever to adjust it to my own
individual face and beard, ;

I discovered that instead

of blades with sharp cor-

ners that can cut and nick

my face, there's a continuous

razor band. All safely enclosed in
c

a cartridge so I will never have to
[

touch a sharp edge again. And I even

noticed the different feel of the Tcchmatic...the lightness, the bal-

ance. And I knew I would always get a smooth, safe shave.

I was restored to my regiment with honor and became known as

“Pierre of Pakistan" And as long as there is a Gillette Techmatic. .

.

no man will ever again

.call me “Nick"

With GilletteTECHMATIC
it’s good-bye Nick
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minion rackets, jump ropes, pneumatic-

pump needles, relay race batons, stop-

watches, starters' guns and blank bullets,

numbered bibs for competitors, whistles,

harmonicas, bugles, dumbbells, Chinese

chess pieces and an embroidered silk wall

hanging showing Chairman Mao in a

buttoned-up tunic playing Ping-Pong.

In a Shanghai park above busy Huang
Po River Harbor, Ma Yuen-kue, 53, a

shop clerk, and Chang Wan-ping, 69, a

retired civil servant, were doing wu shit

exercises together one morning. I asked

them how long they had practiced wushu,

and Ma replied, “There was almost no

wu shu done for health before the Lib-

eration. I do it now to keep myself cured

of my duodenal ulcer and tuberculosis."

Chang, his face a wreath of wrinkles,

said, “Historically speaking, wushu used

to be more valuable for self-defense than

for personal health. Before the Libera-

tion men practiced wu shu to defend

themselves against rascals in the streets

of Shanghai. Our security was not good

then," Ma said confidentially. “There

were hooligans and gangs then, much
fighting and often broken glass in the cin-

emas. Wu shu was needed for safety."

Chang said, "Of course, the self-defense

use of wu shu is now canceled, for there

is no need to defend yourself against peo-

ple who are your friends." Not far from

Ma and Chang an ancient man, bald as

an eagle’s egg, was methodically beating

himself on the head with a stick. There

was, in fact, a discolored spot where he

had been striking himself. Chang ex-

plained that the fellow was 94 years old

and that the stickbeating greatly helped

the circulation of blood through his head

and inner car.

The coach of the Chinese men's bas-

ketball team is a jaunty jock named

Chien Chen-lai who played for years on

national all-star teams. When he was

asked how one could send him a letter,

he grinned and said cockily, “Just ad-

dress it: Chien Chen-lai, People's Repub-

lic of China. They know me."

The sports magazine in China is called

New Sports. It is a monthly, and almost

impossible to find. At last we ran across

a two-month-old copy at a remote com-

mune deep in the south of China. As we
and our hosts sipped Tsingtao beer, Mr.

Li browsed through New Sports and

translated the contents for us. “Aha, here

is an interesting story by a woman high

jumper about her practice and her expe-

rience in using material dialectics to an-



alyze a sportsman's strengths and weak-

nesses. It is titled Going Much Along a

Rood of Being Both Red and Expert as

Charted by Chairman Mao. . . . The next

story is called Great Attention Is Paid to

the Mass Sports Activities. . . . Then we

have The Diary ofa Ping-Pong Ball Play-

er in the 32nd World Championships. . . .

Here is a fine story on sports programs

in a factory with three shifts. . . . This is

titled A Worker Who Persists in Phys-

ical Training. . . . This one is called A De-

mobilized Man in Factory Plays Leading

Role in Sports There. . . . Here is an en-

tire section of short articles, testimonials

you could call them, about people’s ex-

periences with friendship first, competi-

tion second. Then there is one on vol-

leyball tactics and one on improving

one's jumping power. . . . And there is

An Essay Discussing the Amount of En-

ergy Necessary in Certain Sports. This is

a biological treatise, you'll find. . .
."

Somehow the conversation turned to

marriage in China. It was said that the

average age for marriage is 25 for wom-
en, 26 for men, and that this was "very,

very much encouraged by the state,” al-

though the legal constitutional age at

which marriage was allowed was 1 8. Our
host explained, "We have learned that

people work better, learn more and are

in better health if they wait to be older

than 18 before they marry. An 18-year-

old, we feel, is not well-built enough for

marriage." Clearly a case for a biolog-

ical treatise in New Sports.

Polite Noises from Monks
Spectators in China arc an intent, almost

scholarly lot, about as bland as their

dress. One day while the U.S. basketball

team was scrimmaging in Peking's

18,000-scat Capital Arena we walked

through corridors under the stadium and

up onto the floor. Ahead of us the arena

seats were dead empty and we stood for

perhaps five minutes watching the prac-

tice, aware only of a coach's whistle, the

thump of the ball, the echoing shouts of

the players. We thought we were alone

in the big gleaming stadium when sud-

denly an American 7-footcr rose high and

viciously thrust the ball down through

the hoop. From our backs there imme-

diately rose a low surprising sound.

"Ssssssaaaaaahhhhhh!" Startled, we
turned. There were 5,000 people seated

above us watching the practice.

At the actual U.S.-China games there

was never a scat empty in any stadium.
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and every morning before a game long

queues wound up to the box-office win-

dows. But during the game the cackles

and boos, the shrieks and leaps out of

seats characteristic of the Western world

were missing. The Chinese were almost

always mum, emitting small polite nois-

es when they were astonished by a play,

occasionally applauding politely like op-

era buffs when something was done well

by either team. They never booed, never

whistled, never rose to their feet.

Only once did I see a Chinese crowd

show bad manners. In Hangchow the

Chinese fielded a hulking awkward
young man named Mu Ti-tsu, who stood

7’ 3" and weighed 270 pounds. He was

dinosaur-like, almost a freak. His hands

were huge, delicate, gentle, lovely around

the basket, but the rest of his massive

body worked only with the deepest con-

centrated thought. His knees hit togeth-

er when he ran, his thick arms dangled,

his great out-turned feet slapped like ca-

noe paddles. In amazingly uncharacter-

istic behavior the spectators hooted and

shouted and laughed aloud, some with

tears in their eyes, during the few min-

utes poor Mu played. But he did not seem

to mind, and he waved with dignity at

the guffawing applause from the crowd

when he returned to the bench.

The Chinese spectator is, perforce,

woefully undcrcntcrtained. It is difficult

to get any total statistics, but outside of

Peking, which has two indoor arenas

with a total of 33,000 seats and an out

door stadium accommodating 100.000

(for a population of four million), the

paucity of stadium seats in China is sur-

prising. For example, Shanghai, with a

population of overweight million, has a

single indoor arena with 5,500 seats;

Hangchow, with 750,000 people, has one

with 5.000 seats; Canton, with two mil-

lion people, one with 5,500 seats. Indeed,

for all of China's 800 million people it is

likely that there are fewer than one mil-

lion stadium seats (compared, for exam-

ple, with 1.68 million seats available to

fans of the 26 National Football League

teams alone). The People's Democratic

Republic as of today is not a land of

spectators.

NEXT WEEK
A visit to the Pearl River Delta, where an

entire village has adopted swimming and

a mass plunge may involve 30,000 people.



Give yourBloodyMarys
a little transfusion.

For a free Professional Mixing Guide, write:

Box 2186 YS, Astoria Station, New York 11102.

Shake two dashes of Angostura into your
Bloody Marys, and they'll taste like much
more than just vodka and tomato juice.

Angostura harmonizes the flavor of

everything else you put into your
Bloody Marys, so they taste like more
than the sum of their parts.

Angostura’s secret blend of exotic

herbs and spices also gives your

Bloody Marys an exciting aroma. And
it’s a fact that the better something
smells, the better it tastes.

No matter how you’re mixing
Bloody Marys now, add Angostura to

the recipe. It’s the best way in the

world to keep Bloody Marys from tasting

a little anemic.
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faraway
from ital

Far from the noisy crowd of Chicago radio

commercial clutter ... all the way over at f390 AM or

107.5 FM ... an oasis for advertisers' messages, too,

with a maximum of 12 commercial units per hour.

Chicago’s only 24 hour am-fm
good music station
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The Coleman
Lantern.

"o/e/WOTa

Dependable. Economical. A 150-watt beacon that

burns for up to 8 hours on a single filling. In

short, a lantern no one can match. And there s a

reason: Coleman doesn t believe in cutting corners.

Take the fuel tank— it s copper-brazed steel. Or

the globe— it s Pyrex And all working parts—

solid brass.

It's the same with all the other Coleman products.

Like coolers. Only polyurethane is used for

insulation. That s the same insulation you II find

in a $600 refrigerator.

And like Coleman tents. Only Coleman double
stitches every seam. So you get the strongest,

most durable tent around.

And Coleman sleeping bags. They re quilt-

stitched throughout to keep insulation from

bulging and bunching.

Like we said, Coleman doesn t believe in cutting

corners. Our lanterns prove it. So do our coolers.

And our tents. And our sleeping bags. In fact,

every product we put our name on proves it.

Ask someone
who has one.

Greatcsl name in the great outdoors lor lanterns,

stoves, coolers, jugs, heaters, tents and sleeping bags



Nobody!
Every week of the season, we cover the field

of baseball like a tarpaulin.

With pages of color photos that freeze the week's

great action moments And game stories that are

so alive you feel like you're right there on second

base.

And close-in personality profiles that let you know
the stars as flesh-and-blood people. And scouting

reports... daring predictions wild and funny and

unexpected baseball features.

If it's baseball, we'll catch it for you . from here to the

last out of the World Series. Plus all the best action

in all the other sports... the big ones and the

little ones.

No wonder a lot of people think

Sports Illustrated is the world's most

exciting magazine.

Will you ? Try it for a season and see. . at

low introductory rate.

Strike now, while the ideas hot. Fill in and

mail this coupon today.

Clip out and mail to SPORTS ILLUSTRATED TIME-LIFE Building, Chicago, Illinois 60611

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED: 29 WEEKS FOR S4.89^
Please send me SI at your low introductory rate for new subscribers only.

Z Double your savings 58 weeks for $9.78 Payment enclosed Bill me later *

FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS ONLY. This offer good only in U.S. and includes postage and handling.



BASEBALL’S WEEK
by JOE JARES

A I [- A QT Baltimore's Jim Palmer

ML LMO I became the first Ameri-

can League righthander since Red Ruffing

to win 20 games four years in a row (Ruff-

ing did it for the Yankees starting in 1936).

No, 20 came against the Brewers 4-1, and

afterward nondrinkcr Palmer broke out five

bottles of champagne for his teammates.

Other bubbly Oriole news: Utility Infielder

Frank (No Home Run) Baker, hitting .097,

tripled twice in a victory over Milwaukee and

Al Bumbry upped his batting average to .330.

The bad news: Elrod Hendricks was lost for

the season with a severely dislocated ankle.

The Red Sox, 3-4 for the week even though

they had to play the Tigers only once, were

trailing Baltimore by 6 l
/i games at week's

end. If the Red Sox had a little better than

a 2-12 record against Detroit, they might

be giving the Orioles a stiffer fight. Any-

way, Luis Tiant (18-12) has a chance to

reach the Palmer plateau for the second

time in his career. He has at least four more

starts. And Tommy Harper stole his 44th

and 45th bases Saturday against Cleveland,

seven short of Tris Speaker's club record

set in 1912. Roger Morct beat the Yankees

7 1 Wednesday night for his 1 1th win against

no defeats.

The Tigers used excellent pitching to good

advantage in a 4-1 week. John Hiller got

his 36th save (coming in to relieve Joe Cole-

man), breaking Sparky Lyle's year-old

American League record and putting Hiller

only one short of Clay Carroll's major league

mark. Mickey Lolich, who was below .500

most of the season, beat the Brewers 2-1 with

Hiller's aid for his 15th victory. He also un-

veiled his new pitch, a knuckleball that he

throws about once per inning. Move over,

Wilbur Wood.
New York's Mel Stottlemyre beat the Ori-

olcs 3-0 Saturday night, the fourth time this

year he has defeated the division leaders. Mil-

waukee started off the week in fine style with

two straight wins, then proceeded to drop

six in a row. The Brewers had better brew

up some trades. Ken Aspromontc, manager

of last-place Cleveland, got the baseball

equivalent of the Mafia kiss, a vote of con-

fidence from a front-office man.

BALT 86-60 BOS 81-68 DET 79-69

NY 74-74 MIL 70-79 CLEV 65-85

A I \A/L0T Oakland's Gene Tenace

AL VVLU I
enjoyed what he called

“my biggest day in the majors" Friday when

he went four for four against the Rangers,

including a grand-slam homer, and drove in

five runs. "I looked at the scoreboard," said

Tenace, "and saw that Kansas City had lost,

and then I thought ifwe could win this game

we’d give Reggie Jackson another week's

rest, and I remembered that this was the first

time Catfish Hunter had gone 10 innings

since the All-Star break. And so I hit a home
run." The A's won 5-1, took three other

games in the week (two of three from the

Royals) and moved 6 J/i games out in front.

Kansas City was not too happy with just

one win in three games at Oakland nor

with several early showers. “Their fans arc

better beer throwers than ours," said Man-

ager Jack McKeon. "Several of us got

drenched during the game." The 5-0 vic-

tory over the A's was Paul Splittorff’s first

win since Aug. 1 1 ; it was his eighth try for

victory No. 16.

Nolan Ryan Night in Anaheim Stadium

turned out to be well timed. After the An-

gels' star pitcher had collected his gifts, in-

cluding a half-ton pickup truck, he went out

and beat the Royals 3-1. His 10 strikeouts

tied him with Bob Feller at 348 as the best

right-handed whiffartist in history (one-sea-

son division). On the way Ryan passed lefty

Rube Waddell's total of 343. He is 34 shy of

Sandy Koufax' alllime mark. Ryan now has

18 wins.

The White Sox found themselves desper-

ately clinging to third place instead of bat-

tling for second. One trouble was formidable

pitching from the opposition, especially the

Twins' Bert Blyleven who got 12 strikeouts

against the bottom half of Chicago’s batting

order during a 6-0 Minnesota win. Wilbur

Wood won his 24th game against the Twins

Saturday night, his fifth win in six starts

against that club. The Rangers were not per-

forming for Billy Martin any better than they

did for Whitey Herzog. They had a 2-4 week

and were \& l

/i games behind fifth-place Cal-

ifornia.

OAK 86-61 KC 80-68 CHt 73-75

MINN 71-76 CAL 69-76 TEX 51-95

Ml C A QT T*leres no sense play-

IM L LAO I ing 162 games to finish

last," said the Phils' Greg Luzinski, who
slammed his 26th and 27th home runs of the

season and helped Jim Lonborg beat the

Mcts 6-4. Then, at the end of the typical be-

low-.500 Phillie week, Luzinski was hit over

the left ear by Montreal's Balor Moore; so

much for the rewards of enthusiasm. Man-

ager Danny Ozark ordered his pitcher, Steve

Carlton, not to retaliate and Carlton, who
won 27 last year, went on to suffer his 19th

loss. Meanwhile, the rest of the division was

displaying different kinds of strain and pain

(page 24 ).

PITT 74-71 MONT 73-73 ST. L 72-76

NY 72-76 CHI 70-77 PHIL 65-83

M I \A/P QT Rc^s cou^ do noth-

IlL VVLuI ing wrong in a 6-0 week.

In one game against the Dodgers, Pitcher

Jack Billingham, three for 84 at the plate,

came to bat in the second inning with the

bases loaded. Manager Sparky Anderson

took a deep breath and let him swing away.

Billingham hit the first pitch for a double.

"You know, he's the worst hitter in the

world," said Anderson. "The worst who ever

lived. He can’t run a lick, either. . . . But 1

told him to go ahead and hit, and kee-ripes,

he did. Maybe there’s magic in this world

after all." Two recent recalls, Ken Griffey

and Ed Armbrister, knocked in five of the

six runs in Cincy's other win over L. A., and

Bobby Tolan, jeered by the fans because of

his brief walkout and troubles with manage-

ment, delivered a game-winning single

against Atlanta. Sounds magical.

The Dodgers had lost II of their last 12,

their worst slump in 12 years, before they

finally beat Houston on Thursday 8-6. Pitch-

er Don Sutton praised Manager Walt Al-

ston's patience: "If I were the manager. I'd

have had to dismantle the clubhouse a cou-

ple of times."

"We made too many mistakes," said Man-

ager Charlie Fox after his Giants lost to San

Diego4-3and fell 8*/^ gamesoutoffirst. Three

straight losses in Atlanta did not help, ci-

ther. "Next year our first priority is acqui-

sition of pitchers," said Giant Business Man-

ager Jerry Donovan. "We need them regard-

less of the price in players or money."

Astro pitching prospect James Rodney

Richard suffered a shoulder separation in a

motorcycle accident, provoking Manager

Leo Durocher to say, "A guy with his fu-

ture? How can he do that? How can he get

on a motorcycle? I just can't believe it." Rich-

ard, a 6’ 8" righthander, had a 6-2 record

with 75 strikeouts. LeadotT man Jim Wynn
had two doubles and two singles in an 8-6

loss to L.A., a team that has been trying to

acquire him for three years. San Diego's

bright moments: Dave Roberts hit safely in

his 12th straight game; Rookie of the Year

candidate John Grubb hit safely in his ninth.

Henry Aaron hit career homer No. 710 in

a 10-4 victory over the Giants, and Atlanta

continued to go gaga over his chase after

Babe Ruth's record of 714. Twenty bill-

boards were unveiled around the city salut-

ing his effort, a street will be named after

him, a statue of him erected, etc. The Braves

are still offering cash payment for Aaron's

home-run balls, stamping all the balls

pitched to him beforehand with invisible ink

to avoid being sold phonies.

CIN 91-57 LA 86-63 SF 82-65

HOU 75-75 ATL 72-78 SD 54-93
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FOR THE RECORD
A roundup of the week Sept. 10-16

flying—Californian LYLE SHELDON set a speed
record lor unlimited class at the Reno National
Championship Air Races. He piloted his F-8 Bear-
cat to 428. 1 55 mph, breaking his three-day-old mark
of 426.602 set in a qualifying run.

A few days InterJACK LOWERS set a second world
record in his AT-6-class plane, hitting 212.390 mph.

Mi
FOOTBALL —On the first weekend of tl-

ami needed a fourth-quarter rally to I

incisco 21-13 (pave 30) and estcnd il

tg winning streak to 18. The Bilk
'

it San

s' O. J. Simpson.
„ ..to NFL single-game rush-

ing record as Buffalo won 31-13 over New England.

In 29 carries, the league's leading ground gainer last

year ran for 250 yards, three more than Los An-
geles Ram Willie Ellison's mark set in 1971. St. Louis
Coach Don Coryell got his first NFL win when the

Cardinals held on for a 34-23 victory despite a sec-

ond-half rally led by Philadelphia Quarterback
Roman Gabriel. St. Louis established a three-touch-
down lead in the first seven minutes of the game
and then withstood two Gabriel TD passes and three

field goals by Tom Dempsey in the second half. New
York defenders made off with four Dan Pastorini

passes during the first half and the Giants dropped
Houston 34-14. New York’s Ron Johnson gained

96 yards and scored two touchdowns before he was
sidelined with bruised ribs. Washington's defense

played rough and San Diego was battered 38 0.

Charger Quarterback John Unitas was sacked eight

times, intercepted four times and the defense forced

Running Back Mike Garrett to fumble three times.

The fumbles resulted in Redskin touchdowns, two
by defensemen Brig Owens and Verlon Biggs.

While divisional arch-rival Washington was win-
ning easily, it took all the Cowboys had. plus a fake

punt that backfired, for Dallas to pull out a 20-17
win over rugged Chicago, Toni Fritsch's ll-yard

field goal giving the Cow boys their margin w ith 1 :26

remaining in the game. Mike Phipps threw for three

touchdowns as Cleveland defeated Baltimore 24-14.

In a strong showing. Phipps completed 1 2 of26 pass-

es for 1 50 yards and carried the ball seven times lor

another 55. Ten-year veteran Dick Shiner racked up
38 poults for Atlanta before leaving the game in the

third quarter as the Falcons blasted New Orleans
62-7. Two of Shiner's scoring passes went to Ken
Burrow and another to Wes Chesson. Corncrback
Tom Hayes contributed to the rout with a 65-yard re-

turn of an interception. Minnesota beat Oakland
24-16 in a tough opener for both as Fran Tarkcnlon
threw two touchdown passes and Bill Brown ran a
six-yard draw play for the clinching Viking score. An
84-yard pass from Greg Landry to Ron Jessie was
spectacular but not enough for Detroit as the Lions
lost to Pittsburgh 24-10. Terry Bradshaw pulled the
Steelcrs up from a 10-10 third-quarter tie with two
touchdow n passes in the final period. With Charley

Johnson directing the offense Floyd Little scored
three times to give Denver a 28-10 upset win over
Cincinnati. John Hadl's two TD passes and an 1 1-

yard run by Steve Prccce on a bungled last-quarter
field-goal attempt gave Los Angeles a 23— I 3 w in over
Kansas City.

golf HALE IRWIN dominated the SI50.000 Her-
itage Classic at Hilton Head. S.C.. coasting in with
a final-round 72 for a five-stroke victory over Grier
Jones and Jerry Heard Irwin finished at 12-under-
par 272. seven strokes better than the 72-hole record
for the course he already held. TheSJO.000 first prize
put him over the $100,000 mark for the season.

KATHY WHITWORTH shot a Iwo-uiider-par 70
to finish w ith 142 and beat Gerda Boykin by a stroke
for the S25.000 Southgate Open in Kansas City.

HARNESS RACING -Favored Hamhlctnnian winner
FLIRTH ($4.40). driven by Ralph Baldwin, finished
two lengths ahead of Knightly Way in the SI03.495
Colonial at Liberty Bell Park in Philadelphia.

HORSE racing - SECRETARIAT ($2.80) won the
first running of the S250.000 Marlboro Cup in w orld
record time by 3'/4 lengths over slablematc Rlva
Ridge at Belmont Park (page 28).

Earlier in the afternoon. Jorge Velasquez rode DES-
ERT VIXEN ($3.60) to her eighth straight win. ail

S'/i-length victory over Poker Night in the $109,800
Beldame Slakes for fillies and marcs.

Mike Mangancllo rode GOLDEN DON ($25.60)
to a 2'/$ -length victory over Tri Jet in the SIOO.OOO
Michigan mile and one-eighth at Detroit Race
Course.

MOTOR SPORTS— Veteran AL UNSER won his
fourth consecutive LiSAC dirt-track championship
with a first-place finish in the Hoosier 100 at In-

dianapolis. His Ford-powered Viceroy had no
brakes at the end of the race, yet he managed to av-
erage 91.625 mph. Johnny Parsons Jr. was second
in a Lodestar Ford. Mario Andretti, who entered
the event with a 140-poinl lead in the drivers' stand-
ings. started seventh and finished 21st with a burned

ROGER McCLUSKEY, in a McLaren, placed third
in the first heat of the USAC races at Michigan In-
ternational Speedway and clinched his first major
national driving title. He picked up 175 points for a
3.550 total. 205 ahead ol'Mike Mosley. GARY BET-
TENHAUSEN and JOHNNY RUTHERFORD
won the two 125-mile heats. Betlenhausen averag-
ing 134.043 mph in a McLaren and Rutherford
157.282 in a McLaren.

JEAN-PIERRE JARIER won the European For-
mula II title with a second-place finish in the Grand

Prix of Albi, France. Jarier and winner VITTO-
RIO BRAMBILLA both drove March BMW 732s,
the Italian averaging 116 mph over the 56 laps of

SOFTBALL The CLEARWATER (FLA.) BOMB-
ERS look their 1 0th National Fast Pitch Softball
championship with a 5-1 win over the Sunnyvale
(Calif.) Barons in Seattle.

tennis—The Netherlands' TOM OKKF.R defeated
John Alexander 7-5. 6-4 to win the $37,500 Seattle
International Tennis Classic. ROSIE CASALS cap-
tured the $30,000 St. Louis Coca-Cola Women's
International pro tournament, beating Karen
Krantzckc of Australia 4 6. 7-6, 6-0. EVONNE
GOOLAGONG defeated Yeugeniva Biryukova of
the U.S.S.R. 6-2, 6-0 in the S40.000'Four Roses Ten-
nis Classic at Charlotte, N.C.

weight lifting Iran's MOHAMMED NASSIRI
established two world marks at the world champi-
onships in Cuba. Competing in the II4‘/i-pound
class, he lifted 309 pounds in the clean and jerk and
220 in the snatch.

MILEPOSTS—ENDED: By Congress, local blackouts
of NFL games—and nationally televised pro base-
ball. basketball and hockey games as well—when
they arc sold out 72 hours before starting time.

FINED: By the USLTA, II.IE NASTASE, for frac-

tious conduct m two tennis tournaments, the U.S.
Indoor championships and the Western champion-
ships. Nasty was reprimanded by the association and
ordered to pay $5,500.

HIRED: By the ABA Memphis Tams as coach,
BUTCH VAN BREDA KOLFF. 50. Fired by the
NBA Phoenix Suns last season, he has since oper-
ated a boat and tackle business in New Jersey.

NAMED: As coach of the University of Georgia
basketball team. JOHN GUTHRIE, 33, an assis-

tant at Georgia for four seasons.

RESIGNED: Duke University Basketball Coach
BUCKY WATERS. 37. Under pressure from alum-
ni and students after last year's 12-14 season, he
finished his three-year career at Duke 63-45.

RESIGNED: From the NHL Montreal Canadiens.
All-Star Goalie KEN DRYDEN. Dissatisfied with
his salary, the winner of the Vezina, Caldcr and Conn
Smythc trophies announced that he would work as
a law cleric lor a year, then sign elsewhere.

DIED: National spearfishing champion ALBERT
SCHNEPPERSHOFF. 37. o! Los Angeles, after be-

ing attacked by a shark off the Guadalupe Islands.

It was the first fatal incident involving a shark in

California or Baja waters since 1959.

CREDITS

25 —Heinz Kluctmeier 12) , John D. Hanlon 12) ; 26, 27 -
lone Stewart, John 0. Hanlon 121. Coil Iwaial ,. 28, 29—
Neil toiler

; 30. 31— Heinz KluolmOie', 65 -AP 12);

66, 67 -AP. DPI; 76—Heinz Kluetmeicr.

FACES IN THE CROWD
NEIL GLENESK, 20, of
Burlingame, Calif.,

won the seventh Na-
tional Triathlon Cham-
pionships—for shoot-

ing, swimming and run-

ning— in Palo Alto. He
topped a 35-man Held,

including veterans of

the Modern Pentathlon

Olympic team, with

3,159 total points.

JANE GOLDEN, 14, of
Huntingdon Valley,

Pa., captured every na-

tional division in the

U.S. Moth Class Sail-

ing Championships.
She swept the Open Di-

vision (men and wom-
en), the Women's and
the Junior. She is the

present world's woman
champion.

OTIS VETETO. 35,

pitched a rare perfect

game in the Carmichael
slow-pitch softball
league in Sacramento,
Calif. In seven innings

he retired all 21 batters

without a single man
making it to base, as his

team, Johnny's Barber
Shop, beat Thompson
and Diggs 20-0.

JON AITKEN, of the

University of New
Mexico, became the

first Western Athletic

Conference gymnast to

capture four conference

titles in consecutive

years when he took the

horizontal bar event at

the WAC champion-
ships at Colorado State

University.

RUTH SCHROEDER, a

graduate of Buhler
(Kans.) High, broke
two slate records in the

state track meet at

Wichita. She ran the

100-yard hurdles in 13.4

and the 440-yard dash
in 59.0. She also an-

chored Buhler's girls'

440-rclay team to its

second straight win.

JESUS CHUITO VELA,
of San Juan, P.R., set a

world record off San
Juan in the 20th Inter-

national Billfish Tour-
nament by landing a

680-pound blue marlin

on 50-pound test line

after a two-hour-and-
40-minute fight. His

catch broke the old rec-

ord by 60 pounds.
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Vour Health.



!9hole THE READERS TAKE OVER
THE BIGS

Sirs:

Texas is No. 1 ( The Top 20, Sept. 10)? If

the criterion is having the No. 1 pushover

schedule, your analysis is indisputable.

Walter Davis

Oklahoma City

Sirs:

Gag! Choke! Cough! Hack! Oh, what you

did to your cover! Had we known ahead of

time, some of us might have preferred a plain

brown wrapper.

John Levacy Jr.

Lubbock, Texas

Sirs:

Anyone who knows the slightest little bit

about college football knows that the Tro-

jans of USC are the best team in the nation.

Bret Henry

Woodland Hills, Calif.

Sirs:

If the outcome of the Cornhusker-Bruin

mismatch is any indication of your forecast-

ing accuracy (you picked UCLA 10th and

Nebraska 12th), then perhaps we should

look forward to seeing Washington State

(your 20th choice) wearing the No. 1 crown

at season's end. Nevertheless, your preview

made for enjoyable, informative reading.

Bob McPhail

Norwich, Conn.

Sirs:

Take it from someone who recalls new

Coach Tom Osborne's athletic heroics: you

ain’t seen nuthin' yet. I’ll grant you UCLA
No. 10 if you’ll grant Nebraska No. 1.

J. J. Scott

Euclid, Ohio

Sirs:

Afterseeing yourTop 20 with Notre Dame
ranked No. 7 and LSU not even included, I

can’t believe I read the whole thing.

Cliff Pennington

Bogalusa, La,

Sirs:

I can only commend you on your whim-

sical Sept. 10 issue. Surely it is no more than

a satirical poke at the serious college foot-

ball predictions for the coming season. How
a team that plays only once against some-

one you consider a serious challenge and then

plays “so much fodder" can be rated No. 1

over the likes of USC, Michigan, Ohio State,

Notre Dame et al. is beyond all rational

thought. Come on, let’s have the real pre-

dictions now. Enough kidding around.

Kevin D. Ray
Wahiawa, Hawaii

Sirs:

Hang on to the original of your Sept. 10

Texas cover. You'll need to use it again in

January.

Bruce Hopkins
Fort Worth

THE SMALLS

Sirs:

John Underwood’s account of the Wa-
bash-DePauw rivalry was refreshing (Bell of
the Bull Game, Sept. 10). Michigan-Ohio

State might be the big game, but when it

comes to true sport and spirit, Wabash-De-

Pauw is obviously where it is really at.

I am a Big Ten (Illinois) alumnus, but my
eyes were opened by Mr. Underwood’s in-

sight and entertaining article.

Jeff Wagner
Athens, Ga.

Sirs:

After reading such books as Out of Their

League and Meat on the Hoof telling about

the evils of college football—politics, drugs,

fixed grades, brainwashing, the sacrifice of

young men to win the Big One— I wondered

if the game had become a monster, unbe-

lievably cruel and completely out of control.

But John Underwood's lyrical story of the

Wabash-DePauw game and James Drake's

photo essay Goodbye Columbus, Hello Frost-

burg on other small-college contests were

exceptional. Together they revealed the hu-

manistic side of the sport that I thought had

been buried forever.

Daniel E. Keenan
Spokane

Sirs:

As one of millions of Americans who fol-

low and enjoy small-college athletics I espe-

cially appreciated the coverage given to these

institutions in your Sept. 10 issue.

In his mention of Linfield College, James

Drake noted that Head Coach Ad Rutsch-

man has a preference for watching games
from the press box rather than the sidelines.

This passing reference fails to hint at what I

believe to be one of the more remarkable

coaching stories at any college of any size,

and your readers may be interested in a foot-

note on it.

In the five years since he returned to his

alma mater Coach Rutschman has led Lin-

field to four Northwest Conference football

championships (two of them were shared).

Asked in 1971 to assume the head baseball

coaching position as well, he responded by
winning the NAIA World Series in his first

season and picked up a conference co-cham-

pionship last spring. He has since added the

position of director of athletics to his coach-

ing responsibilities. A dedicated and gifted

teacher, he serves as inspiration to those of

us who feel that large organizations and su-

per-specialization need not be the hallmarks

of college sport.

John E. Hanson
Dean
Linfield College

McMinnville, Ore.

MR. CHARGER
Sirs:

It is always difficult getting used to seeing

a familiar player in a new uniform. But even

though I have been reading about the trade

all year, nothing could have prepared me for

the shock of seeing John Unitas wearing San

Diego colors (John Be Nimble, John Be

Quick , Sept. 10). For me his many years with

Baltimore have made him Mr. Colt.

Fred Schultz
Raleigh, N.C.

Sirs:

Thanks to Tex Maule for a fine article on

Johnny Unitas. The people who say that he

is too old and cannot help anymore are

wrong. No man is old when he can take a

team 87 yards in a minute and eight seconds

for a touchdown, passing on every play.

Dan Delaney
Jacksonville, III.

THING OF BEAUTY

Sirs:

I grew up in South Bend and my heroes

were many until the spring of 1964. when
my interest settled on “Richie" Allen, the

rookie third baseman of the Phillies.

Throughout the turmoil in the City of Broth-

erly Love, while the press called him a child,

and the fans called him worse, he remained

my hero. Like Gale Sayers on the gridiron

or Leonard Bernstein on the conductor's po-

dium, Dick Allen on the baseball diamond

is a thing of beauty. He is the rarest of in-

dividuals, the best in the world at his trade.

And for this reason my loyalty has switched

from the Phillies to the Cardinals to the

Dodgers and now to the White Sox (yes, even

to the American League).

So it goes without saying that I enjoyed

your article (Swinging in a Groove of His

Own, Sept. 10). But after being in the mi-

nority and on the defensive for so long, it is

hard getting used to the fact that, thanks to

articles like yours, nearly everyone is becom-

ing a Dick Allen fan.

Jim Ball

Chicago

MOUTHPIECE

Sirs:

In answer to “Mumble, Mumble, Hut!”

(Scorecard, Sept. 3), someone has had fore-

continued
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K..r the Rockwell fk;ik-r nr; D.) KxdudinK Hawaii and Alaska.

We’ve been conditioned to believe

that metal is stronger than plastic.

So The Robert W. I Iunt Company,
a nationally known product research

firm, conducted a series of impact
tests pitting the three best selling

metal power drills against our
Rockwell drill with a Lexan 11

plastic housing.
The results were conclusive:

“The average, for our sampling and
testing, indicates that Rockwell
drills performed better than the other

tested products.” (The Robert W.

Hunt Company, Chicago, 111.)

Of course, a Rockwell power tool

owes its toughness to more than an
unbreakable Lexan" housing.

There's also this thing called

unitized construction. Which means
that vital components are cradled
during impact.
Which is another reason why a

Rockwell drill should perform longer

than any metal drill on the market.
We hope you’ll remember this if

you should decide to give or buy
a power tool.

However, if you’re not quite con-
vinced, we urge you to seek the
advice of an impartial third party.

For a free copy of the results of the
tests conducted by The Robert W.
1 Iunt Company, write: John Trebel,
Rockwell International, 400 North
Lexington Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
15208.

Rockwell International



Imagine positive rack and pinion steering like our Jaguar’s.

*

The reliable, race-toughened engine of our MGB.

The same parentage as our Land Rover.

The tough economy car from British Leyland. $2675.*

Because it is comprised of proven com-
ponents like those in the best of British

Leyland, the Marina is one of the most
experienced new economy cars on the
market today.
The Marina has cat-like roadability,

thanks to rack and pinion steering and
torsion bar suspension, a sports car re-

sponsiveness with four-speed gearbox
and front disc brakes, and the reliability

of the MGB engine, already proven in

over 2 billion miles of driving.

What's more, everything comes en-

closed in Marina's strong steel body
whose lean, clean lines reflect the English
appearance of uncluttered good looks.

Long-lasting good looks that are pro-
tected by an extensive anti-corrosive
electroplating process and 64 square feet

of undersealant for added protection.

Test drive the new Marina 2-door GT or
4-door sedan at your Austin MG dealer.

For his name and for information about
overseas delivery, call (800) 447-4700. In

Illinois, call (800) 322-4400. The calls are
toll free, of course.

Austin Marina
The tough economy car
from British Leyland

British Leyland Motors Inc.

Leonia, New Jersey 07605

•Manufacturer's suggested retail price

P.O.E. Does not include inland transporta-

tion, local taxes and preparation charges.
Whitewalls optional extra.

BRITISH

LEYLflNO
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sight. Any member of the dental profession

can make a contact-sport mouth protector

that allows the wearer to be completely ar-

ticulate. If it is made properly, one can even

insult the opposition and take the return

punch with impunity.

Kenneth E. Samuelson, D.D.S.

Glenview, III.

PAODLERS

Sirs:

If it had not been for the photograph show-

ing one of my employees in her role as a

"bank runner," I undoubtedly would have

omitted reading Jim Harrison’s A Machine

with Two Pistons (Aug. 27). The author ex-

panded my myopic viewpoint on this type

of athletic contest. His description of the Au-

Sable Canoe Marathon led me to conclude

that professional canoe racing has to rank

as the most individually and physically de-

manding sporting event bar none.

Joel E. Glass

Royal Oak, Mich.

Sirs:

Your article was aimed down the wrong

river. If Jim Harrison wants to cover a real-

ly tough canoe race, tell him to try the Texas

Water Safari, which starts at San Marcos and

finishes at Seadrift on the Gulf of Mexico. It

is a long, grueling pace down the San Marcos

and Guadalupe riversand across a portion of

salt water at the end.

Note a few comparisons: the Michigan

race is 240 miles. The Texas Safari is 419

miles, and since it began in 1963, only 19%
of the starters have finished. The Michigan

racers had to contend with a few short por-

tages, but I doubt that they made any more

than a mile long, up and down steep grades

through dense woods. Part of the safari runs

through an almost junglelike area, and spec-

tators cannot even get to the riverbanks in

most places. There also is the possibility of

a water moccasin dropping into the canoe

from overhanging branches and many log

jams lie between start and finish. One other

thing: no assistance can be given to canoe

teams, as is done in Michigan, which means

that food must be carried all the way.

I speak from experience; I was in the 1973

safari, but my partner and 1 made it only

halfway. Our canoe had acquired a dozen

holes and would no longer float. Former

Michigan racers Norm Brown and Bill Sta-

ples expressed pessimism about any increase

in the popularity of canoeing because it takes

too much work to be a winner. On the Tex-

as Safari, if you finish you are a winner.

Joe V. Hunt
Dallas

Address editorial mail to Sports Illustrated,

Time & Life Building, Rockefeller Center, New
York, N.Y. 10020.
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In size, this new breed of Cougar is like Grand Prix and Monte Carlo.

In every other way, it’s like nobody else’s car.

You're looking at the all new Cougar for 74. It’s

more than a new car. It's moved up one whole class.

In fact Cougar is the only new choice among the mid-

size personal luxury cars.

There's new styling, inside and out. New dash
with tachometer and hooded gauges mounted in

deeply padded vinyl. Elegant new opera window. Dis-

tinctive new Landau roof. Steel-belted radials. All

standard. There's power steering. And front disc

brakes, automatic floor shift and bucket seats, also

standard. Plus the same type suspension system as

Lincoln-Mercury's most expensive luxury car. Other
features shown are optional.

And along with Cougar’s new size class comes a

whole new class of comfort for you. Because we felt

this much luxury deserved a little more room.

MERCURY COUGAR
LINCOLN-MERCURY DIVISION



TheTrue System:
(Patent No. 3,396,733)

Regular or Menthol

Only True has this tar and nicotine reduction

system that's so unique it’s registered with

the U.S. Government Patent Office.

Only True is lowest in both tar and nicotine

of the 20 best-selling brands. True is America's

leading low tar and nicotine cigarette.

The True System: You can t beat it.

Shouldn't your next cigarette be True?

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.Regular: 12 mg. ‘'tar", 0.7 mg. nicotine.

Menthol: 12 mg. "tar". 0.8 mg. nicotine, av. per cigarette. FTC Report Feb. 73.


